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India will have soon an elite
unit of commandos drawn

from the three Services to con-
duct special missions of strate-
gic interest to the country.
Named Armed Forces Special
Operations Division, the unit
will be on the line of the US
Special Operations Command,
which was responsible for tak-
ing out Osama Bin Laden.

The Armed Forces Special
Operations Division will start
functioning from November
first week this year initially with
a small team of commandos
selected from the Special Forces
of the Army, Marine
Commandos (MARCOS) of
the Navy, and Garud com-
mando force of the Indian Air
Forces(IAF).

The special division having
3,000 commandos will be
headed by a Major General.
The Government recently gave
the clearance for the setting up
of the squad along with cre-
ation of a Cyber Agency to be
headed by a Navy officer of the
equivalent rank. On the lines of
the Commando Division, the
Cyber Agency will also have
experts from the three Services
to fight the fast emerging threat
of cyber warfare, officials said
here on Thursday.

Both the specialised units
will function under the
Integrated Defence Staff (IDS)
responsible for enhancing
coordination and enabling pri-

oritisation across different
branches of the armed forces.
The IDS will also oversee the
setting up of the proposed
Space Agency to be headed by
an IAF officer for space-based
missions.

The Naresh Chandra
Committee in 2012 had rec-
ommended setting up three
commands, namely Special
Operations, Cyber, and Space
to deal with new challenges fac-
ing national security. The com-
mittee was asked by the
Government to give recom-
mendations on fine tuning
higher defence management to
enable the armed forces to
fight in a fast changing warfare
scenario.

As regards the Special
Operations Division, officials
said here on Thursday besides
having commandos from the
three Services with the Army
playing an eminent role as it
has the most experienced pro-
fessionals for such missions, the
unit will have its own dedicat-
ed helicopters, transport planes
and specialised weaponry
besides surveillance equipment
for carrying out strategic mis-
sions.

Elaborating upon the
nature of the proposed
Division, they said the spe-
cialised teams will be respon-
sible for conducting missions
within and outside the country.
The missions include targeting
strategic installations, high
value targets in terms of ter-

rorists and cripple the war
fighting capabilities of the
enemy. The missions no doubt
will be high risk given the
strategic importance, sources
said.

Once the Division becomes
functional in November, plans
are already in place to bring
together the commandos from
the three Services to a central
place or station for joint train-
ing to conduct special missions
during peacetime and war,
they said.

Explaining the objective
of the Division, officials said
the stress is on synergising
special operations amongst the

three forces. At present, the
Special Forces of the Army,
MARCOS and Garuds func-
tion separately. 

Once the Division comes
into being, the special talents
and assets of the three Services
will be pooled.

The idea to have such a
Division, which was earlier to
be known as Special
Operations Command, was
mooted by the Naresh Chandra
committee and several military
officials after the US Special
Operations Command carried
out the raid to kill Osama Bin
laden. Officials said that the
Indian forces too have similar

capabilities and a combined
command of commandos of
three Services should be
formed to conduct sensitive
missions within and outside the
boundaries of the country, offi-
cials said.

Naresh Chandra panel had
also recommended forming of
Special Operations Command
as India needs to enhance its
unconventional and special
warfare capabilities to execute
politico-military and connect-
ed operations to meet uncon-
ventional challenges.

The panel also felt at pre-
sent the full potential of the
Special Forces was not exploit-

ed and therefore there was a
need to bring under one
umbrella for covert operations
and anti-terrorist missions,
they said.

Incidentally, the
Government in the last few
months has cleared some pro-
posals for procurement of spe-
cialised weaponry for the com-
mando forces of three Services.
They include sniper rifles,
midget submarines, special
communication systems, ther-
mal sights and ammunition.
These items will be procured
from Israel, Germany, Sweden,
Russia and Finland.
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Aspecial CBI court in
Panchkula on Thursday

awarded life imprisonment to
Dera Sacha Sauda chief
Gurmeet Ram Rahim and
three others in the murder
case of journalist Ram Chander
Chhatrapati.

Along with Ram Rahim,
his close aide Dera manager
Krishan Lal and carpenters at
Dera -Nirmal Singh and
Kuldeep Singh -have been
awarded life imprisonment by
the CBI court.

Special CBI Judge Jagdeep
Singh also imposed a fine of Rs
50,000 each on all the four
accused.

The same judge had earli-
er convicted 51-year-old Dera
head Ram Rahim in the rape
case of two female disciples on
August 25, 2017 and sentenced
him to 20 years of rigorous
imprisonment.

Sirsa-based Dera chief
Ram Rahim is already lodged
in Rohtak’s Sunaria jail after his
conviction in 2017 in the rape
case had appeared before the
court through video confer-
encing. Other three convicts,

Kuldeep Singh, Nirmal Singh
and Krishan Lal were 
present in the court through
video conferencing from
Ambala jail.

CBI counsel HPS Verma,
while talking to the mediaper-
sons said that Ram Rahim will
have to remain in prison for life
following Thursday’s judgment.
All four convicts have been
sentenced to life imprison-
ment,” Verma said.

Ram Rahim and the three
others were convicted by the
CBI court on January 11. All
the four were convicted under
Section 302 (murder) and 120
B (criminal conspiracy) of the
Indian Penal Code. Nirmal
Singh and Krishan Lal 
were also convicted under the
Arms Act.
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After days of speculation the
Opposition parties today

finally bowed down to the
largest regional party of the
State Jharkhand Mukti Morcha,
accepting its Executive
President Hemant Soren to be
the leader of the Grand Alliance
in the State. After a meeting of
almost all senior political lead-
ers of the Opposition camp at
Hemant Soren’s residence here
on Thursday, it was decide for-
mer Chief Minister Hemant
Soren will lead alliance in the
State Assembly Election sched-
uled to be held in 2019 end.

Announcing his leadership
Soren said, “We have decided
that we have to contest against
BJP and our main motto is to
prevent anti-BJP vote distribu-
tion among parties. The final
decision will be announced on
January 31 when the represen-
tatives of grand alliance will
meet once again.”

Speaking on the occasion
the JPCC president Ajoy
Kumar said, “It was said by the
Congress Party president Rahul
Gandhi earlier that we will con-
test the State Assembly
Elections in Jharkhand in the
leadership of Hemant Soren

and now during the meeting
we have decided that the party
will contest the election in the
leadership of Soren.”

While congratulating
Hemant Soren to hold meeting
of representatives of all
Opposition parties, Kumar
said, “According to the discus-
sion during the meeting the
upcoming general election will
be contested in leadership of
Congress party. After 
January 31 it will be decided
formally about the alliance and
the seat sharing formula among
the parties.”

Jharkhand Vikas Morcha

chief, Babulal Marandi said, “It
is need of hour that all oppo-
sition parties should contest
election together to save
democracy as incumbent BJP
government in the State and
Centre is debilitating people’s
rights every day. Even it is not
left higher institutions like
Reserve Bank of India, Central
Bureau of Investigation etc.”

“The representatives of
almost all opposition parties
met here to decide future strat-
egy, in which we have decided
that we have to contest against
misrule of BJP together. After
the meeting it was decided that

Hemant Soren will be our
leader” he added.

Representatives of Left
Parties, Rashtriya Janata Dal

were also present during the
meeting and all of them
approved the name of Hemant
Soren as leader of the alliance.
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While criticising the grand
alliance on Thursday,

State BJP Spokesperson Pratul
Shahdeo said that after con-
sidering Hemant Soren as the
leader in the upcoming State
Assembly elections,
the Congress proved
that it has become
the follower of a
regional party in
Jharkhand.

Lambasting on
JVM Leader Babulal
Marandi, Shahdeo
said that throughout
his life Mrandi
always criticized
Shibu Soren and his family and
now he accepted the leadership
of Hemant Soren. Expressing
hope Shahdeo said, “The pic-
ture is still going on, because

before it, Ajay Kumar and RPN
Singh had considered Hemant
as the leader of the alliance on
behalf of the Congress presi-
dent Rahul Gandhi but after
the success in the three States
and the victory of Kolebira,
Ajay Kumar took a U turn.”

Shahdeo added,
“The people are
watching that all
scamsters are on
asingle stage and
trying to spread illu-
sion. The matter of
sharing of seats is
incomplete because
the constituent par-
ties of the Grand
Alliance cannot rise

above personal selfishness.
People will never accept the
alliance at any cost as 
they are without any policy and
principle.”
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The Para teachers of the
State who were protesting

for over two months demand-
ing regularisation of their ser-
vices and pay hike called off
their strike on the 61st day, on
Thursday, after a three-hour
meeting with the high-level
panel headed by HRD Minister
Neera Yadav.

A delegation of para teach-
ers was called to meet the high
level committee headed by the
HRD Minister to discuss 
their demands.

Yadav and the panel mem-
bers, including officials of
School Education and Literacy
department, agreed to most of
the demands of para teachers,
including increase in honorar-

ium and formation of a regu-
lation for regularisation 
of their jobs.

The committee assured the
para teachers that the hono-
rarium would be increased to
maximum of �15,000 and min-
imum of �10,000. 

Also, the Government has
agreed to form a regulation 
to regularise the jobs of 
para teachers within three
months.

During the two month
long strike, ten para teachers
succumbed to cold weather,
injuries, or health problems.
The para teachers demanded a
compensation of �5 lakh for the
kin of all the para teachers who
lost their lives but a 
consensus was made on �2 lakh
per family.

However, the demand of
para teachers to be paid hon-
orarium during the period of
strike was not accepted by the
Government.

While the department had
accepted most of the demands,
the talks continued longer than
expected as the para teachers
demanded written acceptance
from the Government.

The strike was called off
only after a letter was given 
to them.

Bajrang Prasad, vice pres-
ident of Ekikrit Para Shikshak
Sangharsh Morcha said, “We
have postponed the strike for
three months, the time 
during which the Government
has promised to fulfill  
all our demands. If the
demands are not fulfilled dur-
ing this period, we will resume
the strike.”

As many as 67,000 para
teachers of the State were on a
strike since November 16,
2018, a day after the statehood
day, when they pelted 
stones during the ceremony
and had to face lathi charge by
the security forces.
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From silent movies of old
time to recent blockbusters,

all will feature in the state of the
art ‘National Museum of Indian
Cinema (NMIC) in Mumbai,
which will be inaugurated on
Saturday by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. 

Conceived in 1997, the
first-of-its-kind project met
with multiple hurdles over the
last two decades and missed
several deadlines for inaugu-
ration. The last deadline was
missed in the middle of 2018
due to certain reasons. The
museum has been built at a cost
of �140.61 crore by the NBCC
of the Ministry of Housing and
Urban Affairs (MoHUA).  

The museum is housed in
two buildings — the New
Museum Building and the 19th
century historic palace Gulshan
Mahal — in the Films Division
campus in Mumbai. Bollywood
stars Amitabh Bachchan and
Akshay Kumar are among
those who will attend the event.

The displays present showcase
the journey of over a hundred
years of Indian cinema. 

The museum was con-
ceived in 1997. The restoration
of Gulshan Mahal, where Films
Division was born in 1948,
started in 1998, along with
building a collection of exhibits.
However, various complica-
tions kept on impeding the
process. The plan was revived
in 2012, the year Indian cine-
ma turned 100. The museum,
including a new building, was

to come up by 2014 but a series
of changes in planning led to
the delay. Last year, too, it was
scheduled to be inaugurated by
the prime minister.

According to sources in the
MoHUA, the creation of the
museum has been guided by
the Museum Advisory
Committee headed by noted
film maker Shyam Benegal.
Kolkata-based National
Council of Science Museums
(NCSM) was entrusted with
designing the museum and

the galleries.
“The museum aims to take

its visitors through an absorb-
ing journey of over a century of
Indian cinema in a story telling
mode with the help of visuals,
graphics, artifacts, interactive
exhibits and multimedia expo-
sitions,” it said. 

The museum, built in two
phases, is housed in two adja-
cent buildings.  The first one is
in the freshly-restored her-
itage building Gulshan Mahal
on the Films Division’s premis-
es on Peddar Road.  It will dis-
play a rare collection of static
artefacts, vintage equipment,
various memorabilia and other
exhibits to take visitors through
India’s over-a-century-old cin-
ematic journey. The second

part of the museum is housed
in a modern building next to
Gulshan Mahal. It will have
over 40 interactive galleries
devoted to cinema across India,
the journey of Indian cinema
from the silent era to talkies,
technology and creativity in
cinema as well as a children’s
activity gallery. 

Set in an elegant 19th-
century heritage bungalow in
South Mumbai, the new muse-
um building has four exhibition
halls divided under the cate-
gories — Gandhi and cinema,
children’s films, technology
creativity and Indian cinema
and cinema across India. 

The museum has five
floors and two Mezzanine
floors accounting for a total
built up area of 12,000 sq
metres.  It is divided into nine
sections — the origin of cine-
ma, cinema comes to India,
Indian silent film, advent of
sound, the studio era, the
impact of World War II, cre-
ative resonance, new wave and
beyond, and regional cinema.
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XLRI-Xavier School of
Management on Thursday

laid the Foundation Stone for
XLRI Amaravati — its new
campus in Andhra Pradesh.

The foundation stones of the
new campus were laid by Nara
Chandrababu Naidu, Chief
Minister of Andhra Pradesh, Fr
B Chinnabathini DD, Bishop of
Guntur, Fr T Joseph Raja Rao,
DD, Bishop of Vijayawada, Fr  PS
Amalraj, SJ, Provincial, Andhra
Jesuit Province along with Fr E
Abraham, SJ, Director, XLRI
Jamshedpur; Fr Jerome Cutinha,
SJ, Dean-Administration &
Finance, XLRI Jamshedpur; Dr
Ashis K Pani, Dean-Academics,
XLRI Jamshedpur and Fr KS
Casimir, SJ, Chief Administrative
Officer, XLRI Amaravati and
other dignitaries.

Commenting on this occa-
sion Naidu said, “XLRI
Jamshedpur has thoughtfully
designed world-class infrastruc-
ture facilities and has become
one of the most reputed nation-
al B-Schools. XLRI practices

what it preaches. It observes
Value orientation in every sphere
of life. I am happy to learn that
XLRI has completed 70 glorious
years of educating global busi-
ness leaders and for seventy
years the institution has diligently
focused on training future busi-
ness leaders who can help shape
the destiny of India with integri-
ty, competence and commit-
ment. It is a matter of happy

coincidence that XLRI is enter-
ing into its Platinum Jubilee
Celebration year in 2019.”

The new campus of XLRI
Amaravati is being set up in
Inavolu Village in Thullur
Mandal in Guntur District,
Andhra Pradesh covering a
sprawling area of 50 Acres. The
new campus would accom-
modate around 5,000 students
to provide Postgraduate and

Undergraduate Programmes
in Management Education.
Proposed courses to be taught
at the new XLRI Institute
would include Postgraduate
Management Programmes
along with other Programmes.

In his address, Fr E
Abraham, SJ Director, XLRI
Jamshedpur said, “It is our belief
that in emphasising value-based
management education, we will
be grooming business leaders
who will serve as catalysts of
change and become responsible
leaders of tomorrow that will
carve the destiny of a new India.
As we recall XLRI’s historic
legacy of 70 years of shaping
global business leaders, we need
to look towards the future and
not be content with our existing
laurels. For that we decided to
spread our wings in the other
parts of India, and today we have
come together at this historic
event of laying the foundation
stone for the XLRI-Amaravati
campus. XLRI has a special
sense of gratitude to the Chief
Minister’s Office for the support
and assistance.”
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In a city where thousands of
people still go hungry every

day, the schools have joined
hands for an initiative to feed
the needy. Twenty five ICSE
and ISC Schools of the city have
collaborated to start ‘Roti’ ini-
tiative in schools. 

The schools have been
divided area wise so that on a
particular day of the week each
student of that school will
bring two chapatis wrapped in
foil.  These chapatis will then
be collected by Ashok Ghosh
from the Helping Heart
Foundation to be distributed in
the remote areas to the poor-
est of the poor who have been
hungry due to poverty. 

The initiative was launched
at DBMS English School cam-

pus. Ghosh and his team, Rajani
Shekhar, principal, DBMS
English School, PK Sahu, vice-
principal, DBMS English
School, students and teachers of
DBMS English School and
Bailey Bodhanwala, President
of  Association of Jharkhand
Unaided Private Educational
Institutions.  The children con-
tributed very generously. In
Kadma group there are four

schools including DBMS
English School, Jusco School,
Kadma, Baldwin Farm Area
School and Kerala Public
School, Kadma and they have
been allotted Wednesday to
distribute the food as per the
initiative.

The remaining 21 schools
will be distributing on the
other week days as per the dis-
tribution schedule.

Hazaribagh:  Environmentalist
and forest department employ-
ee Mritunjay Sharma has come
up with an innovative idea of
using the tree root as a show-
piece. In his letter to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, he
has suggested that instead of
throwing away such roots,
NHAI should take the respon-
sibility of converting it into a
showpiece as done in foreign
countries. Sharma is credited
for searching the tallest anthill
at the foothills of Canary hill
besides discovering rare species
of butterfly to clicking exclusive
pictures by moving in and
around the State.

Sharma said Hazaribagh-
Ranchi stretch of NH-33 was

widened few years back and a
large number of tress were
axed. He said roots of several
years’ old trees taken out and
dumped roadside. He said such
roots look so beautiful that if
after cleaning, given a paint in
artistic way can be used as a
showpiece. PNS
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Nilamber Pitamber
University on its 10th

Establishment Day function
felicitated its half a dozen
retired teachers and non teach-
ing staff. Ex VC of RU Ranchi
AA Khan was the Chief Guest,
while guest of honour was
DIG of Police Vipul Shukla.
The ceremony was presided
over by VC NPU SN Singh.
The programme was simple but
impressive.

Registrar Rakesh Kumar
read out the progress report of
the university expressing hope
that by 2020 there will be
buildings of this university
ready where the university will

celebrate its foundation day. He
said the university has 120
crores given by the government
for its entire fleet of buildings.

VC this time made a
change in consultation with the
chief guest Khan in listing of
events of the day where speech
punctuated the celebration of
dance and song presented by
students of this university.

If VC Singh spoke less
which he started with ‘his sir
Khan’ whom he called his
‘Guru’ Khan in the beginning of
his speech said, “VC SN Singh
who is my student asked me to
come for this function which I
could not decline despite being
down with cold and cough as he
is my student.” PNS

Jamshedpur: A-1 category
Tatanagar station dedicated a
milk parlour of Sudha Dairy on
platform no. 1. Passengers can
now get milk products at the
Tatanagar railway station.

The outlet will also sell curd,
lassi, rasogolla, and other
flavoured drinks.  “ We want to
fulfill needs of our passengers.
We have got the contract for run-
ning the parlour for a period of
five years. Every year we would
be required to pay a licence fee
of Rs 4.85 lakh,” said Amit
Kumar, the owner of the outlet.

Railway officials said they
have entered into an agreement
with Bihar State Milk Co-oper-
ative Federation for opening
Sudha Dairy outlets. Five more
outlets would come up soon-
four on the rest four platforms,”
said SK Pati, station superin-
tendent, Tatanagar. PNS

Bokaro: In a bid to streamline traffic movement on the crowd-
ed NH-23 form Nayamore to Chas, entry of heavy vehicles has
been banned between 9 am and 9 pm in Chas.

Bokaro Deputy Commissioner MK Barnawal issued a
directive about ‘no entry’ for heavy and commercial vehicles has
been imposed for 12 hours in the city. PNS
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Ranchi: Sparsh, a leprosy awareness cam-
paign, would be observed in every district
of the state from January 30 to February

13. A series of events would be organised
during the fortnight for widespread pro-
motion about leprosy including nukkad

natak in schools by students and pro-
grammes at village level through
Panchayati Raj representatives. PNS
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Daltonganj: Mukhiya Mantri
Krishi Ashirvad Yojna
(MMKAY) spurs officials in
Palamu to meet the deadline of
its finalisation in form of draft
publication of land ownership
document holders by February
28. In a Press briefing here
today DC Palamu Shantanu
Kumar Agrahari said a massive
work is on for the purpose. He
said 4,50,000 pre informed
notices are to be served to an
equal number of khatiyan hold-
ers and this work has taken off
since January 15 itself and
40,000 notices have so far been
served. PNS
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Lauding the development
works being carried out by

the State Government for poor
and marginalised sections of
society, Governor Droupadi
Murmu on Thursday urged
members of the Jharkhand
Legislative Assembly to main-
tain the dignity and purity of
the House. The Governor was
addressing the legislators on the
first day of the Budget Session
of the Assembly on Thursday.

The Governor’s about one
hour long speech was marred
by JMM MLAs protests inside
the House. The protesters con-
tinued shouting slogans and
many times during the speech
they came into the well of the
House. At one point of time
they even alleged that the
Governor was reading false
report card provided by the
Government.

The Governor, however,
continued her speech seeking
support from all members of

the House to rise above party
line and work for the better-
ment of the people.

She said in the field of pub-
lic welfare, the Government has
devised an environment in the
State with dedicated and well-
intentioned policies where
many paths of development
and prosperity arise. She hoped
that all of them will get positive
cooperation in taking the State
forward rapidly on the path of
development.

This will enable Jharkhand
to stand at the forefront of the
leading States.

Referring to the work done
by the Government and the

work that will be undertaken in
future, the Governor said the
Government is committed to
justice and is determined to
carry all the sectors and sec-
tions of society together.
“Development strategy is inclu-
sive, just and continuous, based
on economic progress. The
priority of the Government is
that not only are drinking
water, toilets and electricity
available to the residents, but
also to expand the reach of
roads etc. Skill development
schemes are being run to make
youth and women self-reliant.
The Government is imple-
menting the programme of

good governance. Work is
being done for the farmers,
poor, deprived, exploited and
neglected sections of society of
all sections. Government
changed the old rules and poli-
cies, made new policies
improving the working style of
the government and correcting
the system,” she said.

The Governor added due
to proper exploitation and judi-
cious use of natural resources
and skills of human resources,
Jharkhand is fast approaching
to make its position in devel-
oped States of the country. In
next financial year,

Government will provide edu-
cation of community policing
with the aim of making the stu-
dents of selected schools of the
state a decent citizen, under the
modernisation scheme of the
Centrally sponsored police
forces. Under the SIS scheme,
STF will be strengthened in
three years. 

There is immense potential
for development in the State
and on its own strength this
State is moving forward
towards becoming the coun-
try’s leading State, she added.

The Governor said the
Centre-sponsored and State-

sponsored schemes are being
implemented for the purpose of
removing the backwardness of
the villages. To meet shortage
of irrigation in absence of rain
more than 2.38 lakh dovas
have been constructed in the
last three years. Construction
work of 3.5 lakh houses has
been completed under the
Prime Minister’s Housing
Scheme. The trees of Karnaj are
abundantly available in the
State. Van Jyoti Yojana will start
for processing and develop-
ment of Karnal oil based Bio-
diesel production. Under this
scheme, a comprehensive col-
lection of Karanj seed will be
collected at the level of the local
village forest management
committee. 

This will increase the
income of remote villages and
people living near the forest.

Later, speaking outside the
House Opposition Leader
Hemant Soren said the impor-
tant issues like hunger deaths,
migration, paralysed educa-
tion system and many others
issues did not figure in the
Governor’s speech. The gov-
ernment is a complete failure in
many areas of common man’s
interest, he said.
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Pending since 1990, the con-
struction work for Icha

Dam under the Subarnarekha
Multi Purpose project will
finally begin. The State Cabinet
on Thursday cleared the way to
starting the construction of
the dam, the height of which
will now be reduced from 225
metres to 213 metres.

Addressing mediapersons
on Thursday, Cabinet Secretary
SKG Rahate said, “As the land
acquisition for 213 metres has
been done, the Cabinet has
decided that the dam would be
constructed till the given
height. Members from 377
families in this area have been
given jobs and the rehabilita-
tion site for the displaced has
been identified.”

An officer from the water
resources department informed
that the construction of Icha
dam began in 1990 but was
shut down soon as it could not
get forest clearance back then.
The forest clearance was 

given in 2011 and the project
was to be funded under
Accelerated Irrigation Benefit
Programme (AIBP).

Construction of Icha dam
is one of the four components
of Subernarekha Multipurpose
project having the total budget
of Rs 6,600 crore. The other
components were construc-
tion of Chandil Dam, Kharkai
Barrage and Galudih Barrage.
While the construction for
Chandil Dam and Galudih
Barrage is completed, Kharkai
barrage is also on verge of com-
pletion with 95 per cent work
being done.

The Cabinet also gave
approval for signing the MoU
with Airport Authority of India
(AAI) regarding construction
of airport at Dhalbhumgarh in
East Singhhum. The airport
will be constructed on 240
acres of land, which will be pro-
vided by the State Government
to the AAI. The Bhumi Pujan
for the project will be done by
Chief Minister Raghubar Das
on January 24.

Transport Secretary
Praveen Toppo said, “The Civil
Aviation Ministry has a policy
wherein construction and
development of new airports
has to be done by AAI in part-
nership with the state govern-
ment. Under this joint venture,
AAI would have 51 per cent
stake while State Government
would have 49 per cent stake.”

The capital expenditure of
the project, which would be Rs
100 crore would be borne by
AAI while the operational
expenditure has to be borne by
the State for the first 10 years.
“After 10 years, the expenses
will be met by the revenue gen-
eration at the airport. The
length of the runway would be
1745 metres X 30 metres and
in first phase 72 seater flights
would be taking off from the
airport,” Toppo said.

A total of nine proposals
were approved by the cabinet
on Thursday. The decision to
pay Rs 150 per quintal on the
purchase of crop in addition to
the minimum support cost

was also taken by the Council
of Ministers.

The Cabinet approved the
Scheduled Caste State
Commission Bill, thus clearing
the past of State SC
Commission which will include
chairperson, deputy chairper-
son and three members.

The amendment in
Jharkhand Housing Board Act,
2000 was also approved by the
cabinet following which the the
housing board can now take
administrative decisions in
projects worth up to Rs 10
crore as opposed to the previ-
ous cap of Rs 2 crore.

The Cabinet also approved
the provision of sublease in
lease endowment of
Government lands.

Besides, the Cabinet decid-
ed to terminate the services of
Yamni Kant, former circle offi-
cer of Kanke and at the same
time regularise the service of
daily wage earner of road con-
struction department’s
Chaibasa division, Kailash
Prasad Yadav.
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One of the most consumed
vegetables, potato, will soon

make inroads to Jharkhand not
from West Bengal but from the
north-west neighbor Uttar
Pradesh.  Uttar Pradesh’ mar-
keting institution Horticulture
Cooperative Marketing
Federation (HOFED) held a
buyer-seller meet in Ranchi on
Thursday to promote its surplus
potatoes to buyers of Jharkhand
on lower prices.

Speaking on the occasion
Deputy Director Horticulture
Uttar Pradesh said, “It is well
known that UP is largest pro-
ducer of potato in the country.
It produces 35 per cent of total
production of potato in the
country. Total production of
the State is 150 lakh metric
tonnes and after total con-
sumption by itself, the State has
to sell 40 to 45 lakh metric
tones of potatoes every year on
lower prices. Farmers of the
State are even not getting prices
equal to production cost.”

“With a view to provide
proper price to the farmers the
Horticulture Department of
the Uttar Pradesh has held the
buyer-seller meeting in the
State capital as  Jharkhand is not
producing potatoes equal to its
requirement.  It has to import
potatoes from outside of the
State. Jharkhand brings pota-
toes from West Bengal and
many times the import is halt-

ed by the West Bengal. Now UP
is biggest exporter of potato. It
is clear that Jharkhand is neigh-
bouring State of UP and there
will be no transporting prob-
lem,” Yadav added.

Director, the State Vegetable
Marketing Federation,
Jharkhand, Surendra Singh said,
“Jharkhand is one of the largest
producer of green vegetables
and it is not producing potato
as much as its requirement. At
present, the proposal of the
HOFED is very good as the
State is totally dependent on
import of potato. I would
inform about the Secretary of
the department and seek her
advice on the issue.”

While talking to potato
farmers of UP, Onion Potato
Wholesaler Union, Pandra,
president Madan Prasad said,
“It is big opportunity for the
traders of the State as UP is
biggest exporter of potato and
Jharkhand is importer. I am
assuring all the visiting farm-
ers that there will be no prob-
lem in trade and it will increase
trade between both the States.”

Speaking on the occasion
National Cooperative
Development Corporation,
Regional Director, Shreedharan
KN said, “It is good initiative
and it will increase between
both the states as one is potato
producer and another is green
vegetable. Both the states should
simultaneously increase their
trade in their respective field.”  
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The BJP wants a grand temple of Lord
Ram at his birthplace in Ayodhya,

and will continue its efforts to build it
in a Constitutional way, whereas
Congress is trying to obstruct the judi-
cial process through its lawyers.
Congress does not want to solve the
issue of Ayodhya said, in-charge of the
State Lok Sabha Election Committee,
Mangal Pandey, while addressing the
press conference here on Thursday.

Speaking on the occasion Pandey
said, “The Grand Alliance is just a
deception, the political parties that
were born in protest against the
Congress party and the working culture
of the Congress, today they are uniting
for power and self betterment.”  

“If a political party can take the
country on the path of progress and on
new heights of development, it is only the
BJP. Under the leadership of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in 2019, it is cer-

tain that the party will form Government
in the Centre with much bigger majori-
ty than present. Under the leadership of
the PM, we have dreamed of a new India
in 2022 which is free from poverty, cor-
ruption, racism, terrorism, appeasement
and unemployment,” he added.

While criticising the Congress Party
Pandey said, “The grand alliance wants

to create a helpless government so that
they can make 2G scam, the BJP wants
a strong government so that every per-
son in the country can benefit from
Digital India Mission. They want a
helpless government to do good to their
families and relatives, BJP want a strong
Government so that everyone can devel-
op. They want helpless Government so
that the farmers can apologise for their
debt woes; we want a strong Government
to double the income of the farmers”

“The Congress is the mother of cor-
ruption, the Congress Governments
had pushed the country into the dark-
ness of corruption, but the watchman is
not going to stop, the country looter will
be refrained,” he added. Lambasting on
Sonia-Rahul, Pandey said, “The
Congress is involved in the National
Herald scam in which mother-son is out
on bail, people who are involved in cor-
ruption are accused innocent person by
false and fabricated allegations, which the
people of the country thinks well.”
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Heavy Engineering Corporation
(HEC) on Thursday signed the

‘Deed of Conveyance as
Relinquishment’ for the transfer of
remaining 147.86 acres of land meant
for Ranchi smart city.

The agreement was signed by spe-
cial secretary BPL Das and Chief of
township HEC HK Gupta in the
presence of Urban Development
Minister CP Singh and the Chairman
cum managing director (CMD) HEC
MK Saxena at project building.

The Minister congratulated the
CMD and his team for their full-
hearted cooperation to the
Government of Jharkhand in this
regard.  Saxena expressed gratitude to
the Jharkhand Government for con-
tinued support to HEC.

Earlier on May 22, 2018, the first
Deed of Conveyance as
Relinquishment was signed for trans-
fer of 508.44 acres of land to

Government of Jharkhand by HEC
for the smart city.

Director (Marketing) S
Chakravarty, director (production) A
Singhmar, chief executive officer
Ranchi smart city alongwith senior
officials of Jharkhand were present on
the occasion.  
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Acting on a tip-off, the Ranchi police have arrested five
persons, including three females and two males, in con-

nection with sex racket operational under Lalpur police sta-
tion area of State capital.

Lalpur police station officer in charge (OC) Ramod
Kumar Singh said that after receiving information about the
racket, the police set up a mole to trap the miscreants. Police
‘spy’ contacted the agents involved in the racquet on phone
and fixed a deal for Rs 8,000 per girl. They were asked to
bring two girls to a room in a hotel in the evening.

As per instruction the agent identified as Pradip
Kumar Mandal arrived at the hotel at around 7 pm with two
girls on a car and started proceeding towards the room. A
police team waiting on spot however nabbed them and recov-
ered cash and condoms from them. Based on information
provided by Mandal, another accused in the crime named
Golu Singh was nabbed from another hotel while he was hav-
ing drinks. Golu gave additional information to police lead-
ing to the arrest of another girl who was also scheduled to
visit a client later in the night.

“All three girls are from Kolkatta who used to visit the
city regularly to practice this illegal profession. They used
to get 50 percent of the deal fixed with the clients adding
the remaining amount went to the agent.  The arrested per-
sons have been sent to jail on Thursday,” said the OC Ramod
Kumar Singh. He added raiding team led by him consisted
of policewomen, including ASI Poonam Lakra.
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Central Coalfields Limited
(CCL) organised a welcome

function of Bhola Singh for
joining CCL family as Director
(Technical) at Vichar Manch,
CCL Darbhanga House, Ranchi
on Thursday. Singh joined the
company on January 15, 2019.

Born in January 1964, Singh
completed B Tech (Hons) in
Mining Engineering from IIT,
Kharagpur. He is a seasoned
professional mining engineer

with 31 years of experience in
reputed public and private com-
pany sector organisations. Before

joining CCL, Singh has his
credit to work as Project
Director at Reliance Power’s

prestigious Sasan Power
Limited, Madhya Pradesh. Singh
started his career from Northern
Coalfields Ltd, a subsidiary of
Coal India, in 1987 where he
joined as Graduate Engineer
Trainee.

As a rich tradition of CCL,
new Director (Technical) was
welcomed by CMD CCL Gopal
Singh, Director (Technical/
Oprns) VK Srivastava and
Chief Vigilance Officer AK
Srivastava by presenting bou-
quets to him.

General Managers/Head
of the Departments from CCL
headquarters along with others

employees were present to
grace the occasion.

Addressing a packed hall,
CMD Gopal Singh said that
Bhola Singh has vast experi-
ence in PSUs as well as private
firms particularly in coal indus-
try.  He further said that CCL
will be benefitted from his
vast experience and will meet
aspiration of each employee of
the company.

Appreciating the profile of
new Director, Gopal Singh
said that a new bench-mark
will be set up by the company
in the field of innovations
under Bhola Singh. 
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An Institutional Attachment
training programme was

conducted for IAS Officer
Trainees of 2018 batch on
Thursday under Winter Study
Tour at ICAR-Indian Institute
of natural Resins and Gums,
Ranchi. The purpose of this
attachment training was to
expose the newly recruited
officers to the functioning of
good public sector/private sec-
tor/institutions and their role in
national economy/society.

Dr KK Sharma, Director,
ICAR-IINRG welcomed and
briefed about the world’s largest

research system of ICAR and its
network of more than 108
research institutes and centers
across the country. These
research institutes deals with
various research aspects on dif-
ferent agricultural crops/com-
modities. He informed that
India is largest producer in lac,
gum karaya and guar gum. He
interacted with the IAS Officer
Trainees for their feedback about
the NRG sector and emphasized
that production, processing,
value addition and product
development of NRG sector
need to be addressed for sus-
tainable development.

He briefed that natural

resins and gums are directly
concerned with the tribal com-
munity spread over 70 out of
155 disadvantage districts of
the country. Non-timber forest
produce especially natural
resins and gums are low vol-
ume high value crops and most
produce are exported in raw
form and imported back to the
country after processing and
value addition. He stressed
upon the need of processing
and development of lac, other
resin and gum based high
value products in the country
for their remunerative price as
well as increasing domestic
consumption.
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The Congress on Thursday
alleged National Security

Adviser Ajit Doval’s son Vivek
started a hedge fund in
Cayman Islands days after
demonetisation and demand-
ed a probe by the Reserve
Bank (RBI) into FDI inflows
from the tax haven.

Senior Congress leader
Jairam Ramesh also asked the
RBI to make public details of
FDI inflows from Cayman
islands since demonetisation,
which he claimed were to the
tune of �8,300 crore during
2017-18 and equalled total
funds flowing into India
between 2000 to 2017. Ramesh,
however, did not substantiate
his allegations with any docu-
mentary evidence.

For his part, CPI-M leader
Sitaram Yechury also tweeted
demanding answers from
Doval citing a media report on
the issue to allege that the role
of the PMO and its top securi-
ty official was under a “dark
shadow”. He said it was the
prime minister’s responsibility
to ensure the NSA’s account-
ability as he was not account-
able to Parliament being an un-
elected official, and asserted
“silence amounts to culpability”.

Yechury said, “The role of
Modi’s PMO and its top secu-
rity official is under a dark
shadow. Serious questions of
probity and propriety get more
weight due to NSA Doval’s role
in the �59,000 crore Rafale
scam, where he was illegally
negotiating in Paris withthe
French. Doval, who has
grabbed more and more power
for himself under Modi, can’t
be above the rule of law”. 

Ramesh at a Press confer-
ence alleged that a hedge fund
GNY Asia was opened in
Cayman Islands on November
21, 2016, 13 days after demon-
etisation, with Vivek Doval as
one of its directors. The former
Union Minister also alleged

that while there are three more
directors of GNY, one of them
is Don W Ebanks whose name
appears in Panama’s ‘Paradise
papers’ also referred as ‘Panama
papers’. 

Alleging that “there is cer-
tainly a link between demon-
etisation and FDI inflows from
Cayman islands”, he said this is
a “round tripping of money”
and demanded a probe. “This
is not FDI, it is round tripping
of demonetised money and
has a direct link to black
money.. There should be a
probe into the FDI that came
into the country from Cayman
Islands after demonetisation,”
he demanded, saying, “GNA
owes an explanation to the
country”.

“What is the role of GNY
Asia in FDI inflows. We
demand that the Reserve Bank
makes public all funds from
where money has come into
the country from Cayman
Islands,” Ramesh said. He said
the RBI should publish details
of all those who brought in
money from Cayman islands.

“There should be com-
plete information on this made
available to the public,” he
said, adding “the RBI should
probe the identity of funds who
brought in �8300 crore in one
year”.

“It is not natural that we
raised this question. A Prime
Minister of a neighbouring
country had to resign after his
name appeared in the Panama
papers,” he said, alleging that
the name of a former chief
minister’s son also appears in
these papers. Ramesh also
sought to know what are the
relations between Vivek Doval’s
fund GNY Asia and Zeus
Capital, another company in
which his brother Shaurya
Doval has business interests.

Cayman Islands are an
autonomous British Overseas
territory in the western
Caribbean Sea, which is con-
sidered a tax haven. 
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The CBI has registered six
fresh cases on connection

with the alleged abuse of
inmates in shelter homes in
Bihar, taking the tally to nine. 

The cases were registered
on the basis of details given in
the Tata Institute of Social
Sciences (TISS) audit report of
shelter homes in Bihar. The
TISS report brought sordid
state of mismanagement, abuse
and unlivable conditions.
Following the TISS report, the
Supreme Court had also direct-
ed the CBI to probe all the 17
cases of abuse at the various
shelter homes. 

In its May 2018 report,
TISS had expressed “grave con-
cerns” on the management of
17 shelter homes, including
‘Balika Grih’ in Muzzafarpur
where 34 girls had reported
abuse at the hands of office-
bearers and outsiders.

The audit report was sub-
mitted to the State Government
and later became the basis of a
SC directive for a CBI probe
into the Muzaffarpur shelter
home case. The apex court later
handed over the remaining 16

cases to the agency. 
The CBI, which had on

Wednesday booked two shelter
homes in Bhagalpur and Gaya,
registered six new cases against
Novelty Welfare Society, which
ran a short-stay home in
Munger district; Panaah shel-
ter home, also in same district;
Gram Swaraj Sewa Sansthan
which ran a short-stay home in
Kaimur; Om Sai Foundation
which ran sewa kutir in
Muzzafarpur; and short-stay
home run by Ikard and Kaushal
Kutir run by Don Bosco Tech
Society in Patna.

Director of Novelty Welfare
Society and others used to
lock the room of a mentally-
sick woman inmate causing
wrongful restraint and con-
finement and ill-treated other
inmates.

The NGO also sublet a
portion of the shelter home for
a rent of Rs 10,000 and did not
provide proper ventilation or
sanitation facilities for the
inmates, the FIR alleged.

In the case of ‘Panaah’, it is
alleged that office-bearers of
the home “physically exploited”
the inmates forcing them to do
manual work including cook-

ing and cleaning, the FIR stat-
ed.

The FIR said the shelter
home was being run from a
building meant for an obser-
vation home and was not “liv-
able” for young children.

The CBI has booked
Sudarshan Ram, Pintu Pal and
Tara Devi, all office-bearers of
Gram Swaraj Sewa Sansthan,
which ran the short-stay home
at Lalpur in Kaimur district.

It is alleged that the secu-
rity guard was sexually abusive,
passing lewd comments and
physically assaulting women
and girls inmates. 
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Asatellite will be launched by
the Indian Space Research

Organisation (ISRO) exclu-
sively for the Home Ministry to
help it further strengthen its
frontiers. The move is part of
recommendations made by a
task force on the use of space
technology in improving bor-
der management which have
been accepted by Home
Minister Rajnath Singh. 

Later speaking to media,
Union Minister for State for
Space Jitendra Singh and ISRO
Chief K Sivan said that India
has developed a border man-
agement technology. Speaking
at the launch of a programme
called UNNATI, an initiative of
the Indian Space Research
Organisation, Singh said, “I was
amazed the other day that we
have actually started a tech-
nology the integrated compre-
hensive border management —
which is a pioneer project
started in the international
border of Pakistan. 

You can virtually enter
inside the house of a person liv-
ing across the border. So such
minute precision has been
made by the camera.”

He said space technology is
used in infrastructure works,
construction of roads, inter-
section of Railway network,
manning of railway lines and
disaster management.
UNNATI (UNispace

Nanosatellite Assembly and
Training by ISRO) is a capaci-
ty building programme on
nanosatellite development. 

It provides opportunities to
the participants from develop-
ing countries to strengthen
their capabilities in assem-
bling, integrating and testing of
nanosatellites, ISRO said in a

statement. UNNATI pro-
gramme is planned for three
years in three batches and will
target to benefit 90 delegates
from 45 countries, the space
agency said. 

Each batch will be for 8-
week duration and will com-
prise theoretical course work
on nanosatellite definition, util-

ity, laws governing their impact
on space debris, design drivers,
reliability and quality assurance
and hands-on training on
assembly, integration and test-
ing of nanosatellites.

To execute the project in a
time bound manner, a short,
medium and long-term plan
has been proposed for imple-
mentation in five years in close
coordination with the ISRO
and the Defence Ministry.
“Major recommendations of
the report are to build capaci-
ty in border guarding forces to
use space resources for securi-
ty, operational planning and
border infrastructure devel-
opment,” the statement issued
by the Home Ministry said.

In short term, immediate
needs of border guarding forces
will be met by procurement of
high resolution imagery and
hiring of bandwidth for com-
munications, it said. “In mid-
term, one satellite is being
launched by the ISRO for
exclusive use of the MHA,” the
statement said.

The task force headed by
Joint Secretary (Border
Management), having mem-
bers from the BSF, the
Department of Space and BM
division of the Home Ministry,
consulted all stakeholders
including border guarding
forces, the ISRO, National
Security Council Secretariat
(NSCS) and the Ministry of
Defence to finalise the report.
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To prevent unavoidable envi-
ronmental catastrophe  in

the wake of burgeoning popu-
lation, climate change and bio-
diversity loss, scientists have
called for change in the current
diet trends across the globe —
cut down consumption of red
meat and sugar by half and
double your intake of nuts,
fruits, vegetables, and legumes
by 2050.

The EAT-Lancet
Commission study released on
Thursday also said that fossil
fuels should be eliminated in
agricultural production, which

should prevent further losses to
biodiversity, and bring about
improvements in fertiliser and
water use efficiency. 

The study which was fund-
ed by the Wellcome Trust and
EAT (specifically funding from
the Wellcome Trust and
Stordalen Foundation) said
that daily dietary pattern of a
planetary health 
diet should consists of approx-
imately 35% of calories as
whole grains and tubers, pro-
tein sources mainly from plants
— but including approximate-
ly 14g of red meat per day —
and 500g per day of vegetables
and fruits.

Consumption is expected
to increase as the global pop-
ulation grows to 10 billion by

2050 while it will also become
wealthier, with an expectation
that more animal-based foods

will be consumed as a result.
But without change, cur-

rent trends will lead to climate
change, biodiversity loss,
increased pollution, and unsus-
tainable changes in water and
land use.

“The food we eat and how
we produce it determines the
health of people and the plan-
et, and we are currently getting
this seriously wrong,” says one
of the study’s authors, Professor
Tim Lang of the City,
University of London.

“We need a significant
overhaul, changing the global
food system on a scale not seen
before in ways appropriate to

each country’s circumstances.”
The findings represent the

first scientific targets for
healthy diets via sustainable
food production systems,
which operate within the plan-
et’s ability to produce food
and promotes diets consisting
of a variety of plant-based
foods, with low amounts of ani-
mal-based foods, refined
grains, highly processed foods,
and added sugars, and with
unsaturated rather than satu-
rated fats. 

Using these targets, the
report’s authors modelled var-
ious scenarios to develop a sus-
tainable food system and deliv-

er healthy diets by 2050.
They found that major

dietary changes, improved food
production processes and
reduced food waste are need-
ed for planet to continue to be
sustainable, and added that no
single measure on its own
would be enough to stay with-
in the limits.

They added that global
collaboration would also be
required, such as 
changes to the agriculture
industry to focus on more var-
ied nutrient-rich crops and
increased governance of land
and ocean use.

“Humanity now poses a

threat to the stability of the
planet. Sustainability of the
food system must therefore be
defined from a planetary per-
spective,” said the study’s co-
lead, Commissioner Professor
Johan Rockström.

“There is no silver bullet
for combatting harmful food
production practices, but by
defining and quantifying a safe
operating space for food sys-
tems, diets can be identified
that will nurture human health
and support environmental
sustainability.” The Stockholm
Resilience Centre was the sci-
entific coordinator of the
report. 
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In a major move to decongest
Delhi, the Ministry of Road

Transport and Highways
(MoRTH) has approved a 155-
km six-lane highway project
worth �4,405 crore under the
Bharatmala scheme. 

The roads include
Akshardham to Loni Border at
Delhi-Up Border (14.75 kms),
Delhi-UP Border -Mandola-
Eastern Peripheral Expressway
(EPE) intersection (16.57 kms),
EPE junction to start of Shamli
bypass (61.4 kms) and start of
Shamli bypass to Saharanpur
bypass (62.7 kms).

In a letter to Delhi BJP
President Manoj Tiwari, Union
Road Transport and Highways
minister Nitin Gadkari
announced that the four pro-
jects have been approved by the
ministry worth �4405 crore to
decongest the national capital. 

The project Akshardham
to UP Border and Mandola in
Delhi-UP Border to EPE inter-
section will cover 31.32 kms
and it will cost �2900 crore.
Currently, commuters from
Western UP have to pass
through the east Delhi areas
such as Shastri Park, New
Usmanpur, Khajuri Khas and

Bhajanpura to reach
Saharanpur highway that starts
at Loni. The new highway will
allow commuters to avoid the
congested areas of east Delhi
and reach the Saharanpur-
bound national highway
NH709B near Loni from the
NH-24 directly.

The new roads will connect
northeastern parts of the Delhi
and facilitating those travelling
to Shamli, Mandola and
Saharanpur in western UP. 

The road would start from
the NH-24 near the
Akshardham flyover and touch
the Delhi-Saharanpur NH-
709B near Garhi Jassi in Loni
Dehat. 

The proposed road would
be aligned along the Noida
Link Road and the Marginal
Bund Road in Delhi and
Baghpat Road in Uttar Pradesh
(UP). In Delhi, the road would
pass through Ramesh Park,
Geeta Colony, Shastri Park,
Sonia Vihar Extension and
West Karawal Nagar. While in
UP, it would pass through
Ankur Vihar, Welcome City
and Indrapuri before ending at
the Pooja Pusta Police Chowki
in Loni.

The stretch connecting
Akshardham to Khajuri Khas

is known for traffic bottleneck
in the national capital.  

“The development of
Akshardham-Geeta Colony-
Shastri Park-Khajuri Khas-
Delhi-UP Border at Loni have
been approved to decongest the
national Capital under
Bharatmala projects”, Gadkari
said adding that this road road
has now been declared as
National Highway no 709 B. 

“The project is being given
top priority. This road will be
developed as six lane access
controlled road with service
roads on both sides”, he said. 

“Further, from
Akshardham to EPE intersec-
tion, there is a provision of 19
kms of elevated section which
would help in minimizing
acquisition of land and segr-
eration of local traffic,” the let-
ter read.

According to the ministry,
the bids for the Akshardham to
UP Border and Delhi-UP
Border-Mandola to EPE inter-
section projects are being invit-
ed by next week. The work has
been awarded for the project
EPE junction to Shamli bypass
that will cost �725 crore.  The
project connecting Shamli
bypass to Saharanpur bypass
will cost �780 crore.
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The Supreme Court will hear
on Friday a plea of two

women seeking round-the-
clock security after they recent-
ly entered the Sabarimala tem-
ple in Kerala despite protests
right-wing Hindu groups.

A Bench of Chief Justice
Ranjan Gogoi and Justices L N
Rao and S K Kaul said that it
would hear the plea filed by
two women — Kanakdurga
and Bindu — on Friday after
senior advocate Indira Jaising
contended the matter should be

heard urgently as one of the
women was assaulted by her
mother in-law.

The plea sought round-
the-clock security to both the
women due to threat to their
life for entering into the hilltop
shrine.

The plea sought directions
to all authorities to allow
women of all age groups to
enter the temple without any
hindrance and to ensure secu-
rity and safe passage, including
police security to women wish-
ing to enter the temple in
future.

New Delhi: The Supreme
Court on Thursday requested
the search committee on Lokpal
to recommend by the end of
February a panel of names for
appointing the country’s first
anti-graft ombudsman.

A bench headed by Chief
Justice Ranjan Gogoi asked
the Centre to make available
requisite infrastructure, man-
power, secretarial assistance
and others to enable the com-
mittee, which is headed by
former apex court judge
Ranjana Prakash Desai, to
commence its work immedi-
ately and conclude it within the
time frame.

The Bench, also compris-

ing justices LN Rao and SK
Kaul, ordered this after
Attorney General KK
Venugopal apprised the court
that due to certain difficulties
like lack of office space, infra-
structure, manpower and sec-
retariat, “possibly, the search
committee has felt handi-
capped in convening its meet-
ings and in holding its delib-
erations”. It also noted in its
order that the eight-member
committee, which was consti-
tuted by a Government notifi-
cation of September 27 last
year, had not undertaken any
deliberations till January 16 and
a meeting was held only on
Wednesday. PTI
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Karnataka High Court Chief
Justice Dinesh Maheshwari

and Justice Sanjiv Khanna of
the Delhi High Court will be
sworn in as judges of the
Supreme Court on Friday. 

The Government had noti-
fied on Wednesday the
appointment of justices
Maheshwari and 
Khanna as judges of the apex
court.

Chief Justice of India
Ranjan Gogoi will administer
the oath of office to the two
judges on Friday, an official cir-

cular said. 
“The swearing-in-ceremo-

ny of Justices Dinesh
Maheshwari and Sanjiv
Khanna as judges of the
Supreme Court will be held on
January 18, 2019 at 10:30 AM
in the Chief Justice’s court,” the
circular said.

The five-member SC
Collegium, comprising CJI
Gogoi and justices A K Sikri, S
A Bobde, NV Ramana and
Arun Mishra, on January 10
recommended names of jus-
tices Maheshwari and Khanna
for elevation as apex court
judges.
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New Delhi: The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has regis-
tered a money laundering case
in connection with the illegal
mining in Uttar Pradesh, where
the CBI recently registered a
regular FIR and said it was
probing the role of former
State Chief Minister Akhilesh
Yadav and some bureaucrats.

The ED has filed the case
under the Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) and
pressed charges against those
booked by the CBI including
IAS officer B Chandrakala. 

The ED will probe the case
from money laundering angle
and will look into the money
trail as also the assets generat-
ed out of the proceeds of crime. 

The CBI had conducted
searches at 14 locations early
this month in connection with
its FIR against 11 persons,
including Chandrakala,
Samajwadi Party MLC Ramesh
Kumar Mishra and Sanjay Dixit
(who unsuccessfully contested
the 2017 assembly election on
a BSP ticket), to probe alleged
illegal mining of minor min-

erals in Hamirpur district dur-
ing 2012-16. Sand and  gravels
constitute minor minerals. 

“The role of the then
mining ministers concerned
during the relevant period may
be looked into during the
course of investigation of the
case,” reads the CBI FIR. 

Akhilesh Yadav was the
Chief Minister of the State
between 2012 and 2017 and
held the mining portfolio dur-
ing 2012-13. Akhilesh was suc-
ceeded by Gayatri Prajapati,
who took charge as mining
minister in 2013 and was
arrested in 2017 following a
complaint of rape by a woman
residing in Chitrakoot.

Others named as accused
in the CBI FIR included Dinesh
Kumar Mishra, brother of SP
MLC Ramesh Mishra, Ram
Ashrey Prajapati (then mining
clerk), Ambika Tiwari; Sanjay
Dixit’s father Satyadev Dixit,
Ram Avtar Singh (retired min-
ing clerk), Karan Singh (lease
holder), and Adil Khan, the
illegal excavation contractor. 

PNS
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New Delhi: The CBI has taken
into custody a few officers and
some other persons Thursday
in connection with a case of
alleged corruption in Sports
Authority of India (SAI), offi-
cials said. The arrests were
made during searches at the
sports administrator’s office in
Delhi’s Lodhi Road area, they
said. PNS
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Guwahati: BJP general secretary
Ram Madhav appealed to the
Asom Gana Parishad on
Thursday to reconsider its deci-
sion to snap ties with the party
over the contentious citizenship
bill last week.

Madhav, who is also the
incharge of the Bharatiya Janata
Party in the Northeast, sought to
allay apprehensions regarding
the bill, saying it was not only for
Assam or the Northeast, but for
the entire country.

Among those opposing the
bill, there are some who are gen-
uinely concerned "whom we
respect", but there are also some
who are opposing only for their
"political interests", Madhav said
at a press conference here.

There are others like the
United Liberation Front of
Assam (ULFA), who are oppos-
ing the bill to "disturb" peace and
create unrest, he added.

The AGP had on January 7
pulled out of the BJP-led coali-
tion government in Assam, after
its "last-ditch attempt" to con-
vince the Centre to withdraw the
proposed legislation failed.

The Citizenship
(Amendment) Bill, 2019, which
was passed in the Lok Sabha on
January 8, seeks to provide cit-
izenship to non-Muslims from
Bangladesh, Pakistan and
Afghanistan. Three AGP min-
isters had resigned from the
Assam cabinet the next day.

"We appeal them (AGP) to
reconsider their decision to
leave the alliance as we went
together to the people before the
elections and also fought the
assembly polls together.

"That is why Chief Minister
Sabananda Sonowal has not
forwarded the three AGP min-
isters' resignation letters to the
governor for acceptance as the
mandate of the people was for
an alliance. We respect the peo-
ple's mandate and appeal the
AGP to reconsider its decision,"

Madhav said.
On some of the state BJP

legislators coming out publicly
against the bill, Madhav said,
"They have a genuine concern.
They will go to Delhi and we will
explain to them to allay their
apprehensions".

The civil society, student
unions and regional political
parties are protesting against the
bill in northeastern states, fear-
ing that their identities would be
affected.

"A situation has been creat-
ed in Assam by creating a fear
psychosis to stall the work of the
high-level committee set up by
the Centre to go into Clause 6 of
Assam Accord.

"We understand that under
such circumstances it is normal
to be concerned. I assure that all
measures will be taken so that
the identity of Assam is not
affected," he said.

Clause 6 of the Assam
Accord, 1985, envisages consti-
tutional, legislative and admin-
istrative safeguards to protect,
preserve and promote the cul-
tural, social, linguistic identity
and heritage of the Assamese
people.

"There is no need for the
uncalled for concerns among the
people as legislative and admin-
istrative measures are being
taken to protect the identity, lan-
guage and culture of Assam and
the other northeastern states,"
the BJP leader asserted.

"I want to remove the lie that
is being spread... I am confident
that after telling the truth to the
people, they will understand our
standpoint," he said.

"The Government will keep
in view its obligation to the
refugees, the minorities of erst-
while Pakistan, as well as the
interests of the people of Assam
and the northeast region... That
is why I appeal to those spread-
ing misinformation to stop it,"
Madhav said. PTI
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In a significant statement
made barely hours before

she goes to host one of the
biggest mega rallies Bengal has
ever seen in the history of free
India, Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee on Thursday said
regional parties would play a
crucial role in forming the next
Government in Delhi.

With the BJP unlikely to
win more than 125 seats in the
coming general elections the
“federal parties” will play the
decisive role in forming the new
Government, Banerjee said
even as she visited the Brigade
Parade Ground to oversee the
preparations of January 19
mega rally being hosted by her
party Trinamool Congress.

The rally is likely to break
all the previous records
Banerjee has already gone on
record saying even her party
colleagues expect an atten-
dance of more than 30 lakh. “So
much so that not all people will
be able to come at the Brigade
Ground and so we have
arranged for them giant screens
at the other corners of the
city,” said a senior party leader.

Banerjee said “the
Opposition mega rally will
sound the death knell for the
BJP which will not get more
than 125 seats,” adding the
“regional or federal parties will
make the decision regarding
who will form the Government
in New Delhi.”

“BJP will not get more than
125 seats, the Congress will
make an estimate of their own
tally,” Banerjee said adding the
federal parties will be in a
decisive position to form the
Govt. Insisting that she “would
not impose our views on other
parties,” Banerjee said “we will

listen to what the other leaders
say as it is a meeting of the all
parties and not our own party.”

Senior leaders like former
PM HD Deve Gowda, NCP
chief Sharad Pawar, K’taka
Chief Minister HDK, his
Andhra Pradesh counterpart N
Chandrababu Naidu, former
Arunachal CM Gegong Apang,
NC leaders Farooq Abdullah,
Omar Abdullah, SP chief
Akhilesh Yadav, RJD leader
Tejaswi Yadav, Delhi CM
Arvind Kejriwal, DMK leader
Stalin and “even a BSP repre-
sentative would attend the mega
rally,” Banerjee said.
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Ahmedabad: Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Thursday
said the Constitutional amend-
ment to provide 10 per cent
reservation to economically
poor in the general category
was achieved due to the polit-
ical will of his Government and
would be implemented from
this academic year.

Addressing a gathering
after inaugurating the 1500
bed Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel
Institute of Medical Science
and Research, Modi said the
economic reservation has been
given without impacting the
existing social reservations.

"The new reservation will
be implemented in 40,000 col-
leges across 900 universities in
the country from this academ-
ic year. The number of seats
will be increased by 10 per
cent," he said.

Modi said his Government
was committed to provide equal
opportunities to all sections of
the society. The Institute will be
linked to the Ayushman Bharat
scheme so that poor people can
avail medical facilities free of
cost, he said. In 100 days, seven
lakh poor people have received
treatment under the Pradhan
Mantri Ayushmaan Bharat

scheme, he said.
This will be the first

Government hospital to have a
helipad, he said, adding the
new medical facility will help
boost health sector in the state.

"Cleanliness and health-
care has always been the prime
agenda of Ahmedabad munic-
ipal corporation since the time
Sardar Patel was the mayor. The
hospital project started in 2012
and I am mesmerised by the
way it has turned out to be," he
said. PTI
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Bikaner: Rajasthan's
Hanumangarh district admin-
istration on Thursday began a
probe into allegations that two
RTI applicants were sent
envelopes containing condoms
in response to their queries, an
official said.

RTI applicants Vikas
Chaudhary and Manohar Lal,
residents of Chani Badi in
Bhadra tehsil of the district,
had sought information relat-
ed to development work done
there in 2001.

After their second appeal,
the Rajasthan Information
Commission had directed the
gram panchayat to provide
information to the applicants.
They had received two separate
envelopes.

The inquiry was initiated
after a video purportedly show-
ing applicants finding con-
doms inside RTI envelopes
had gone viral.

"RTI applicants have reit-
erated their allegations during
investigation and gram sevak
had submitted in written that
he did not put any objection-
able material in any RTI enve-
lope and information was pro-
vided to the applicants against
the application they had filed,"
SDM Bhadra Raj Kumar Kaswa

said.
He said the Hanumangarh

district collector has sought a
factual report in the matter
from the Zila Parishad CEO
and the block development
officer.

Sarpanch of Chani Badi
panchayat Pushpa Bansal has
lodged a complaint at Bhirani
police station in the matter,
stating it to be a conspiracy.

Hanumangarh Zila
Parishad CEO Navneet Kumar
said he has received informa-
tion related to the matter and
it is being investigated, adding
that it could be the outcome of
rivalry between two groups in
the village.  PTI
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Port Blair: A strong earthquake
of magnitude 6 hit the seismi-
cally active Andaman and
Nicobar Islands Thursday, the
National Centre for Seismology
(NCS) said.

There was no report of
loss of life or damage to prop-
erty.

The earthquake hit the
region at 8.43 am and its epi-
centre was Nicobar Islands
region, the NCS, an institute
under the Ministry of Earth
Sciences (MoES) tracking seis-
mological activities, said.

No tsunami alert was
issued as sea levels around the
Andaman Nicobar archipelago
showed no major rise, said SPS
Shenoi, Director, Indian
National Centre for Ocean
Information Services
(INCOIS).

The INCOIS is an institute
under the MoES and it has a
network buoys and other appa-
ratus to check rise in the sea
level in case of a tsunami. It
alerts not only the Indian
authorities, but also its neigh-
bours in case of a tsunami. 

All of the Andaman and
Nicobar Islands lie in Zone V.
The entire island chain is also
prone to tsunamis both from
large local quakes and also from
massive distant shocks.  PTI

Agartala: The 15th Finance
Commission (FC) has endorsed
the view of 'North East Vision
2020' document that says the
region needs more funds to
catch up with the rest of the
country, the panel's chairman N
K Singh said on Thursday.

A 15-member team of the
commission, headed by Singh,
on Thursday received a mem-
orandum from the State
Government and held a meet-
ing with the Council of
Ministers headed by Chief
Minister Biplab Kumar Deb.

"We endorse the view
recorded in the document of
the North East Region Vision
2020 that the region needs
ample funds to catch up with
the rest of the country. We will
consider the view while rec-
ommending funds," Singh said.

He said that the commis-
sion shares the vision of Chief

Minister and Governor of
Tripura to make it a model
State.

The FC team had arrived
yesterday and held deliberations
with different stakeholders.

"The new leadership of
Tripura is committed to make
it a fair contributor in devel-
opment of the nation. Tripuras
growth trajectory is sound, he
said.

A statement from the state

Government said that it has
made a strong pitch for
increased devolution to set up
better infrastructure, especial-
ly in health, IT, power, educa-
tion, tourism, disaster mitiga-
tion and other sectors.

The Government has laid
importance on four points
including access to Chittagong
port in neighbouring
Bangladesh to make Tripura a
maritime hub for NE India,
improve road connectivity to
boost tourism, capitalize on
Tripuras comparative factor
advantages in skilled manpow-
er and agro-related industries
and granting a host of specific
projects aimed to fulfil aspira-
tions of the states tribal com-
munities.

However, when asked
about plans of revising the tax
base for erstwhile special cate-
gory states in NE India, Singh

said that he feels all northeast-
ern states will have to become
more reliant on their own
resources in future.

Singh said that the state
government during the last ten
months has taken very impor-
tant initiatives for development
and laid importance in several
important areas concerning the
economy of Tripura.

"Finance Commission fully
shares the vision of the
Government and Chief Minister
to make Tripura a model State
at the end of the Government's
tenure. I think they have an
HRD plan to improve the over-
all HRD sector in the State. The
Chief Minister also said the
health sector in Tripura has a
huge opportunity not only in
health services here but to set up
health institutes where a lot of
people from Bangladesh can
receive benefits," he said.

Singh said he finds it
important to improve Land
and air connectivity which is
necessary to give further boost
to tourism.

Singh also said the com-
mission had a very detailed dis-
cussion yesterday with three tier
panchayats and district
parishads.

Singh said the commis-
sion received a memorandum
from Tripura Tribal Areas
Autonomous District Council
(TTAADC), who explained
their plans and informed about
different projects.

The TTAADC constitutes
two thirds of the State's territory
and is home to the tribals,
who constitute a third of the
States population.

Singh said the commis-
sion would submit a report to
the Government at the end of
this year. PTI
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Srinagar: Former Jammu &
Kashmir Chief Minister Omar
Abdullah on Thursday ques-
tioned Army officials boasting
about the number of militants
killed in the State last year, say-
ing it would have been a "great
year" if no youth had joined mil-
itancy.

"I beg to differ, a great year
would be one in which no
young man would join mili-
tancy, no terrorists would be
killed & no security personnel
would lose their lives in encoun-
ters. The compulsion of killing
militants/terrorists shouldn't be
treated as a cause for celebra-
tion," Omar wrote on Twitter.

He was responding to the
remarks of Northern Army
Command chief Lt Gen Ranbir
Singh in which he reportedly
said that 2018 has been a great
year for the security forces as
more than 250 terrorists were
killed, 54 caught alive and four
surrendered to the forces. PTI

Mumbai: A doctor who had
treated Indrani Mukerjea's son
Mikhail Bora for psychosis told
the special CBI court here on
Thursday that he was not con-
fined or put under physical
restraint, as alleged, during the
treatment.

Mikhail had earlier told the
court, which is conducting trial
in the Sheena Bora murder,
that he was tortured during the
treatment at the behest of his
mother Indrani, the main
accused.

He had alleged that he was
put in confinement, given elec-
tric shocks and tortured during
the treatment for psychosis
because his mother wanted to
prove that he was "insane". He

also said that he did not take
drugs. Dr Yusuf Machiswala,
who treated Mikhail at Masina
Hospital here, said Mikhail was
referred to him for "substance-
induced psychosis" in 2006. "To
the best of my knowledge, he
was abusing tobacco and
cannabis," the doctor told Judge
J C Jagdale, adding that he was
transferred to another hospital
after two months.

"Indrani (again) called
sometime in the month of April
2012 and said that Mikhail was
behaving aggressively and she
also mentioned the name of
Sheena," the doctor said, adding
that he suggested an anti-psy-
chotic medicine and asked to
bring Mikhail to hospital.

To a defence lawyer's ques-
tion whether Mikhail was
admitted to hospital against his
wish (in 2006), Machiswala said,
"At that time he was a minor, so
there was no question of his wish
or consent."

"I didn't ask Mikhail Bora
about his wish. He was cooper-
ating with treatment. I don't
remember whether Mikhail told
me he doesn't want to be in hos-
pital," the doctor added.

"As far as I remember, he
was not physically restrained," he
said to another question. Sheena
(24), Indrani's daughter and
Mikhail's sister, was allegedly
killed by Indrani with the help
of others in April 2012 over a
financial dispute. PTI

Guwahati: The Opposition
Congress on Thursday
announced a series of pro-
grammes till January 31 across
Assam to protest against the
Citizenship (Amendment) Bill.

Assam Pradesh Congress
Committee Spokesperson
Rhituparna Konwar said the
BJP-led state and central gov-
ernments are "imposing" the
Bill, which will completely nul-
lify the Assam Accord of 1985.

"This Bill will endanger
the very existence of Assamese
community. To protest this, we
have decided to launch our sec-
ond series of agitation under
'Jagaao Asom, Bachaao Asom'
programme from January 21 to
31," Konwar said in a state-
ment.

As per the programme, all
district and block Congress
units would light lamps and
hold 'Sarba dharma' (all reli-
gion) prayer in the evening of
January 21 so that the BJP gov-

ernment "gets its wisdom
back".

On January 23, 'Sankalp
Divas' will be organised coin-
ciding with birth anniversary of
Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose
to get inspired by the secular
ideology of the freedom fight-
er to fight the communal Bill,
Konwar said.

The following day, a five-
hour sit-in will be held, while
human chains will be formed
on January 30 across the state,
he added.

"On the last day, which is
January 31, a two-hour torch

light procession will be taken
out to protest against the Bill.

The Congress has decided
to strongly oppose any move to
pass the Bill," Konwar
informed.

The Citizenship
(Amendment) Bill, which was
passed by the Lok Sabha on
January 8, provides for accord-
ing Indian citizenship to
Hindus, Jains, Christians, Sikhs,
Buddhists and Parsis from
Bangladesh, Pakistan and
Afghanistan after six years of
residence in India instead of 12
years, which is the norm cur-
rently, even if they do not pos-
sess any document

Massive protests broke out
across the state and other parts
of North East after Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
announced in Silchar on
January 4 that the controver-
sial document would be passed
as soon as possible in
Parliament. PTI

Jaipur: In his address at the first
session of the new State
Assembly, Rajasthan Governor
Kalyan Singh on Thursday
accused the former BJP
Government of  getting “dis-
tracted” from more important
issues as it tried to find flaws
with the Congress-led regime
before it.

The customary address —
in which the Government of the
day lays out its agenda — was
marred by disruptions by
Rashtriya Loktantrik Party chief
Hanuman Beniwal who
climbed on to a platform near
the assembly secretary's desk.

Speaking for the recently
elected Congress Government
led by Ashok Gehlot, the
Governor said economic growth
rate dropped during Vasundhara
Raje Government's term.

"The former Government
got distracted over useless issues

like finding flaws of its previous
Government,” Kalyan Singh
said.

“As a result of which the
annual average economic
growth rate, which was 8.16 per
cent in 2009-10 to 2013-14
reduced to 7.19 per cent in 2014-
15 to 2017-18. The average
increase in per capita income
was 14.95 per cent from 2009-
10 to 2013-14 but it reduced to
9.68 per cent during 2014-15 to
2017-18," he said in his address,
which was tabled in the House.

Similarly, the growth rate in
the agriculture sector which was
4.19 per cent in 2008-09
increased to 8.94 per cent in
2013-14," he said. But with the
“wrong policies” of the
Vasundhara Raje Government,
which followed, the growth
rate in the sector dropped to
3.95 per cent in 2017-18,
according to the address. PTI
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Jaipur: Rajasthan BJP vice pres-
ident Gyan Dev Ahuja on
Thursday compared Congress
president Rahul Gandhi with
Mughal emperor Aurangzeb,
suggesting that the Congress
“empire” was coming to an end.

He said the Congress pres-
ident is the “last emperor” of the
Congress “sultanate”, just like
Aurangzeb.

“Like Aurangzeb who was
the last emperor of the Mughal
sultanate, Rahul Gandhi is the
last emperor of this sultanate.

The end of the Congress is cer-
tain,” he told reporters here.

Contrary to what the BJP
leader said, Aurangzeb who
died in 1707, was not the “last”
of his dynasty.

The last Mughal ruler was
Bahadur Shah Zafar, who died
in 1862. But Aurangzeb is often
seen as the last of the prominent
Mughal kings as the empire
began disintegrating after him.

Gyan Dev Ahuja also ques-
tioned Congress president's
claim of being a “janeu dhari”
(a Hindu who wears the sacred
thread), saying his party should
name the priest who conduct-
ed the ceremony for it.

In the past, Ahuja has court-

ed controversy by likening cow
smugglers as “terrorists”. He said
on Thursday the concern for
cows displayed in the Congress
is nothing more than a sham.

He claimed the Bharatiya
Janata Party will win the by-
election for the Ramgarh assem-
bly seat, where polling was
called off due to the death of
Bahujan Samaj Party candidate
Laxman Singh.

The Congress won 99 of the
remaining 199 Rajasthan assem-
bly seats where elections were
held last month. The bypoll for
Ramgarh will take place on
January 28. In the last Assembly,
Ahuja was an MLA from
Ramgarh. PTI
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Atop commander of the
Indian Army, heading

strategic Northern Command
headquarters in Udhampur,
Lt-Gen Ranbir Singh on
Thursday confirmed that
Pakistani army has suffered
heavy damages in the recent
retaliatory strikes along the
Line of Control in Rajouri and
Poonch sectors.

Unofficial reports had ear-
lier claimed that at least five
Pakistan army personnel were
killed and three others seriously
injured when the Indian troops
launched major retaliatory
action to silence the roaring
Pak guns on the LoC, which
had been targeting forward
posts of Army and civilian
areas in twin border districts of
Poonch and Rajouri.

The Line of Control wit-
nessed strong retaliation close
on the heels of a statement
made by the Army chief Gen
Bipin Rawat that the Army
won’t hesitate from taking
strong action against inimical
designs of Pakistan on the LoC.

On Thursday when
media persons posed a
straight query to Lt-Gen
Ranbir Singh, GOC-In-C
Northern Command, to con-
firm media reports related to

elimination of five Pakistani
soldiers by Indian forces in
retaliation in the last few days,
Lt-Gen Singh said, "in the last
few days, as you mentioned in
your question, 5 Pakistanis
were killed, it shows that
Indian Army is always ready
to give them a befitting reply.
“We are one step ahead of
Pakistan and are giving befit-
ting reply to them", he added.  

Lt-Gen Singh was talking
to media after inaugurating a
bridge at Kalai in Poonch dis-
trict.

In response to another
question he said, “2018 has
been a great year for the secu-
rity forces, more than 250 ter-
rorists were killed, 54 were
caught alive, and 4 surren-
dered to the forces”.

Meanwhile, on Thursday,

Pakistani army again resorted
to heavy firing in Jhangar,
Laam, Pukherni and Peer
Bhadreshwar areas of Rajouri
district, prompting the Indian
Army to retaliate in equal mea-
sure.

On Tuesday, Pakistan
killed BSF’s assistant com-
mandant in sniper firing on the
international border in
Hiranagar sector of Kathua
district on Tuesday.

Last Friday, a Major rank
army officer, soldier and a
porter were martyred in
Nowshera and Sunderbani sec-
tors of Rajouri district.

Indian Army, meanwhile,
continued to maintain high
alert all along the LoC in view
of reports that Pakistani troops
could try to push infiltrators
into the Indian side.
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Amidst controversy, the Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL), a

Defence Pubic Sector Undertaking has
achieved a milestone on its desi built
Light Combat Helicopter. The LCH car-
ried out air to air missile firing on a mov-
ing aerial target. According to a press
release issued by HAL in Bengaluru on
Thursday the tests conducted in inte-
grated test range at Chandipur, Odisha
recently.

“Wg Cdr Subash P John, VM
(Retd), test pilot, Col Ranjit Chitale,
(Retd), Flight Test Engineer from HAL
and Gp Capt Rajeev Dubey, test pilot
from IAF executed a flawless mission
and achieved a direct hit on the aerial

target, destroying it completely,” the
release added.

The Light Combat Helicopter
(LCH) is indigenously designed and
developed by HAL  and proved its capa-
bilities to the requirements of the
defence forces.

R Madhavan, CMD-HAL said “this
is the first time in the country that a heli-

copter has carried out air to air missile
engagement. None of the helicopters
with the military services in the coun-
try has demonstrated such a capability.
With this, LCH has successfully com-
pleted all weapon integration tests and
is ready for operational induction”.

Other weapons on LCH include a
20mm Turret gun and 70 mm Rockets,
the firing trials of which have already
been completed last year.  

The release said “LCH is the only
attack helicopter in the world capable of
operating at altitudes as high as Siachen
glacier. Designed and developed by
Rotary Wing Research & Design Centre
(RWRDC) of HAL in response to the
operational needs of Indian Armed
Forces and its capabilities far exceed that

of contemporary attack helicopters of its
class”.

Equipped with Helmet mounted
sight and a forward looking infrared
sighting system, LCH pilots can now
detect and destroy any target on ground
or in the air. Using these sights, pilots
can now launch a missile onto any tar-
get without having to turn the helicopter.
The fire and forget missile is effective
against all types of aerial threat, includ-
ing UAVs and micro light aircraft.
Capable of operating from dispersed
locations and flying at ultra-low levels,
LCH can now effectively provide a pro-
tective umbrella from all aerial threats.

The DAC has accorded approval for
procurement of initial batch of 15
LCHs (10 for IAF and 5 for Army).
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Aizawl: An umbrella organisa-
tion of the thousands of Bru
refugees living in Tripura has
appealed to Chief Election
Commissioner Sunil Arora to
set up polling stations for the
Lok Sabha election in their
relief camps.

Many of the refugees could
not vote during the election to
the Mizoram Assembly held on
November 28 last as polling sta-
tions for them was erected 70
kilometres away near the state
border, the organisation said in
a letter to Arora.

Around 35,000 Bru
refugees living in six relief
camps at Kanchanpur sub-divi-
sion of North Tripura district
are originally from Mizoram.

Elderly and ailing people,
pregnant women and even
many able-bodied persons
could not vote as they had to
travel 70 km by vehicles to
reach Kanhmun village to vote,
leading to low poll percentage
at those temporary polling sta-
tions, MBDPF president A
Sawibunga, vice-president R
Laldawngliana and general sec-
retary Bruno Msha said in the
letter. The State election depart-
ment had set up 15 temporary
polling stations at Mizoram-
Tripura border village of
Kanhmun to facilitate over
12,000 Bru voters lodged in the
relief camps to cast their votes.

The letter submitted to
Arora in Delhi on Tuesday
also claimed that the Bru vot-
ers were provided lunch at the
polling stations only after cast-

ing their votes, leaving many of
them extremely hungry while
standing in the queue to exer-
cise their franchise.

The MBDPF also claimed
that no revision of voters' lists
have been conducted in the
relief camps.

They appealed to Arora to
give directions to the state elec-
tion department to expedite
conduct of electoral roll revision
in the relief camps.

The Mizoram election
department had conducted
revision of voters lists of Bru
refugees in their camps before
the repatriation last year, despite
opposition from the civil soci-
eties.

However, enlistment forms
duly filled in by inmates of the
relief camps were stolen at the
election office of Mizoram's
Mamit district on August 23,
two days before the month-long
repatriation of Bru families
from Tripura to Mizoram was
to start from August 25.

However, out of 5,000 odd
refugee families, only 150 mem-
bers of 42 families returned to
Mizoram during the exercise.

Thousands of Bru refugees
from Mizoram fled to Tripura
during an ethnic violence in
1997. The clashes broke out
after a forest official was killed
by Bru National Liberation
Front (BNLF) militants.

The Centre, in association
with the Governments of
Mizoram and Tripura, was
repatriating the displaced Brus
in phases. PTI
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Aizawl: Mizoram Government
has banned import of pigs and
piglets to prevent outbreak of a
disease that has cost the lives of
thousands of swines in the State.

The Mizoram Government
has instructed deputy commis-
sioners of all the eight districts to
issue prohibitory orders banning
the import from other countries
to stop, Animal Husbandry and
veterinary Minister Dr K
Beichhua said on Thursday.

The porcine reproductive
and respiratory syndrome
(PRRS) has cost the lives of over
10,000 swines in Mizoram since
2013 and it is believed that it hap-
pened due to import of pigs and
piglets from Myanmar where the
disease was known to be preva-
lent, officials said. Beichhua said
the ban of import of pigs from
other countries was the only way
to prevent outbreak of the PRRS
in the State. The PRRS is a dis-
ease affecting domestic pigs.
The symptoms include repro-
ductive failure, pneumonia and
increased susceptibility to sec-
ondary bacterial infection, the
sources said.  PTI
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Imphal: Manipur Chief
Minister N Biren Singh has said
that the BJP-led Government in
the State would not support the
passage of Citizenship
(Amendment) Bill unless there
was a provision for protecting
the indigenous people of the
northeast.

Singh also stressed that his
Government would want
President's assent to Manipur
People's (Protection) Bill, 2018
before passage of the
Citizenship (Amendment) Bill,
2016.

The Manipur People's
(Protection) Bill, passed unan-
imously by the Assembly last
July, aims to grant the status of
"natives" to Meiteis, Pangal
Muslims, scheduled tribes and
others who moved to the state
before 1951.

The rest, categorised as
"non-Manipuris", will have to
register themselves within one
month of the notification of the
law.

"Unless there is a provision
for protecting the indigenous
people of Manipur as well as the

other northeast states, the state
government would not support
the Citizenship (Amendment)
Bill," the chief minister said
after inaugurating several
development projects in
Chandel district on Wednesday.

He had earlier sent a mem-
orandum to Union Home
Minister Rajnath Singh, seeking
President's nod for Manipur
Peoples' (Protection) Bill.

"The stand of the Manipur
government is very clear. Before
the Citizenship (Amendment)
Bill is passed by the Rajya
Sabha, the President should
give his assent to the Manipur
People's Bill," he asserted.

The Citizenship
(Amendment) Bill, which was
passed in the Lok Sabha last
week, provides for according
Indian citizenship to Hindus,
Jains, Christians, Sikhs,
Buddhists and Parsis from
Bangladesh, Pakistan and
Afghanistan after six years of
residence in India instead of 12
years, which is the norm cur-
rently, even if they do not pos-
sess any document. PTI

Mumbai: A 35-year-old
Canadian woman was alleged-
ly molested by an employee of
a city-based five-star hotel dur-
ing her stay there, a police offi-
cial said on Thursday.

Sumit Rao (32), a staff
member of the hotel located in
Juhu area, has been arrested in
connection with the alleged
incident that took place on
January 5, he said.

The woman, a Candian
national who works for an event
management firm and often vis-
its India, in her complaint
alleged that while she was stay-
ing at the hotel, the man came
to her room and molested her
on the pretext of taking a selfie
with her, the official said.

According to police, the
woman brought the matter to
the hotel management's notice

and then lodged a complaint at
the Santacruz police station
here on Monday.

The accused was arrested
on Tuesday and booked under
Indian Penal Code Sections
354 (assault or criminal force on
woman with an intent to out-
rage her modesty) and 354 (d)
(stalking), he said.

A probe was underway into
the case, he added. PTI
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Guwahati: Krishak Mukti
Sangram Samiti (KMSS),
which is spearheading the
protests against the Citizenship
(Amendment) Bill, on
Thursday claimed that around
20 lakh Hindu Bangladeshis
would become Indians if the
controversial Bill is passed.

Addressing a press confer-
ence, KMSS Adviser Akhil
Gogoi slammed the BJP-led
Government for its attempt to
get the Bill passed despite
widespread protests across the
North East.

"The BJP and Himanta
Biswa Sarma is saying that
only eight lakh Hindu
Bangladeshis, who are already
staying here, will get citizen-
ship. But our assessment is that
20 lakh people are present in
Assam at this moment and they
will get citizenship as soon as
the Bill is passed," he added.

Elaborating on his claim,
the prominent RTI activist said
that a report of former Assam
Governor Lt Gen S K Sinha had
mentioned that over one crore
people have entered India.

"When I met former
Assam Assembly Deputy
Speaker Dilip Kumar Paul,
who is from BJP, he said around
15-20 lakh Hindu Bangladeshis
are in Assam. Himanta Biswa
Sarma himself had said that out

of the 40 lakh excluded from
the complete draft of NRC
(National Register of Citizens),
22 lakh were Hindus.

"Saugata Roy had said in
Parliament that 28 lakh Hindu
Bengalis are excluded from
NRC. So, these different figures
by various sources clearly say
that around 20 lakh Hindus
from Bangladesh are living in
Assam, not eight lakh as
claimed by BJP," Gogoi said.

He further claimed that as
per Bangladesh Bureau of
Statistics, there are around 1.7
crore Hindus, which is 10.7 per
cent of that country's total
population.

"If the Bill is passed, this
will pave the ways for these 1.7
crore people in Bangladesh to
come to Assam and get Indian
nationality as there is no cut-
off date in the Bill.

So, there is a possibility that
a total of 1.9 crore people are
likely to get Indian citizenship
in coming years," Gogoi said.

He claimed that if that
happens, the entire demogra-
phy of Assam will change
irreparably.

Gogoi accused the BJP-
led government for garnering
votes in the forthcoming Lok
Sabha polls by bringing in
three sensitive issues one after
another. PTI
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	��	�����B	#��� Panaji: The Congress party on

Thursday said Goa’s Draft
Tourism Policy 2018, which
has been put in the public
domain for suggestions, was
"disastrous" for the State and its
residents.

The Opposition party said
the socio-economic and socio-
cultural impact of the policy has
not been studied, and encour-
ages privatisation of assets of the
state-run Goa Tourism
Development Corporation
(GTDC).

Tourism Minister Manohar
Ajgaonkar on Wednesday
chaired a meeting of MLAs to
discuss the Draft Tourism Policy
2018. Talking to reporters in
Margao on Thursday, Congress
MLA and party spokesperson
Aleixo Reginaldo Lourenco said
he has written a letter to
Ajgaonkar in which he has
objected to certain provisions in
the policy. 

"The policy is disastrous for
Goa and Goans...The report
(policy) is silent on the exact
income or revenue generated by
the tourism industry in Goa and
how much of it percolates to
local Goans," Lourenco said.

"The socio-economic and
socio-cultural impact of the
master plan or policy has not
been assessed. How much and
what kind of employment will
accrue to Goans and the extent
of in-migration to fill up the rest
has not been studied at all," he
added. PTI
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Allahabad: President Ram Nath Kovind
and his wife on Thursday visited Allahabad
and performed 'Ganga pujan' in the
Sangam area during the ongoing Kumbh
Mela, officials said. 

The President and first lady Savita
Kovind reached the Bamrauli airport on
a special plane of the Indian Air Force
around 9:30 am. They were welcomed by
Governor Ram Naik, Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath and several cabinet ministers,
the officials said.

President Kovind and his wife partic-
ipated in 'Ganga pujan' in the Sangam area
along with the governor, chief minister, his
deputy Keshva Prasad Maurya and Health
Minister Sidharth Nath Singh among
others. PTI
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Of all the speeches, tweets and
off-the-cuff remarks which
together constitute President
Donald J Trump’s articulation
of the US’ global policy prior-

ities and ideological positions (or lack
thereof), there has never been one that
defines his presidency more than his
address to the United Nations in end-2017.

It was the most unambiguous speech
by a world leader to the globe’s most
ambiguous institution in recent history. In
a sense, it was a rather effective exercise in
showing the mirror to the UN. He started
off by putting the cat firmly among the
pigeons by reminding the gathering that
President Harry S Truman was instrumen-
tal in establishing the UN as an organisa-
tion specifically for post-WW II nation-
states to help build democratic institutions
in their respective countries that would
strengthen member-states’ sovereignty and
help them serve their citizens better.

It was a timely intervention. After all,
someone needed to juxtapose what was
intended with what the UN has become —
a sinecure for the elite of various nations
which passes ineffective and often unim-
plementable resolutions, an illiberal club
which has ended up bestowing legal rights
to groups at the cost of the individual and
an organisation that happily tolerates
grotesque aberrations of a Libya or Sudan
finding a place on its human rights coun-
cil, for example.

Trump also laid out his doctrine for
America’s place in the world which, over
the past year and a bit since his speech,
seems to have been broadly accepted by the
American establishment though his style
of doing things is, perfectly understandably,
unacceptable to many, including the sim-
patico. But let us not confuse style with sub-
stance. This doctrine emphatically under-
lines the supremacy of the nation-state in
global interaction and/or cooperation
while championing sovereignty, security
and prosperity for them individually. 

Crucially, he was careful to emphasise
the demonstration effect of robust, liber-
al, democracies even as he iterated that
Washington was not in favour of impos-
ing a way of life on others and was accept-
ing of diversity in governance models
across the globe which may not albeit be
ideal. Where he was explicit was in calling
out Iran/Yemen, as corrupt, despotic
(Islamist) dictatorships and
Cuba/Venezuela as corrupt, totalitarian
(Socialist) dictatorships. He did, of course,
take a swipe at Russia and China, without
naming them, for their expansionist moves
in the Ukraine and the South China Sea
respectively as well. But there was a qual-
itative difference in the latter criticism,
rooted as it was more in fighting both
countries as global power competitors as
opposed to the “bogus internationalism” of
the so-called Islamist/Socialist countries

which are ideologically com-
mitted to undermining the
global order premised on
nation-states or blocs thereof as
the primary unit of interaction.
(North Korea and Syria, also
attacked by Trump, represent
proxy threats for the US and are
a discussion for elsewhere.) 

His definition of such
rogue nations as the “wicked
few” and his exhortation to
“decent nations not to become
bystanders” were just sound
and fury signifying American
strategic interests, so they need
not detain us here. But his
frontal attack on bogus inter-
nationalism and exhortation to
all UN member nation-states to
put their country first just as he
was putting America first pro-
vides India the opportunity it
needs to recalibrate its own
place in the world at a time of
geo-strategic flux. 

In calling for a renewal of
the founding principle of the
UN, which is its member-
states’ sovereignty, focussing on
outcomes not ideology and
adhering to what may be
termed principled realism, the
US, if it continues down this
path, has opened up space for
India to attempt and secure its
strategic interests in a substan-
tial manner. To be facile, all we
need is to replace Iran with
Pakistan in the countries list-
ed by Trump at the UN and we

are good to go! The reality, of
course, is more complicated
than that; for example, Saudi
Arabia should in an ideal world
make it to any list of despotic
Islamic regimes but it is neither
in the US’ nor India’s interest
to proffer such a suggestion.
The situation, however, is not
so complicated as to not pro-
vide New Delhi enough lever-
age to make space for itself at
the high table, provided we
keep our domestic internal
security situation under con-
trol, economic growth robust
and democratic institutions
ticking over despite the odd
setback or two. Especially,
given Washington’s targeting as
articulated by Trump in his UN
speech of those nations which
support and promote the aims
of “Al Qaeda, Hezbollah,
Taliban and others”, the last-
mentioned presumably keeping
the door open for inclusion of
terrorist tanzeems operating
in the Indian State of Jammu
and Kashmir in this list.

Of course, in isolating
pseudo-socialist totalitarian
regimes and repressive Islamic
theocracies — though that
does not mean one doesn’t deal
with them in one’s national
interest even if with a pinched
nose — Trump is focussed on
US interests; the trick for New
Delhi to pull off is to see how
far our interests align with

Washington’s given this once-
in-a-generation opportunity.
It is not only about meta-nar-
ratives but also the smaller
issues on which there is an
emerging convergence of
views. 

For example, Trump was
emphatic in telling the UN that
pressure by its refugee organ-
isation on the US to allow
refugees stateside was in effect
dictatorial, chipped away at
sovereignty and untenable. At
the cost of resettling one
refugee in the US, we can help
10 make a better life in their
own countries, he said. New
Delhi, grappling with similar
pressure despite not having
the economic wherewithal of
the US in regard to, say, accom-
modating Rohingya refugees,
should obviously take note. It
is the citizens of low-income
neighbouring countries who
bear the cost both of refugees
fleeing conflict and oppression
or plain economic migrants.

US emphasis on result/out-
come-orientated global actions,
however, does require a funda-
mental reform of the United
Nations itself. That is where the
real opportunity for India lies
if it can find common ground
with the US. For example,
given his transactional
approach, President Trump
has been quick to articulate the
long-standing grouse of the

American conservative estab-
lishment that the US’ contribu-
tion to the UN budget is 22 per
cent of the total despite the US
being just one of the UN’s 193
member-states. But he was
quick to add even while
encouraging other members to
contribute more that the invest-
ment was worth it if peace and
global order could be delivered.
The disproportionate
military/financial contribution
of the US in terms of the influ-
ence it has on the world body
is a sentiment India is in a good
position to exploit if it is adroit
in the steps it needs to take to
secure its strategic objectives.

The US President’s paean
to the nation-state and advo-
cacy of independent, strong,
prosperous countries guiding
the UN as the best way to
secure peace in our time as
opposed to letting far-off,
faceless bureaucracies such as
the UN have the deciding say
is in consonance with the
approach of the Indian deep
state. It’s better to have people
taking ownership of their
future rather than be led by a
paternalistic global elite that in
the name of seeking mutual
bliss-points ignores the
oppressive nature of the
regimes that push this line.

(The writer is an indepen-
dent journalist and commenta-
tor based in New Delhi.)
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Sir — This refers to the editor-
ial, “Karnataka drama” (January
16). The turmoil that has brewed
in Karnataka makes it amply
clear that our leaders, irrespective
of the party they belong to, are
hungry for power and money.
Given the ugly scenes in
Karnataka as also in other States,
it is now understood that split
election verdicts only fan more
political games played by politi-
cal parties. It’s high time voters
cast their mandate decisively and
get themselves a stable and good
Government they all deserve.

Sumit
Via email
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Sir — This refers to Congress
leader Mallikarjun Kharge’s
demand to make public the find-
ings of the Central Vigilance
Commission (CVC) that led to
the sacking of Alok Verma.
Kharge’s demand isn’t surprising
given that the Congress, being the
main Opposition party, never
ever generated any constructive
idea or extended friendly coop-

eration to the Government dur-
ing its term. On the contrary, it
frequently indulged in Modi bait-
ing and hating without caring
about the nation’s interest. 

Alok Verma, formerly the
director of the Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI), was sacked
on a majority decision taken by
the high-level selection commit-
tee. No comment in this regard
deems appropriate, both moral-

ly and logically. Did Kharge not
protest against the selection of
Verma as the CBI director? 

Undoubtedly, fair, sound and
logical criticism is an imperative
for democratic politics but arro-
gant demeanour, errant behav-
iour and vicious rant are consid-
ered as vile practices that demean
the democratic spirit.

Nimai Charan Swain
Bhubaneswar 
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Sir — This refers to the editorial,
“What next for Britain” (January
17). Britain Prime Minister
Theresa May’s withdrawal plan
from the European Union suf-
fered a historic defeat in the
House of Commons and was
overwhelmingly rejected by a
margin of 230 votes. Post this

debacle, May should have ideally
resigned, like former Prime
Minister David Cameron did,
but that was not to be. In fact, she
has survived the no-confidence
motion as well. 

May’s victory has, however,
given her temporary respite. She
will have to come up with an
alternative Brexit plan in no time.
By agreeing to leave the EU,
Britain had inflicted upon itself
self-harm. With such a massive
divide among people across the
society, no one knows what lies
ahead and what should be done.
Some support no deal at all, oth-
ers want no Brexit at all.  The best
option, however, is to get back to
the EU and seek better term. But
then, where is the time? March 29
will be the deciding day. 

There are around 1.3 million
people living in 27 European
countries, while 3.8 million EU
citizens are residing in the United
Kingdom. The interest of both
sides needs to be taken into
account. Indeed, Britain is going
through one of its worst 
political crises.

Bal Govind
Noida
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After the demolition of the Babri
Masjid in 1992, the then Chief
Minister of Uttar Pradesh,

Kalyan Singh, resigned because his
Government failed to protect the dis-
puted structure despite having given
an assurance in the Supreme Court
that the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
Government will ensure protection
and security of the mosque. This inci-
dent led to another bout of State elec-
tions in Uttar Pradesh. The  BJP was
confident that it would return to
power, riding high on the Hindutva
wave that swept the country then.
Kalyan Singh emerged as the Hindu
mascot and the 1993 election was con-
tested around him and Ram Mandir.

Amid this political cacophony,
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) founder
Kanshi Ram and the then Samajwadi

Party (SP) supremo Mulayam Singh
Yadav joined hands. The BSP and SP
contested the 1993 Uttar Pradesh
elections as allies. Uttar Pradesh once
again became a crucible of political
experiments, to see whether ‘caste’
could get the better of religion, because
in local parlance, it is believed that reli-
gion is the glue that binds all castes.
The result was an eye-opener for all.
The alliance decimated the BJP and its
count came down from 221 to 108 and
Mulayam Singh Yadav became the
Chief Minister.

In the last 26 years, much water
has flown down the Gomati river and
the BSP and SP have once again decid-
ed to join hands. This time, the man-
tle is in the hands of BSP chief
Mayawati and SP president Akhilesh
Yadav. On January 12, they made the
silhouette of this alliance public with
both parties deciding to contest 38
seats each and leaving four seats for
other parties, which include Amethi
and Rae Bareli for the Congress and
two others for the Rashtriya Lok Dal
(RLD). Later, developments showed
that SP was ready to give another seat
to RLD from its quota. So it will con-

test on 37 seats.
Plain arithmetic shows that the

alliance between the SP and BSP can
give jitters to the BJP because in 2014,
the saffron party and its allies got 43
per cent votes, which translated into
73 seats in Uttar Pradesh. The party
won 71 seats on its own — the high-
est tally in Uttar Pradesh — and its
allay, Apna Dal, won two seats. On the
other hand, SP got 22 per cent votes
and BSP, 20 per cent, while the
Congress secured six per cent.  SP won
five seats — all of them in the so-called
Yadav belt, while the Congress was vic-
torious only in Amethi and Rae Bareli
which are the party’s pocket boroughs. 

Interestingly, all these parties con-
tested elections against each other.
Moreover, in 2014, the then Congress-
led UPA Government, which was sup-
ported by SP and BSP from the out-
side, was facing massive corruption
charges and the mood of the people
was against the ruling regime.

In this scenario, the BJP played a
shrewd political card by projecting the
then Chief Minister of Gujarat,
Narendra Modi, as the party’s prime
ministerial candidate. The BJP sold the

Gujarat model as a precursor of devel-
opment and promised achche din to
the people. Just four to five months
before the 2014 elections, signals
were clear that the Congress would not
return to power and this time,
Narendra Modi would head the coun-
try. Even in Uttar Pradesh, the BJP
gained ground after the Muzaffarnagar
pogrom, which divided western Uttar
Pradesh along sharp religious lines.
Reports of exodus of Hindu families
from Kairana and Shamli further
added fuel to an already communal-
ly surcharged atmosphere.

The situation in 2019, however, is
different. The BJP is now facing anti-
incumbency. Decisions like demoneti-
sation and the haphazard implemen-
tation of the Goods and Service Tax
have made the BJP Government
unpopular among the masses. The
Centre for Monitoring Indian
Economy  in its recent study said that
over 35 lakh people have lost jobs
because of demonetisation when
high-value currency notes were culled
in one go in 2016. Issues of lack of
employment and alleged corruption in
the Rafale deal gave the Opposition

parties a hammer to beat the Modi
Government. To top it all, the agrar-
ian crisis, including non-payment of
cane arrears and stray cattle menace
in Uttar Pradesh, has made the BJP
unpopular among the masses.

In this scenario, the SP-BSP
alliance seems to be a potent combi-
nation to take on the BJP. Even as the
Congress will not be a part of the
alliance, and its leaders have declared
that the grand old party will contest
the election separately, theoretically, it
seems that the SP-BSP alliance will
sweep the 2019 Lok Sabha election and
will win around 50 seats out of a pos-
sible 80 in Uttar Pradesh. Yogendra
Yadav, the psephologist, has claimed
that if the BJP, BSP and SP are able to
retain their vote percentage of 43 per
cent, 20 per cent and 22 per cent,
respectively (which these parties got
in 2014), the BJP will win 41 seats,
which is 32 less than its tally of 2014,
while the BSP-SP alliance will get 41
seats, up by 36 seats, compared to the
last elections.

But then, elections are not a
game of psephology. They are based
on  permutations and combinations

that vary every passing day and can
impact the result, which can be unex-
pected sometimes. A sitting law-
maker of the SP said that on the face
of it, party workers are happy that the
SP entered into an alliance with the
BSP but results cannot be depicted
merely on the basis of the 2014 elec-
tion. “In 2014, there was a wave in
favour of Modi but in 2019, there is no
wave either for or against the BJP.
People are angry with the ruling
party but that anger needs to be trans-
formed into votes. This is a tedious job
and needs to be meticulously worked
on,” he said.

What has given the Opposition
confidence is the results to by-elections
in various States. In Uttar Pradesh
itself, a united Opposition defeated the
BJP in Gorakhpur, Phuplur and
Kairana parliamentary elections.
Gorakhpur was said to be the BJP’s
citadel, where Chief Minister
Adityanath Yogi had won five times in
a row. Deputy Chief Minister Keshav
Prasad Maurya, too, won the Phulpur,
constituency in 2014. Both leaders
vacated their seats after they joined the
State Cabinet. Kairana in western Uttar

Pradesh was represented by BJP stal-
wart Hukum Singh. In all these seats,
SP, BSP and RLD contested unitedly.

But in politics, people say, by-elec-
tions cannot predict the outcome of
the general elections. This holds true
for the 2019 elections too. One thing
is clear that in Uttar Pradesh, where
caste plays an important role, selection
of candidates will be of paramount
importance.  A leader, who is popu-
lar and is working with the people, can
turn the situation in favour of the
alliance. But if a candidate is given a
ticket merely because he is rich but has
no roots among the masses, could
prove catastrophic for the alliance. 

Second, merely announcing
alliance will not unite caste base of both
parties at the ground level. Both lead-
ers need to chalk out a strategy to bring
a thaw between intermediary castes
like the Yadavs, Kurmis and Dalits,
who otherwise are always at logger-
heads at the village level. If the sense
of unity does not percolate down, it
will be a requiem for the alliance.

(The writer is Executive Director
(News) with Lucknow edition of The
Pioneer).
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When 17-year-old Suguna Devi, a
resident of Khagaria district of
Bihar, had her first child with-
in a year of her marriage, cele-
brations were short-lived. Born

prematurely and underweight, the infant died a
couple of days later. Within a month of this
tragedy, Suguna became pregnant again.
Fortunately, this time, her daughter survived. But
giving birth in quick succession had made
Suguna weak. After three months of struggle to
take proper care of her baby, Suguna realised that
she was going to be a mother again.

According to the National Family Health
Survey (NFHS-4) statistics, 13 per cent of cur-
rently married women are not using contracep-
tion. Yet, they either want to stop having chil-
dren or want to wait for two or more years before
having their next child. Access to contraception
can help the woman take this decision. She can
decide how many children she wants and will not
be compelled by circumstances. Providing con-
traceptive information, services and supplies so
as to allow women and girls take their own deci-
sion was what India had promised seven years
ago at the 2012 London Summit on Family
Planning (FP2020). India had pledged to expand
access to contraceptive choices to its 45 million
women, who do not use any modern contracep-
tion method, by 2020. 

But as statistics show, this goal is unlikely
to be reached. The 2015-16 NFHS data showed
that huge gaps still exist. Of the 45 million
women, 31 million are not using any contracep-
tion. Further, the report found 14 million
women used unreliable traditional methods,
which enhanced the risk of pregnancy by three
times when compared to using modern meth-
ods (birth control pills, condoms, sterilisation
and intrauterine devices).  

What is surprising is that despite a decline
in India’s total fertility rate (the average number
of children that would be born per woman in her
life) — from 2.7 children per woman in 2005-
06 to 2.2 in 2015-16 — there was also a drop in
contraceptive use (any method) — from 56.3 per
cent in 2005-06 to 53.5 per cent in 2015-16
(NFHS-4). There has also been a decline in the
use of modern methods of contraception — from
48.5 per cent in 2005-06 to 47.8 per cent in 2015-
16 — even though more contraception methods
are now available for free under India’s family
planning programme.

But Khagaria’s high Total Fertility Rate
(TFR) of four is a clear indication that contra-
ception services still elude women. Moreover, this
high TFR has not only remained unchanged over
the last decade but surpasses both State and
national TFR, which stands at 3.3 and 2.2 respec-
tively. Therefore, not much has changed in terms
of usage of contraceptive services over the last
10 years. Incidentally, Bihar retains its position
as the State with the highest TFR in India of 3.3
children per woman, according to UN Fund for
Population Activities’  report titled, ‘The State of
World Population 2018’. 

One of the reasons for this is that nearly 41
per cent of the population in Bihar has an unmet
demand for modern contraceptive methods. This
is the highest in our country. Coupled with unmet

need in the State is the fact that teenage
birth rate stands at 12.2 per cent. This
is the third highest among 20 States in
the country after West Bengal (18.3 per
cent) and Assam (13.6 per cent). While
adolescent pregnancy raises the risk of
mother and child death, what further
increases the risk for these teenage
births is their low Body Mass Index
(BMI). Approximately, 45.2 per cent of
the girls, aged 15-18 years in the State,
have a BMI less than 18 kg/m, indicat-
ing that they are underweight. Further,
60.3 per cent of the women aged
between 15 and 49 years suffer from
anaemia. This means that the chances
of post-partum haemorrhage, especial-
ly for these 3.5 lakh teenage births in
Bihar, are higher and expose the
women and girls to maternal mortali-
ty and morbidity. The survival of chil-
dren, who are underweight, and that of
anaemic mothers is also bleak. Bihar’s
infant mortality rate (IMR) is 38 per
1,000 live births compared to 34 for the
rest of the country.

High-risk births occur because
girls and women are unable to under-
stand the risks of early pregnancy. Nor
are they empowered to delay or space
their pregnancies. Bihar has the lowest
spacing time duration (44.4 per cent)
with approximately 15 lakh high-risk
pregnancies, compared to the nation-
al average of 51.9 per cent. Less than
three years between pregnancies
enhances the risk of maternal and child
mortality. This is also a big reason for
high Maternal Mortality Rate (MMR)
in Bihar, which stands at 208 per
100,000 live births, as per Sample
Registration System survey 2015. This
is way above the national MMR of 130. 

Every woman should be able to
decide whether, when and how many
children she wants to have. But sever-
al factors prevent her from doing so.
Early marriage is one of the major rea-

sons why girls are unable to exercise
agency. Bihar not only has the highest
number of child marriages in India
(39.1 per cent) — the national incidence
of child marriage among girls aged
between 10 and 18 years is 4.5 per cent,
according to NFHS-4 — the State also
has the maximum number of districts
(20 out of 38) in the country that
remains plagued by child marriage. 

So, in Khagaria district, which has
the highest prevalence of child marriage
in the State, it is not uncommon to see
early marriage that is followed by
quick motherhood. The percentage of
girls marrying below the legal age of
marriage in Khagaria is 34.4 (NFHS-4).

Not only is the high percentage of
early marriage in rural Bihar (91.4 per
cent) worrying but the fact is also that
78.9 per cent of the marriages in the age
group between 15 and 19 occur among
the poor households (2018 NCPCR-
Young Lives study). Poverty often
means that education remains out of
reach for these girls. A 2017 Population
Council study found that two in three
unmarried girls and less than one in
seven married girls were currently in
school. Families appeared to invest less
in girls with 41 per cent of unmarried
girls not attending school regularly.

Once they are married, fertility for
women like Suguna begins too young.
Lack of information, coupled with
inability to access reproductive and
sexual health services, means too
many and frequent pregnancies. But
by ensuring that adolescents are aware
of the services available to them and
educating them about their sexual and
reproductive health, the Government
can help them plan their pregnancy. 

This is where family planning cor-
ners located at public health centres in
Bihar have a pivotal role to play. By pro-
viding information about reproductive
and sexual health as well as on contra-

ceptive choices, trained counsellors at
these family planning counselling desks
can help couples space their children.
Since unmet contraceptive needs lead
to unwanted fertility, an increased use
of temporary methods to stop child-
bearing may lower total fertility signif-
icantly. Family planning counselling
corners can give women the freedom
to defer having children by using tem-
porary contraceptive methods. And
counselling is a crucial component in
decision-making. 

If couples are educated and allowed
to make an informed choice, based on
the advantages and disadvantages of
contraceptives available, they will want
family planning services. There is a
clear relationship between TFR and
contraceptive prevalence rate. Data
has shown that where there is very low
contraceptive prevalence, fertility is very
high as is in Bihar. In States like Tamil
Nadu and Andhra Pradesh, fertility is
lower because contraceptive preva-
lence is much higher. 

By providing an appropriate range
of contraceptive services, India can avert
23.9 million births and prevent one mil-
lion infant deaths and over 42,000
maternal deaths by 2020. It has been
proven that as contraceptive use rises,
maternal and infant deaths decline. It is
estimated that MMR could be reduced
by a third through spacing of births. A
Lancet study has shown that India
would save $18.2 billion in consump-
tion expenditure in 2020 if the FP2020
goal were to be achieved. This would
also improve the chances of achieving
the Sustainable Development Goal
(SDG) 3.7 goal of eliminating unmet
needs by 2030. But it is imperative that
access to quality family planning infor-
mation and services is ensured and
women are given the power of choice
in planning their families. 

(The writer is a senior journalist)
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Jet Airways Chairman Naresh Goyal has
offered to invest up to �700 crore in the

crisis-hit airline as well as pledge all his
shares on the condition that his stake
does not fall below 25 per cent, accord-
ing to a letter.

Amid the full-service carrier grap-
pling with financial woes, Goyal has writ-
ten to SBI Chairman Rajnish Kumar with
reference to the resolution plan under
discussion and in view of Etihad’s posi-
tion, “despite the significant cash crunch
and imminent grounding, which the air-
line is facing”.

The letter also comes against the
backdrop of strategic partner Etihad
reportedly putting forward strict condi-
tions, including that Goyal should give
up control, for infusing funds into the air-
line.

Goyal said he is committed to an
“infusion of funds into the company to
the extent of �700 crore” and pledging all
his shares.

This is subject to the condition that
his shareholding post such infusion is at
least 25 per cent, he said in the letter.

“Should this not be possible, then I
would not be able to infuse any funds or
pledge my shares, unless Sebi accords me
an exemption permitting me to increase
my reduced stake (if it is to be below 25
per cent) without triggering the Takeover
Code,” Goyal, who currently holds 51 per
cent stake in the airline, said.

When shareholding of an entity in a
listed company goes beyond a certain
threshold, then the open offer require-
ment is triggered under Sebi’s Takeover
Code.

State Bank of India (SBI) is the lead
lender of a consortium of Indian banks
that has provided loans to the airline, and
the stakeholders are considering a reso-
lution for Jet Airways that is facing acute

financial problems.
On December 31, 2018, the carrier

defaulted on a loan repayment to the con-
sortium.

“I am informed that under Indian law,
amounts payable by the company to pro-
moter group entities, should be treated at
par with the other overdue creditors of the
company and the same, upon conversion
into equity is considered as cash,” Goyal
said in the letter.

He has also sought a fair and equi-
table resolution in the best interests of the
airline and all its shareholders.

“I respectfully submit that unless my
shareholding goes below 10 per cent and/
or my group is not represented on the
board, I would continue to be held out
as a promoter, and be faced with the
attendant exposures/ risks of being a
promoter,” Goyal said in the letter dated
January 16.

Hence, it is only fair and equitable
that “our shareholding be at least 25 per
cent”, Goyal said.

Shares of the airline rose over 5 per
cent to close at �284.80 on the BSE.

“As part of a continuous engagement
with SBI, Naresh Goyal has communi-
cated his position on the resolution
plan to SBI, which is under considera-
tion,” the airline said in a filing to the
BSE.

The filing was in response to a clar-
ification sought from Jet Airways on
Goyal’s proposal to infuse �700 crore into
the airline subject to certain conditions.

On Thursday, the SBI said lenders are
considering a resolution plan for Jet
Airways to ensure long-term viability of
the debt-laden company.

The airline, on Wednesday, said dis-
cussions are “progressing well” with
stakeholders on a comprehensive reso-
lution plan that also contemplates equi-
ty infusion and consequent changes in its
board of directors.
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Shares of Jet Airways erased early loss-
es and ended over 5 per cent higher on

Thursday after Chairman Naresh Goyal
offered to invest up to �700 crore in the air-
line on the condition that his stake does
not fall below 25 per cent.

The scrip bounced back and ended
5.09 per cent higher at �284.80 on the BSE.
During the day, the stock had plunged 5.31
per cent to �256.60.

At NSE, shares of the company soared
5.28 per cent to close at �283.95.

In terms of equity volume, 48.12 lakh
shares of the company were traded on BSE
and over 6 crore shares changed hands at
NSE during the day.

Goyal said he is committed to an “infu-
sion of funds into the company to the
extent of �700 crore” and pledging all his
shares. This is subject to the condition that
his shareholding post such infusion is at
least 25 per cent, he said in the letter which
was seen by PTI.

Jet Airways Chairman Naresh Goyal
has told the State Bank of India (SBI) that
he is ready to invest up to �700 crore in the
airline on the condition that his stake does
not fall below 25 per cent.

Goyal’s offer comes against the back-
drop of strategic partner Etihad reported-
ly putting forward strict conditions, includ-
ing that Goyal should give up control, for
infusing funds into the crisis-hit carrier.

In a letter to SBI Chairman Rajnish
Kumar, Goyal said he is writing with ref-
erence to the resolution plan under dis-
cussion and in view of Etihad’s position,
“despite the significant cash crunch and
imminent grounding, which the airline is
facing”.
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Bharat Heavy Electricals
Limited (BHEL) will set up

a network of Solar-based
Electric Vehicle Chargers
(SEVC) on the Delhi-
Chandigarh Highway. The
project is covered under the
FAME scheme [Faster
Adoption and Manufacturing
of (Hybrid &) Electric Vehicles

in India] of the Department of
Heavy Industry (DHI),
Government of India.

The establishment of EV
chargers at regular intervals
over the entire 250 kms stretch
between Delhi and
Chandigarh would allay range-
anxiety among the Electric
Vehicle users and bolster their
confidence for inter-city trav-
el. 

BHEL’s scope of work in
the project includes design,
engineering, manufacturing,
supply and installation of the
EV charging stations along
with a Central Monitoring
System. Each SEVC charging
station will be equipped with
a rooftop solar power plant to
supply green energy to fast and
slow chargers planned to be
installed at the location.
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Lawyers for former Nissan
boss Carlos Ghosn on

Thursday appealed against a
decision by a Tokyo court to
refuse him bail, as he faces
charges on three counts of
financial misconduct.

Since his stunning arrest on
November 19 the auto tycoon
has languished in a Tokyo
detention centre, facing ques-
tioning over allegations he
under-reported his salary and
tried to shift personal losses
onto the company.

On January 11 he was for-
mally charged on two of the
counts and his request for bail
refused again. Even his own
lawyer has admitted he is like-
ly to be kept behind bars until
a trial — which could take six
months.

The court has previously
refused to release the 64-year-
old Franco-Lebanese-Brazilian
businessman on the grounds
that he could present a flight
risk and destroy evidence.

The appeal came as the

French Government called for
him to be replaced at the head
of Renault, the only one of the
three companies he used to
head that has retained him.

Japanese firms Nissan and
Mitsubishi Motors jettisoned
him as boss almost immedi-
ately after his arrest, but
Renault was more cautious
and appointed an interim
leader while Ghosn fought the
charges.

If the bail appeal is turned
down he faces at least a two-
month period in pre-trial
detention. This can be extend-
ed almost automatically by one
month at a time.

His wife Carole has
appealed to Human Rights
Watch over his detention, say-
ing he was being held in
“harsh” conditions and sub-
jected to round-the-clock inter-
rogations in an attempt to
extract a confession.

Ghosn has been seen only
once in public since his deten-
tion, in a dramatic court
appearance.

He had clearly lost a lot of
weight but seemed otherwise in
good health. He passionately
proclaimed his innocence and
his love for Nissan, a company
he is widely credited with sav-
ing from the brink of bank-
ruptcy.

“I have been wrongly
accused and unfairly detained
based on meritless and unsub-
stantiated accusations,” Ghosn
told a packed courtroom. 
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The Netherlands said on Thursday it is sign-
ing 10 MoUs at the Vibrant Gujarat Global

Summit starting on Friday with focus on sectors
like smart city and waste management, health-
care and agricultural cooperation.

The European country is being represented
by a delegation, which has more than 100 mem-
bers, at the three-day business conclave being held
at Gandhinagar.

The delegation, led by Netherlands’ Minister
of Finance for Taxation and Customs, Menno
Snel, consists of representatives from 45 com-
panies, three trade associations and government
agencies.

“We met Chief Minister  (Vijay) Rupani...We
have 45 companies, out of which 10 are signing
MoUs. Our delegations have been growing.

Lots of MoUs are on strategic cooperation,”
Snel told reporters here Thursday.

Out of 10 MoUs, five were signed Thursday
and the rest will be inked during the summit, he
said.

The MoUs deal with mobility management,
waste-to- energy conversion, delivery system in
diagnostics, saline farming, and protected culti-
vation of horticultural crops.

A Dutch company, Pal-V, which makes fly-
ing cars, is also participating in the summit.

Pal-V plans to deliver its first vehicles,
which will have seating capacity for two per-
sons, to customers in Europe by 2019 or early
2020.
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The Indian rupee reversed its four-day los-
ing streak by recovering 21 paise to close

at 71.03 against the US dollar on Thursday on
increased selling of the greenback by exporters
and lower crude oil prices.

Besides, liquidity infusion by central
banks through open market operations and
unveiling a RBI new policy for overseas bor-
rowings, allowing all eligible entities to raise
foreign funding under the automatic route and
removing sectoral curbs, supported the rupee.

At the Interbank Foreign Exchange, the
rupee opened stronger at 71.15 a dollar
against the previous close of 70.24. The local
unit moved in a range of 70.92 to 71.40, before
finally ending at 71.03, showing a gain of 21
paise.

The rupee Wednesday plunged by 19 paise
to close at 71.24 against the US dollar.

“Indian rupee has broken the four days los-
ing streak, after liquidity infusion by central
banks through open market operation. Central
bank eased overseas borrowing rules for
companies, which also helped rupee to recov-
er from the lower levels,” said V K Sharma,
Head PCG and Capital Markets Strategy,
HDFC Securities.

Meanwhile, the dollar index, which gauges
the greenback’s strength against a basket of six
currencies, was trading lower by 0.01 per cent
at 96.04.

Furthermore, losses in crude oil and
gains in domestic equities also supported the
trading sentiment in the forex market.

Brent crude, the global benchmark, was
trading at $60.56 per barrel, lower by 1.24 per
cent.

“The Brent crude rally halted today on the
face of strongly rising crude oil production
coming out of the US. The news on Brent
reflected in the INR movement which rose
after depreciating for four straight days. The
rupee was among the top five best perform-
ing EM currencies today,” said Sunil Sharma,
Chief Investment Officer, Sanctum Wealth
Management.
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Amid bilateral trade ten-
sions, USIBC President

Nisha Biswal said Thursday
that the trade between India
and the US is much below its
potential, and both the sides
should ease restrictions and put
in an "overarching" frame-
work.

Biswal, a former Assistant
Secretary of State for South and
Central Asia, is leading a del-
egation of the US-India
Business Council (USIBC) at
the Vibrant Gujarat Summit
(VGS) which will begin Friday.

The US, which was a part-
ner country for two earlier edi-
tions of the biennial investor
summit, refused to be a part-
ner this year, citing pending
bilateral trade disputes.

"The biggest challenge to
US-India trade relations is we
have not done the hard work of
creating an overarching frame-
work for trade," Biswal, who
was born and brought up in
Dahod in Gujarat, told PTI in
an interview.

"We do not have a trade
agreement, we do not have an
investment treaty, we do not
even have a mini agreement,"
she said, adding that every
time the two countries negoti-
ate, it is highly transactional
and there is no real incentive to
compromise.

India announced retaliato-
ry tariffs on 29 US products six
months ago after US President
Donald Trump imposed heavy
tariffs on imported steel and
aluminium items.

However, despite the
announcement, India is the
only major country which has
been postponing the imple-
mentation of retaliatory tariffs.

"What, I think, the two
governments have sought to do
in the last few months is to take
a small basket of issues that
have been irritants...And tried
to resolve those so that it could
become a kind of mini-agree-
ment," Biswal said.

"The issues included tariffs
on steel and aluminium from
Indian side and from the US
side it was tariffs on ICT and
the policy of price control on
medical devices. Both sides
wanted more market access for
some of their products," she
said.

"Unfortunately they have
not been able to get a conclu-
sion on that thing. Our hope
was that two governments will
sit together and decide this
issue," she said.

The two countries should
rather create a much more
"ambitious framework of
trade", she said, adding that "we
should be best trading part-
ners".

"While US-India trade

continues to grow...It is no
where near the potential of
what it should be. And that
really requires both sides to
take significant steps to ease
restrictions or access to flow of
investments and flow of trade
in both directions," she said.

Around 500 US companies
have significant business rela-
tions with India, against 6,000
to 7,000 US companies doing
serious business with China,
Biswal pointed out.

Asked if the US decided
not to be a partner for the VGS
due to trade disputes, she said,
"I can't speak for the US gov-
ernment, but I can say that
there have been some disap-
pointments that these issues
have not been resolved."

US Consul General in
Mumbai Edgard Kagan, when
asked about his country's
refusal to be one of the partner
countries, had said the Indian
government needed to resolve
the outstanding trade issues
first.

Biswal, however, asserted
that the US government and
industry "continue to prioritise
India as very important trade
and economic partner".

The bilateral trade was
USD 20 billion in 1980s, which
grew toUSD 100 billion in
2014-15, and now the target is
to take it to USD 500 billion,
she said.
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Billionaire Gautam Adani-
run Adani Group will
partner German chemi-

cal giant BASF to foray into the
petrochemicals sector with a
�16,000 crore factory at
Mundra in Gujarat.

Besides investing in the
chemical factory, BASF will
also invest in wind and solar
power plant at the site to meet
the electricity requirement of
the unit, the two companies
said in a statement.

The BASF will hold a
majority controlling stake in
the new venture. It will, how-
ever, hold a minority interest in
the power venture.

The BASF SE and Adani
Group signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) on the eve
of the Vibrant Gujarat Global
Summit 2019 “to evaluate a
major joint investment in the
acrylics value chain”, they said. 

This would be BASF’s
largest investment in India to
date, it said without giving
details. A feasibility study will be
completed by the end of 2019. 

“According to the MoU,
BASF and Adani want to estab-
lish a joint venture with an
investment totaling about Euro
2 billion (about �16,000 crore),
in which BASF will hold the

majority,” it said.
The companies did not give

details of the joint venture.
The potential investment

comprises the development, con-
struction and operation of pro-
duction plants, including propane
dehydrogenation (PDH), oxo
C4 complex (butanols and 2-
ethyl hexanol), glacial acrylic
acid (GAA), butyl acrylate (BA)
and potentially other down-
stream products. 

“The products are predom-
inantly for the Indian market to
serve a wide range of local indus-
tries, including construction,
automotive and coatings, whose
growing demand is currently
supplied via imports, thus sup-
porting the ‘Make in India’ ini-
tiative,” the statement said.

Headquartered in
Ahmedabad, Adani Group is one
of India’s largest integrated infra-
structure conglomerates with
interests in resources (coal min-
ing and trading), logistics (ports,
logistics, shipping and rail), ener-
gy (renewable and thermal
power generation, transmission
and distribution), agro (com-
modities, edible oil, food prod-
ucts, cold storage and grain
silos), real estate, public transport
infrastructure, consumer finance
and defence sectors. 

Gautam Adani, chairman of
the Adani Group, said, “India

continues to be a very large
importer of petrochemicals given
the rapid expansion of the mid-
dle class, and this leads to a sig-
nificant outflow of precious for-
eign exchange. Our partnership
with BASF is a big step forward
in enabling our country’s ‘Make
in India’ program, as this part-
nership will allow us to produce
in Mundra several of the chem-
icals along the C3 chemical
value chain that we are current-
ly importing.”

Mundra’s infrastructure is
ideally suited to enable chemi-
cals production, and Adani
Group’s ability to deliver renew-
able power makes this a unique
partnership on several fronts, he
said. “BASF’s intention to invest
in a major new site for the
acrylics value chain in India
clearly demonstrates our strong
and long-term commitment to
our Indian customers.  

“Together with the Adani
Group, we would have the
opportunity to provide our cus-
tomers with high-quality chem-
icals and support them in grow-
ing their business. With our pro-
duction powered by renewable
energy, we would be able to min-
imize our impact on the envi-
ronment,” said Martin
Brudermüller, chairman of the
Board of Executive Directors,
BASF SE.
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Flipkart India, the wholesale
arm of Walmart-owned e-

commerce company Flipkart,
has received about �1,431 crore
from its Singapore-based par-
ent, according to documents
filed with the Corporate Affairs
Ministry. 

The parent entity was issued
4.86 lakh shares in Flipkart
India at a price of about �29,400
per share, the documents
showed. Flipkart had invested
�2,190 crore in Flipkart India in
December last year.

The latest fund infusion
comes at a time when Flipkart
faces challenges on the regula-
tory front in the form of new

policy norms for e-commerce
firms with foreign investment.

The new rules — effective
from February 1 — bar online
marketplaces with foreign
investments from selling prod-
ucts of the companies where
they hold stakes, and ban exclu-
sive marketing arrangements.

Another provision states
that the inventory of a vendor
will be seen as controlled by a
marketplace, if over 25 per cent
of the vendor’s purchases are
from the marketplace entity,
including the latter’s wholesale
unit.

Both Amazon and Flipkart
have approached the govern-
ment seeking extension on the
deadline. 
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New Delhi (PTI): Larsen & Toubro Infotech (LTI) on Thursday
said it had acquired Ruletronics for an enterprise value of USD
7.48 million (about `53 crore). Ruletronics enables businesses to
transform and evolve digitally by providing innovative business
process management and customer relationship management solu-
tions leveraging ‘Pega’ Platform. The enterprise value payable for
the acquisition of 100 per cent share capital of Ruletronics is USD
7.48 million, including up-front consideration and earn-outs, LTI
said in a BSE filing. “The acquisition will strengthen the compa-
ny’s rapidly growing digital business with a suite of capabilities in
Pega implementation in establishing BPM roadmap and strate-
gy, customer services, RPA and decisioning,” it added.

Ruletronics, whose current industry strength lies across insur-
ance, banking, health care and retail segments, had reported rev-
enue of USD 3.35 million in FY18. The closing of the transaction
— paid in cash — is expected to get completed within eight weeks.

Script Open High Low LTP
RCOM 13.83 13.95 13.45 13.57
JETAIRWAYS 263.00 295.80 256.60 284.80
YESBANK 209.70 210.00 200.40 201.45
SUZLON 5.32 5.34 5.26 5.30
ITI 112.20 116.80 109.00 109.85
GRAPHITE 756.90 777.50 724.00 731.05
RELIANCE 1141.00 1147.80 1129.10 1133.75
MINDTREE 843.00 872.95 821.45 867.40
FEDERALBNK 91.95 92.80 86.60 88.65
SBIN 303.30 304.50 295.40 297.35
SUNPHARMA 454.00 455.35 423.00 427.15
IBULHSGFIN 834.00 853.00 811.65 817.70
AXISBANK 668.60 678.90 665.90 676.30
ICICIBANK 376.00 377.95 372.60 373.35
JPASSOCIAT 7.45 7.45 7.21 7.26
TCS 1871.00 1899.00 1871.00 1895.10
ZEEL 454.00 456.95 434.35 441.00
HEG 3698.00 3744.00 3570.10 3583.10
DHFL 224.95 226.30 218.20 219.25
IOC 135.90 138.00 135.30 137.60
INFY 736.45 738.65 728.75 733.40
WIPRO 336.50 338.65 332.50 336.40
RELINFRA 316.60 317.00 294.25 296.40
TATAMOTORS 186.30 187.35 183.40 184.80
MPHASIS 865.15 908.00 855.00 903.60
DMART 1394.80 1400.00 1360.00 1365.60
ITC 295.95 295.95 290.15 293.90
TATASTEEL 475.05 478.30 470.00 472.50
JINDALSTEL 146.90 148.15 144.85 146.00
RELCAPITAL 223.15 226.60 214.80 217.60
HCLTECH 938.25 957.30 933.00 954.80
KPIT 218.70 218.95 210.75 213.70
DCBBANK 181.70 188.50 180.75 186.15
SPICEJET 83.60 85.50 81.80 84.10
RECLTD 125.65 129.50 125.65 128.25
KOTAKBANK 1208.90 1225.00 1201.10 1220.10

IDFCFIRSTB 48.90 49.00 47.05 47.30
PNB 84.85 85.05 83.00 84.35
SONATSOFTW 307.20 332.00 307.20 313.30
ASHOKLEY 94.10 94.40 93.00 93.15
M&MFIN 441.00 458.35 441.00 447.55
M&M 731.00 740.10 728.60 734.25
HINDUNILVR 1779.70 1789.00 1743.25 1750.10
SAIL 50.55 50.80 49.70 49.90
MARUTI 7325.00 7397.95 7310.25 7333.70
LT 1345.00 1351.00 1336.80 1346.15
BOMDYEING 127.80 127.80 121.75 123.80
PCJEWELLER 80.10 81.20 78.70 79.65
GAIL 328.10 333.50 326.80 332.60
ESCORTS 738.00 741.90 722.55 734.05
HDFC 1984.70 2007.25 1979.40 2004.25
VEDL 197.80 198.15 195.50 197.30
AMARAJABAT 766.45 788.50 766.45 781.10
L&TFH 142.15 144.15 140.35 141.45
BPCL 347.40 355.35 346.55 354.40
SRTRANSFIN 1194.30 1207.90 1145.00 1152.25
ADANIPORTS 390.95 395.50 386.90 394.70
HINDPETRO 240.85 246.05 240.80 244.00
SOBHA 463.50 530.00 461.95 501.90
BHEL 68.90 70.90 68.10 70.10
JUSTDIAL 493.00 497.05 474.45 476.85
RAIN 125.50 127.50 120.20 121.85
BANKBARODA 121.10 121.60 118.05 119.15
BAJFINANCE 2587.95 2587.95 2525.00 2535.60
INDUSINDBK 1536.35 1536.35 1511.00 1522.45
LINDEINDIA 787.00 796.00 750.55 766.95
LALPATHLAB 1020.00 1090.00 1020.00 1069.35
RALLIS 171.35 175.40 171.35 173.00
ADANIPOWER 49.75 51.25 49.25 50.80
BEML 913.10 920.75 886.75 895.30
STRTECH 288.55 292.50 283.80 289.05
HDFCBANK 2121.00 2134.85 2114.00 2129.05
BIOCON 651.45 659.90 649.25 657.35
INFIBEAM 45.40 46.20 44.10 44.75
JSWSTEEL 288.00 290.65 286.05 289.20
DIVISLAB 1525.00 1547.70 1495.55 1504.25
RAYMOND 822.75 828.80 808.40 810.80
ENGINERSIN 123.20 123.50 118.10 118.55
DELTACORP 254.50 255.60 249.55 251.25
SPARC 179.85 180.15 171.30 172.00
CASTROLIND 164.80 168.55 164.00 166.60
LUPIN 867.00 874.60 859.95 868.30
EDELWEISS 173.45 176.00 166.60 167.75
BANDHANBNK 449.20 454.00 447.80 449.90
JUBLFOOD 1217.00 1228.90 1200.05 1214.30
UNIONBANK 96.50 97.00 93.50 94.85

PHILIPCARB 210.00 212.40 206.60 207.70
BEL 89.45 89.45 86.75 87.05
RAJESHEXPO 598.50 626.40 590.00 600.90
LTTS 1660.00 1700.60 1646.65 1689.45
FSL 52.90 52.90 49.55 50.45
GODFRYPHLP 951.10 988.45 946.70 962.20
TATAPOWER 76.50 76.85 74.90 76.00
BHARTIARTL 334.00 338.10 330.30 332.30
BANKINDIA 105.80 106.20 102.90 104.30
VIPIND 521.40 525.00 514.30 519.65
APOLLOTYRE 219.50 221.85 217.65 218.30
GLENMARK 657.60 664.00 651.65 661.20
PFC 106.90 109.50 106.90 107.25
KRBL 331.95 351.40 328.65 339.55
NCC 89.00 90.45 88.05 89.55
WOCKPHARMA 511.20 513.90 499.00 501.35
IBVENTURES 376.50 385.00 374.00 375.85
HINDALCO 209.00 209.00 205.30 205.95
ASIANPAINT 1397.00 1399.20 1385.20 1389.45
ONGC 146.05 147.35 144.45 145.10
DLF 184.40 185.80 181.60 184.10
COALINDIA 233.00 233.00 230.30 232.05
J&KBANK 39.30 39.65 38.00 38.70
MANAPPURAM 97.50 100.60 96.80 99.15
LICHSGFIN 485.40 493.90 485.40 490.80
ORIENTBANK 98.35 98.75 94.65 96.80
AUROPHARMA 787.15 791.75 769.55 774.30
TECHM 702.00 708.70 696.30 705.30
CANBK 277.95 279.05 270.00 275.35
INDHOTEL 141.20 141.55 136.35 137.20
EICHERMOT 20745.00 20825.00 20203.75 20374.35
PETRONET 220.10 222.50 219.95 222.05
GODREJPROP 733.25 777.00 725.00 764.70
SOUTHBANK 16.00 16.15 15.50 15.70
CONCOR 685.85 702.10 685.85 695.15
PEL 2371.10 2394.95 2370.65 2386.75
SUNTV 575.00 575.10 564.10 565.95
MOTHERSUMI 164.35 164.35 158.70 159.45
TV18BRDCST 37.95 38.20 35.90 36.00
INDIACEM 88.20 88.35 85.60 86.10
GRUH 237.75 240.10 234.65 237.55
FORCEMOT 1590.45 1600.00 1580.00 1581.80
HFCL 23.90 24.50 23.35 23.55
CHAMBLFERT 162.90 171.05 162.10 167.80
INDIGO 1136.20 1138.00 1102.25 1111.85
MOTILALOFS 660.00 694.00 641.05 679.70
STAR 526.05 531.00 522.00 528.35
VENKYS 2330.00 2376.90 2296.00 2336.60
INDIANB 259.95 262.50 255.95 260.75
SUNTECK 343.85 359.00 341.00 346.85
MCX 757.95 758.00 745.00 750.90
IBREALEST 85.85 87.20 85.50 85.75
GODREJCP 776.00 796.00 770.00 792.35
LTI 1772.05 1797.75 1767.05 1774.95
NBCC 60.45 60.45 58.30 58.95
CADILAHC 353.10 358.75 351.00 355.95
NIITTECH 1224.80 1230.00 1207.00 1223.80
OBEROIRLTY 454.00 461.25 451.90 459.80
DABUR 425.10 426.15 417.75 420.20
WELCORP 129.55 129.75 123.70 124.10
DISHTV 36.30 36.35 34.75 34.85
POWERGRID 192.15 194.65 191.50 194.25
JAICORPLTD 113.65 114.80 110.70 111.35
ULTRACEMCO 3888.05 3915.00 3814.25 3852.25
HEROMOTOCO 2893.55 2935.00 2863.70 2906.45
MEGH 63.35 63.55 60.50 61.55
TATAMTRDVR 98.80 99.70 96.95 98.00
IDEA 37.40 37.40 36.10 36.85
ICICIPRULI 351.00 354.20 346.95 350.00
EQUITAS 124.45 124.70 118.50 119.75
BLISSGVS 162.00 165.60 161.60 164.90
HDFCLIFE 388.95 391.95 385.00 390.15
NMDC 91.95 92.70 91.55 91.80
TATAELXSI 979.20 979.45 963.00 967.15
ABFRL 203.70 205.70 201.20 202.70
WABAG 306.75 312.15 305.00 307.20
DRREDDY 2620.00 2629.70 2600.30 2616.80
UJJIVAN 294.00 294.20 284.50 287.30
RPOWER 30.10 30.40 29.15 29.35
IDFC 44.00 44.40 43.00 43.60
AJANTPHARM 1154.95 1158.90 1133.05 1153.40
HEXAWARE 324.00 327.45 319.20 324.95
GNFC 371.55 374.00 361.50 362.85
TATACOMM 534.50 535.95 522.45 531.20
NATIONALUM 62.00 62.10 61.25 61.75
TATAGLOBAL 216.45 219.00 215.25 218.80
AUBANK 655.60 661.50 650.75 654.15
NOCIL 164.05 164.95 161.00 162.40
IDBI 62.05 62.45 60.20 60.65
INTELLECT 219.75 223.90 217.00 219.60
ACC 1479.95 1485.00 1451.15 1455.10
INFRATEL 279.15 282.25 276.70 280.35
GRASIM 832.75 838.80 821.95 828.30
KTKBANK 119.70 121.60 117.70 121.05
FORTIS 138.50 138.50 136.25 136.60
CUMMINSIND 844.00 855.50 833.05 841.20
BAJAJ-AUTO 2723.95 2735.60 2700.20 2726.35
CIPLA 516.80 516.80 506.55 509.75
RCF 65.50 65.75 64.50 64.95
UPL 760.15 772.55 760.15 768.80
BHARATFORG 492.20 493.95 485.90 489.45
NAUKRI 1690.30 1711.75 1604.15 1622.15
CGPOWER 44.80 44.95 43.10 43.55
PAGEIND 23434.65 23550.00 23144.10 23264.90
NTPC 146.80 147.65 144.45 145.30
HAVELLS 684.00 685.55 674.50 676.10
ABCAPITAL 97.10 97.10 95.10 95.55
DBL 400.50 408.00 381.00 384.25
HSIL 259.00 259.75 239.40 247.95

CAPPL 420.00 436.70 415.15 424.95
CANFINHOME 278.05 282.45 273.10 275.60
MUTHOOTFIN 537.20 539.75 529.50 533.90
EXIDEIND 254.00 254.15 249.60 250.50
CYIENT 630.90 636.20 620.00 627.55
CROMPTON 226.00 228.95 223.60 226.90
TIINDIA 336.45 345.50 330.00 330.55
TORNTPOWER 265.00 265.55 260.55 261.75
SWANENERGY 99.65 100.50 97.30 98.75
LUXIND 1320.00 1358.00 1299.60 1329.90
SHANKARA 520.00 528.45 511.15 513.30
SUVEN 220.00 223.50 217.50 218.70
TRIDENT 72.40 72.40 70.40 70.85
ICICIGI 857.95 879.00 853.90 873.90
TORNTPHARM 1945.20 1947.05 1880.00 1887.40
MANPASAND 85.20 85.75 83.55 84.15
EVEREADY 224.00 226.00 218.85 222.65
IGL 274.80 277.40 271.35 276.30
ISEC 252.00 258.80 243.20 247.95
HUDCO 43.50 43.85 43.00 43.15
ENDURANCE 1176.15 1191.70 1146.40 1162.05
JISLJALEQS 66.80 66.85 64.95 65.15
GSPL 177.70 179.00 174.15 177.35
BAJAJFINSV 6435.20 6478.20 6345.15 6363.85
BBTC 1277.05 1277.05 1242.25 1250.35
BAJAJELEC 475.05 481.00 471.00 473.65
OMAXE 214.70 215.05 213.50 213.60
KAJARIACER 538.00 540.45 531.80 534.25
GUJGAS 144.00 144.00 138.70 140.60
SYNGENE 544.00 564.90 543.90 561.75
JSLHISAR 87.20 90.20 85.60 86.15
CENTURYTEX 901.30 904.85 880.60 893.10
TATAINVEST 833.00 835.00 830.00 833.30
PIDILITIND 1162.45 1164.95 1149.00 1152.80
TVSMOTOR 552.00 552.00 542.60 546.95
BATAINDIA 1164.95 1166.60 1140.00 1152.30
TATACHEM 695.35 697.00 690.90 694.35
GET&D 318.50 331.35 318.05 319.50
DEEPAKNI 220.75 229.60 219.50 225.95
TITAN 957.45 964.00 952.45 961.35
BRITANNIA 3177.00 3207.00 3173.75 3201.35
PFIZER 2798.00 2798.00 2640.00 2689.30
FRETAIL 464.90 464.90 452.00 454.40
BALKRISIND 869.05 877.40 868.05 871.40
MARICO 380.40 383.40 378.30 380.40
SIEMENS 1057.45 1068.75 1052.40 1062.20
CEATLTD 1244.95 1244.95 1221.70 1232.35
ASHOKA 132.10 136.40 132.05 134.65
PERSISTENT 555.75 564.60 545.25 548.15
RADICO 415.10 417.20 411.10 412.60
MFSL 458.00 461.65 455.60 457.00
MINDACORP 150.10 155.40 150.10 154.55
APOLLOHOSP 1350.00 1358.05 1345.10 1350.20
VGUARD 208.25 208.25 203.85 206.95
HSCL 135.35 135.80 131.05 131.85
SREINFRA 33.75 34.40 33.00 33.40
RBLBANK 575.55 575.95 566.65 571.10
APLAPOLLO 1141.00 1181.00 1121.05 1162.35
AVANTI 383.20 387.15 377.10 378.65
MERCK 3243.45 3245.00 3136.60 3176.90
ALBK 44.70 44.85 44.00 44.50
MGL 899.50 905.10 890.95 899.60
JINDALSAW 81.00 81.15 78.90 79.45
CHENNPETRO 262.20 268.05 262.20 265.95
CHOLAFIN 1199.50 1207.75 1182.00 1192.40
MRPL 70.75 71.15 69.75 70.45
BERGEPAINT 321.65 326.70 321.65 324.45
COFFEEDAY 291.00 296.00 287.00 292.95
ABB 1289.00 1297.10 1280.00 1284.40
SBILIFE 622.50 634.00 617.00 624.60
DEEPAKFERT 141.65 141.65 138.30 138.70
VOLTAS 533.00 540.00 532.00 534.40
NESTLEIND 11190.00 11229.95 11124.00 11169.90
REPCOHOME 445.10 447.45 438.25 442.50
JAMNAAUTO 62.10 62.25 60.90 61.15
SYNDIBANK 40.00 40.00 39.15 39.45
OIL 173.35 175.50 172.25 173.05
COLPAL 1329.30 1342.55 1321.50 1324.25
IPCALAB 785.95 797.20 781.10 786.95
PVR 1658.00 1658.00 1625.50 1633.00
KSCL 570.00 577.15 567.00 570.40
JUBILANT 711.65 714.85 700.10 702.30
ASTRAL 1134.35 1141.95 1104.95 1107.55
BAJAJCON 385.35 390.00 385.25 388.35
IRB 155.80 156.20 153.50 154.80
GICHSGFIN 267.95 268.40 261.90 263.65
FCONSUMER 43.30 43.65 42.60 42.85
MHRIL 216.10 222.50 214.25 215.65
NHPC 25.80 26.00 25.40 25.60
LEMONTREE 69.65 71.00 68.80 69.15
AMBUJACEM 218.50 218.55 214.30 215.10
IFCI 15.04 15.05 14.63 14.83
PTC 90.65 91.30 89.10 89.60
NATCOPHARM* 679.95 694.90 679.95 692.65
BHARATFIN 971.00 972.90 954.25 960.15
SRF 2055.80 2056.30 2032.80 2048.55
ZENSARTECH 237.50 246.45 232.00 233.05
MINDAIND 308.95 312.25 303.40 304.70
ADANITRANS 228.90 228.90 220.00 220.60
GULFOILLUB 832.35 897.00 832.35 892.80
WELSPUNIND 61.65 61.65 60.50 60.90
BAYERCROP 4314.15 4355.30 4250.00 4311.70
KEI 359.30 359.30 353.00 354.60
WESTLIFE 398.95 398.95 390.00 395.75
TATAMETALI 617.75 623.40 610.70 612.80
GSFC 112.25 112.25 110.30 110.90
GMRINFRA 16.55 16.70 16.25 16.35
REDINGTON 82.65 84.90 80.25 80.90
GREAVESCOT 123.80 125.85 122.55 123.10

MONSANTO 2578.35 2595.05 2565.00 2581.70
ADANIGREEN 39.50 40.25 39.00 39.35
KEC 275.65 276.85 273.55 275.25
SHREECEM 15845.00 16222.00 15739.75 15922.85
GICRE 259.00 259.25 256.00 257.70
HERITGFOOD 538.60 540.00 528.05 531.10
AARTIIND 1551.00 1554.55 1519.30 1527.00
HINDCOPPER 50.05 50.50 49.50 49.80
JSWENERGY 69.80 69.80 68.55 69.00
GSKCONS 7430.25 7450.00 7287.00 7309.45
SUNDRMFAST 539.50 540.60 532.30 534.00
SUPREMEIND 1110.00 1110.00 1072.05 1082.20
UCOBANK 20.85 21.15 20.50 20.80
DCMSHRIRAM 359.00 363.20 348.80 349.75
WHIRLPOOL 1460.00 1475.00 1459.60 1467.75
GRANULES 91.00 91.20 89.50 90.05
GODREJAGRO 511.05 511.05 506.00 507.45
BALMLAWRIE 199.00 200.20 197.10 198.50
GODREJIND 527.50 531.95 523.10 525.15
OFSS 3673.20 3715.40 3660.60 3695.05
ADVENZYMES 174.00 174.05 169.55 170.35
NAVINFLUOR 676.05 676.05 663.00 669.15
HINDZINC 274.00 275.70 271.40 272.70
UBL 1429.95 1429.95 1403.60 1410.25
PARAGMILK 243.00 243.30 238.00 239.60
JKTYRE 100.25 102.00 100.25 100.85
ITDCEM 119.85 122.20 118.60 120.20
TATACOFFEE 100.15 100.30 98.20 98.50
TIMKEN 579.00 596.30 575.00 579.55
MMTC 29.35 29.35 28.70 28.85
ABBOTINDIA 8125.00 8343.00 8055.00 8186.60
KANSAINER 466.95 466.95 447.00 448.55
JMFINANCIL 89.80 90.05 87.05 87.30
BDL 291.50 296.75 288.30 292.75
RAMCOCEM 637.55 637.55 625.40 628.30
NIACL 183.00 188.70 182.00 185.30
VINATIORGA 1592.25 1609.00 1560.00 1594.00
EMAMILTD 436.15 437.95 432.40 436.35
GESHIP 310.00 314.40 306.60 308.95
TEJASNET 223.20 225.85 220.45 222.20
GDL 119.00 119.00 112.90 113.70
NILKAMAL 1402.50 1402.50 1359.80 1365.40
PIIND 838.25 859.00 836.00 852.85
CENTURYPLY 184.05 184.75 181.90 184.15
DENABANK 13.55 13.65 13.45 13.55
CENTRALBK 35.60 35.95 35.35 35.50
MAHINDCIE 233.90 235.00 230.60 232.30
PNBHOUSING 905.00 906.95 895.60 897.85
NAVKARCORP 51.70 51.70 47.00 50.70
QUESS 689.00 689.60 680.05 682.35
GLAXO 1448.15 1450.75 1408.00 1438.35
ALLCARGO 111.50 113.00 110.20 111.60
IEX 160.45 166.80 160.45 163.70
KNRCON 215.00 215.70 210.35 210.70
GPPL 96.00 97.75 93.05 93.85
BLUEDART 3319.00 3355.80 3282.95 3332.90
MRF 66000.90 66356.65 65585.30 65801.50
UFLEX 270.90 271.20 267.10 268.15
INOXLEISUR 243.70 248.55 243.65 247.15
RNAM 156.25 156.35 153.00 153.45
PNCINFRA 150.85 151.70 149.05 150.15
MAHABANK 15.09 15.10 14.80 14.90
SHARDACROP 309.55 313.60 305.00 310.10
HAL 773.10 779.85 773.10 775.20
SUPPETRO 193.40 195.80 189.50 192.20
MOIL 165.65 166.05 164.50 164.85
PRSMJOHNSN 85.55 85.90 84.00 84.60
LAKSHVILAS 77.15 77.45 74.20 74.75
PRESTIGE 218.30 219.55 214.00 214.55
SHOPERSTOP 519.00 519.45 498.70 508.60
VIJAYABANK 48.05 48.20 46.85 47.35
MAGMA 108.95 109.45 103.75 105.05
IFBIND 926.50 927.00 900.55 918.70
BASF 1543.00 1550.00 1511.15 1515.30
ECLERX 1091.00 1117.00 1079.95 1099.10
SUPRAJIT 232.70 234.00 223.00 225.25
GREENPLY 138.95 142.00 137.50 140.60
SYMPHONY 1160.00 1166.15 1140.60 1149.05
NBVENTURES 112.00 113.00 111.00 111.30
JKCEMENT 738.00 740.00 712.20 716.80
SCI 46.05 46.05 45.05 45.20
FINOLEXIND 569.75 569.75 558.50 562.70
BOSCHLTD 19150.35 19280.00 18954.45 19140.80
THERMAX 1085.45 1095.90 1076.00 1084.10
VMART 2207.05 2265.65 2206.60 2259.45
KALPATPOWR 371.70 382.35 371.70 376.60
CORPBANK 28.80 29.20 28.20 28.80

JSL 33.05 33.05 32.15 32.35
TAKE 153.90 154.00 150.65 151.35
3MINDIA 20778.00 20881.75 20469.50 20789.30
GUJFLUORO 933.00 945.80 933.00 940.90
EIHOTEL 180.65 182.70 180.00 181.95
SUDARSCHEM 343.80 343.80 332.75 334.60
CARBORUNIV 360.90 364.00 359.20 363.05
GHCL 257.90 260.65 252.50 255.05
ZYDUSWELL 1339.30 1354.00 1336.90 1343.05
CARERATING 1001.00 1007.10 990.00 996.25
EIDPARRY 224.70 224.70 221.75 222.10
TIMETECHNO 103.20 103.50 100.55 101.10
TRENT 353.25 356.65 349.50 355.60
JAGRAN 113.00 113.00 109.80 110.05
INOXWIND 75.80 75.80 73.20 73.60
JKLAKSHMI 307.00 307.70 298.10 301.60
GUJALKALI 519.90 523.75 517.70 519.50
RELAXO 755.50 760.00 734.90 737.10
NETWORK18 41.00 41.00 39.35 39.50
BIRLACORPN 565.65 567.50 553.00 559.80
PHOENIXLTD 570.00 574.30 561.00 563.85
COCHINSHIP 368.90 369.50 366.50 367.15
ERIS 714.70 714.70 687.00 690.80
ANDHRABANK 29.80 29.80 28.55 28.80
BAJAJHLDNG 2975.00 2985.05 2930.00 2947.70
APLLTD 598.50 598.50 588.05 592.40
DCAL 230.40 231.90 228.00 229.85
SADBHAV 215.00 217.00 213.65 215.05
NLCINDIA 68.00 68.15 67.30 67.75
TVSSRICHAK 2450.00 2477.00 2371.00 2397.95
MAXINDIA 85.80 86.65 85.60 86.15
GMDCLTD 85.65 87.60 85.50 85.85
CUB 187.55 192.80 186.30 190.20
DBCORP 181.60 181.60 175.75 177.25
SJVN 25.75 26.00 25.65 25.85
COROMANDEL 454.05 460.30 454.00 454.35
SHK 179.90 182.00 177.70 181.60
ATUL 3457.00 3493.50 3457.00 3490.25
SOLARINDS 1020.00 1025.25 1001.00 1020.50
ASAHIINDIA 256.20 256.70 253.65 255.00
ALKEM 1892.65 1906.75 1876.00 1889.30
ASTRAZEN 1665.00 1665.00 1627.35 1635.00
TEAMLEASE 2800.75 2804.25 2728.90 2763.55
THOMASCOOK 231.85 234.00 229.50 232.00
SOMANYCERA 362.15 369.50 360.00 366.65
ESSELPRO 110.20 111.00 108.35 110.70
PGHH 9959.85 9998.00 9892.75 9981.10
LAURUSLABS 377.00 380.00 375.00 377.50
JYOTHYLAB 198.10 198.10 196.20 196.45
IOB 14.55 14.69 14.44 14.48
MAHLOG 515.90 520.00 495.00 502.75
VTL 1111.00 1111.00 1063.00 1082.65
WABCOINDIA 6405.00 6465.00 6375.80 6403.80
CERA 2613.00 2675.00 2588.15 2598.80
HEIDELBERG 150.15 152.50 149.45 152.00
VBL 825.00 827.95 820.15 824.10
SCHNEIDER 98.00 98.60 97.25 97.45
FORBESCO 2220.10 2274.80 2220.10 2223.80
HONAUT 21960.00 22100.00 21565.00 21907.15
AEGISLOG 209.50 209.50 205.50 205.65
ITDC 311.40 313.50 307.10 307.90
ELGIEQUIP 262.40 267.60 262.40 265.15
LAOPALA 222.00 224.95 213.00 215.95
CRISIL 1650.05 1660.00 1639.95 1641.40
NESCO 473.80 473.80 445.00 450.00
TRITURBINE 114.95 114.95 112.75 112.80
ASTERDM 165.00 166.90 162.40 163.40
TTKPRESTIG 7569.15 7650.00 7538.75 7559.70
AKZOINDIA 1749.70 1752.90 1725.05 1727.90
SHILPAMED 398.70 398.70 392.10 395.10
GRINDWELL 565.50 569.90 553.30 555.00
BLUESTARCO 608.80 614.20 607.70 610.35
AIAENG 1662.40 1666.00 1641.00 1654.65
SUNCLAYLTD 3395.00 3437.00 3230.00 3246.60
CCL 268.65 268.65 263.10 266.95
MAHLIFE 390.40 394.15 388.70 392.70
KPRMILL 531.00 533.90 530.00 531.05
ISGEC 5050.00 5080.00 5007.75 5043.45
KIOCL 151.00 152.30 147.60 148.50
LAXMIMACH 5650.30 5701.35 5632.00 5698.10
JBCHEPHARM 316.05 318.35 315.60 317.70
HIMATSEIDE 213.90 213.90 209.00 210.45
SKFINDIA 1935.55 1945.00 1930.00 1931.00
FINCABLES 450.70 451.30 447.75 449.40
CENTRUM 36.05 36.05 35.30 35.45
SFL 1300.00 1314.05 1274.00 1279.85
DHANUKA 422.00 425.00 418.35 418.95
TNPL 237.00 240.00 237.00 238.90
APARINDS 632.10 632.55 618.00 619.35
GILLETTE 6499.60 6500.00 6465.35 6491.55
INDOSTAR 350.00 353.95 346.60 350.75
SANOFI 6399.95 6405.00 6354.15 6363.85
SHRIRAMCIT 1720.95 1737.80 1711.00 1731.15
SIS 777.00 778.15 763.60 776.15
THYROCARE 560.00 560.00 545.15 546.75
TIFHL 466.00 467.55 460.00 465.70
IBULISL 348.65 348.65 348.65 348.65
SCHAEFFLER 5525.00 5621.00 5525.00 5616.00
STARCEMENT 97.90 97.90 96.45 96.65
FDC 172.20 173.05 171.20 172.10
NAVNETEDUL 109.00 109.00 108.55 108.75
HATSUN 680.10 682.90 680.00 682.90
FLFL 391.25 391.25 388.90 391.00
NH 200.00 200.00 198.00 198.40
RATNAMANI 925.00 927.95 920.05 920.10
JCHAC 1832.00 1839.50 1804.00 1808.00
ORIENTCEM 77.30 77.30 76.60 76.60
GALAXYSURF 1170.05 1172.55 1170.05 1170.45
GEPIL 819.00 819.95 819.00 819.85
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY 50 10920.85 10930.65 10844.65 10905.20 14.90
GAIL 328.90 333.40 326.30 332.75 7.25
BPCL 347.10 357.00 346.05 354.15 6.90
INFRATEL 278.50 282.35 276.40 280.75 4.90
AXISBANK 669.90 680.00 665.60 674.90 10.90
TCS 1878.00 1898.00 1871.30 1895.00 28.85
HCLTECH 935.10 957.00 933.10 952.80 14.55
HINDPETRO 240.90 246.40 240.75 243.85 3.25
HDFC 1982.75 2007.00 1979.05 2000.20 25.20
KOTAKBANK 1208.00 1225.05 1200.00 1217.80 15.05
IOC 136.00 138.30 135.30 137.50 1.70
M&M 729.00 740.00 727.95 734.50 8.25
ADANIPORTS 391.20 395.45 386.50 393.60 4.30
POWERGRID 192.00 194.55 192.00 194.00 2.00
HEROMOTOCO 2878.50 2936.90 2864.00 2903.65 23.80
BAJAJ-AUTO 2722.00 2739.80 2700.80 2739.80 22.35
TECHM 699.50 709.10 696.00 705.00 5.10
HDFCBANK 2125.25 2135.90 2113.35 2130.40 10.20
VEDL 197.25 198.25 195.40 196.85 0.55
MARUTI 7339.00 7398.95 7307.50 7330.00 19.75
JSWSTEEL 287.50 290.55 285.80 287.10 0.65
DRREDDY 2620.00 2628.80 2600.00 2619.50 2.55
UPL 767.65 773.55 761.75 766.50 0.40
LT 1345.10 1351.80 1336.95 1342.55 0.40
GRASIM 831.45 839.40 821.00 826.05 -0.25
ASIANPAINT 1390.00 1398.50 1383.80 1388.90 -0.85
COALINDIA 232.75 232.75 230.40 231.85 -0.20
TITAN 961.35 965.00 951.55 958.95 -2.25
ICICIBANK 376.00 377.95 372.80 374.40 -0.90
RELIANCE 1144.45 1147.90 1130.00 1133.00 -2.90
TATAMOTORS 186.00 187.30 183.40 184.95 -0.50
WIPRO 337.00 338.60 331.60 335.45 -1.10
ITC 294.10 295.60 290.15 292.90 -1.15
CIPLA 512.50 514.95 507.60 509.25 -2.25
INFY 735.80 739.00 729.10 733.20 -3.60
INDUSINDBK 1526.70 1536.00 1510.00 1518.25 -8.45
TATASTEEL 476.30 478.25 470.50 471.55 -3.00
BHARTIARTL 333.00 336.75 330.20 331.15 -2.80
ONGC 146.50 147.45 144.45 144.75 -1.60
NTPC 146.90 147.65 144.25 144.70 -1.65
HINDALCO 208.50 208.70 205.30 206.00 -2.40
ULTRACEMCO 3892.00 3914.75 3810.00 3838.00 -49.00
HINDUNILVR 1776.90 1779.25 1742.50 1750.00 -22.55
BAJFINANCE 2574.00 2586.55 2527.05 2531.15 -38.70
IBULHSGFIN 838.00 853.45 811.05 816.00 -13.60
BAJAJFINSV 6466.00 6485.00 6336.05 6354.95 -109.90
SBIN 303.90 304.35 295.60 297.40 -5.75
EICHERMOT 20800.00 20847.75 20160.45 20335.00 -400.70
ZEEL 453.40 457.05 434.20 440.80 -11.30
YESBANK 209.25 209.55 200.25 200.65 -7.70
SUNPHARMA 455.00 455.40 422.50 423.80 -30.00

�������

�������
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY NEXT 50 27779.35 27847.45 27619.85 27710.65 -17.00
BHEL 68.60 70.40 68.00 70.05 1.70
GODREJCP 778.30 798.00 775.00 793.00 18.05
ICICIGI 858.00 880.00 857.65 877.10 16.80
LICHSGFIN 485.00 494.30 485.00 490.00 8.15
IDEA 36.40 37.15 36.00 37.00 0.60
HDFCLIFE 387.50 392.50 384.10 392.00 4.50
BIOCON 652.10 660.00 649.40 658.00 7.30
BRITANNIA 3181.00 3212.00 3175.05 3208.00 32.25
SHREECEM 15900.00 16240.00 15726.20 15979.00 156.05
SBILIFE 621.50 633.55 618.00 627.50 6.10
PGHH 9971.70 10039.00 9869.70 9982.40 85.55
BOSCHLTD 19150.00 19230.00 18965.00 19230.00 140.60
DLF 183.70 185.80 181.55 184.20 1.25
PETRONET 220.90 222.55 219.25 221.80 1.30
PEL 2375.00 2395.00 2370.00 2385.00 12.85
ICICIPRULI 347.85 353.95 345.20 349.10 1.85
CADILAHC 353.00 358.40 351.50 354.25 1.70
SIEMENS 1060.00 1069.80 1052.00 1065.00 4.45
MARICO 380.40 383.40 378.20 381.30 0.90
LUPIN 863.65 875.00 860.10 865.05 1.85
OFSS 3678.00 3722.00 3658.30 3690.00 7.25
ABB 1287.00 1297.00 1279.10 1289.00 1.55
BANDHANBNK 450.70 454.00 447.50 449.05 0.40
COLPAL 1326.55 1343.70 1321.50 1328.00 -2.75
PIDILITIND 1156.95 1165.65 1148.70 1151.05 -2.95
MCDOWELL-N 596.40 599.80 591.15 593.55 -1.65
MRF 66291.00 66291.00 65600.00 65700.00 -291.20
HINDZINC 272.60 275.80 270.50 271.20 -1.40
L&TFH 142.50 144.15 140.25 140.95 -0.90
ASHOKLEY 94.15 94.45 93.05 93.35 -0.60
OIL 173.55 175.25 171.85 172.40 -1.15
CONCOR 697.00 705.00 685.25 692.30 -4.60
DABUR 425.85 426.75 417.65 421.00 -2.85
NIACL 183.55 185.00 181.55 182.30 -1.25
GICRE 258.30 259.95 256.50 256.50 -1.75
AMBUJACEM 218.00 218.40 214.20 215.25 -1.60
HAVELLS 684.70 685.75 674.20 676.15 -7.30
ABCAPITAL 96.60 96.80 95.00 95.25 -1.10
NHPC 25.70 26.10 25.30 25.55 -0.30
ACC 1484.00 1485.40 1450.30 1455.80 -18.15
SAIL 50.60 50.80 49.70 49.75 -0.65
BANKBARODA 121.50 121.60 118.10 119.15 -1.85
SUNTV 573.95 576.45 563.20 564.50 -8.95
MOTHERSUMI 163.30 164.25 158.55 159.65 -2.65
AUROPHARMA 788.55 791.30 769.25 775.25 -13.05
NMDC 92.65 92.80 91.55 91.70 -1.60
BEL 89.20 89.40 86.70 87.35 -1.55
DMART 1393.00 1399.00 1363.30 1365.30 -27.95
INDIGO 1138.00 1141.00 1101.50 1112.95 -23.60
SRTRANSFIN 1188.00 1207.60 1143.00 1150.00 -38.20
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Aheavily-armed man seen
working with Kenyan forces

and helping victims during the
Nairobi attack this week was a
member of Britain’s special

forces, British media reported on
Thursday, citing officials.

“Without this British 
special forces soldier, many
more lives would have been 
lost,” the Daily Mirror quoted a
senior British military source 

as saying.
“His selfless action will be

remembered by those he res-
cued and privately celebrated
and acknowledged by his col-
leagues,” the military source
said.
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British Prime Minister
Theresa May has called on

MPs to “put self-interest aside”
and “work constructively
together” towards Brexit after
surviving a no confidence vote
and averting a general election.

The Prime Minister won by
325 votes to 306 - a majority of
19- on Wednesday, a day after
her Government suffered a his-
toric parliamentary defeat over
her Brexit divorce deal with the
European Union. 

Speaking outside 10
Downing Street after the voting,
May said the Government has
won the confidence of
Parliament.This now gives “us
all the opportunity to focus on
finding a way forward on
Brexit”, she said.

“Overwhelmingly, the
British people want us to get on
with delivering Brexit, and also
address the other important
issues they care about,” the
Conservative leader said.

This is now the time to put
“self-interest aside”, May said

“Now MPs have made clear
what they don’t want, we must
all work constructively togeth-
er to set out what parliament
does want.”

“That’s why I am inviting
MPs from all parties to 
come together to find a way for-
ward. One that both delivers on
the referendum and can com-
mand the support of Parliament.
This is now the time to put self-
interest aside,” she said.

The prime minister said she
believes it was her duty to deliv-
er on the British people’s
instruction to leave the
European Union. “And I intend
to do so,” May said in the tele-

vised interview after the win-
ning the vote of no confidence..

Earlier, Labour leader
Jeremy Corbyn argued that
May’s “zombie” administration
had lost the right to govern dur-
ing a six hour debate on his
motion.

His party has not ruled out
tabling further no-confidence
motions.  

After her victory, May told
MPs that she would “continue
to work to deliver on the solemn
promise to the people of this
country to deliver on the result
of the referendum and leave the
European Union”.

She invited leaders of all
parties to have individual 
meetings with her on the way
ahead for Brexit, starting
tonight, but called on them to
approach them with a “con-
structive spirit”.

“We must find solutions
that are negotiable and com-
mand sufficient support in this
House,” she added.

During her address form
10 Downing, the prime minis-

ter said she has held “construc-
tive” meetings and will be meet-
ing MPs along with senior
Government officials in the
coming days.

May also reiterated a
promise to return to the
Commons on Monday to give
MPs another vote on her plans.

“The House has put its
confidence in this government,”
she said in the House of
Commons.

“I stand ready to work with
any member of this House to
deliver Brexit and ensure that
this House retains the confi-
dence of the British people.” The
Democratic Unionist Party,
which props up May’s minori-
ty government, also voted to
keep her administration in
power despite their strong
opposition to the Brexit deal.

May’s divorce deal to leave
the EU was overwhelmingly
rejected by MPs on Tuesday,
triggering a no-confidence
motion against her government
and leaving the country with no
plans for Brexit on March 29.
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The US awaits "concrete
steps" by North Korea to

dismantle its nuclear weapons
that threaten America and
other countries in the region,
Vice President Mike Pence has
said.

Pence's statement came
during his address to the glob-
al chief of mission conference
on Wednesday and gains sig-

nificance as the White House
is preparing for another sum-
mit between President Donald
Trump and the North Korean
leader Kim Jong-un.

The two leaders have
recently exchanged letters.

Kim and Trump held a his-
toric meeting in Singapore on
June 12 last year where they
issued a vague goal for the
"complete denuclearisation" of
the Korean Peninsula without

describing when and how it
would occur.

Pence said that the US
awaits North Korea to dis-
mantle its nuclear weapons.

"While the president has
started a promising dialogue
with Chairman Kim, we still
await concrete steps by North
Korea to dismantle the nuclear
weapons that threaten our peo-
ple and our allies in the region,"
Pence said.
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US President Donald Trump
has nominated three influ-

ential Indian-Americans includ-
ing a woman nuclear expert to
powerful administration posi-
tions. Rita Baranwal was nom-
inated for the post of Assistant
Secretary of Energy (Nuclear
Energy), Aditya Bamzai for
member of the Privacy and
Civil Liberties Oversight Board
and Bimal Patel as the assistant
secretary of Treasury.

The nomination of
Baranwal, Bamzai and Patel was
sent to the Senate Wednesday.

So far, Trump has nomi-
nated or appointed more than
three dozen Indian-Americans
in key positions.

Nikki Haley, the first cabi-
net ranking Indian-American
and Raj Shah, the first Indian-
American deputy Press
Secretary, have left the Trump
administration.

Baranwal holds the post of
Director, Gateway for
Accelerated Innovation in
Nuclear (GAIN) initiative.

If confirmed by the Senate,
she will be heading the power-
ful Office of Nuclear Energy. She
will also be responsible for the
department’s nuclear technolo-
gy research and the development
and management of the depart-
ment’s nuclear technology infra-
structure. Previously, Baranwal
served as director of the
Technology Development and
Application at Westinghouse
and was a manager in Materials
Technology at Bechtel Bettis,
where she led research and
development in nuclear fuel
materials for US naval reactors.
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ADutch journalist based in
Turkey was deported from

the country on Thursday, a day
after she was arrested, on suspi-
cion of links to terrorism,
Turkish officials said.

The officials said Ans
Boersma’s deportation was not
related to her journalistic activ-
ity but that Ankara had received
a tip-off from the Dutch police
that she had links to a terror
group.

Boersma, a freelance jour-
nalist based in Istanbul who has
contributed articles to the finan-
cial newspaper Het Financieele
Dagblad, had announced she
had been expelled.

“I got arrested yesterday
(Wednesday), got deported this
morning. Flying out now,” she
said in a messaging group for
foreign journalists in Turkey.

Fahrettin Altun, communi-
cations director at the Turkish
presidency, confirmed her
expulsion but said it “was in no
way related to her journalistic
activities during her stay in
Turkey.”

“The Turkish authorities
have recently received intelli-
gence from the Dutch police that
Ms Boersma had links to a des-
ignated terrorist organisation
and a request for information
about her movements in and out
of Turkey,” he said.

It was not immediately clear
to which terror group the jour-
nalist had alleged links.

A number of groups includ-
ing the outlawed Kurdistan
Workers’ Party 

(PKK) and the Islamic State
have carried out a spate of
attacks in Turkey in recent years.

“Due to the seriousness of
the threat, we work closely with

our friends and allies, including
the Netherlands, and rely on
their insights to identify and
neutralise threats against Turkish
and European security,” Altun
said.

Until now, the Turkish
authorities, with help from their
international partners, have
blacklisted tens of thousands of
individuals with links to terror-
ist organisations as part of an
ongoing effort to combat
extremism, he noted.

Another Turkish official,
who wished to remain anony-
mous, said Boersma’s press cre-
dentials were valid until January
31, 2019. Human rights defend-
ers have raised concerns over a
clampdown on freedom of
expression in Turkey under
President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, with dozens of jour-
nalists and civil society activists
put behind bars.
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ABelarusian model who
claimed she had evidence

of Russian efforts to help
Donald Trump win office was
deported from Thailand on

Thursday after being convict-
ed of participating in a “sex
training course”.

Anastasia Vashukevich,
known by her pen-name
Nastya Rybka, was held with
several others in a police raid

last February in the sleazy sea-
side resort of Pattaya.

In a case that veered
between salacious and bizarre,
Vashukevich said she had trav-
elled to Thailand after becom-
ing embroiled in a political
scandal with Russian alumini-
um tycoon Oleg Deripaska --
a one-time associate of Trump’s
disgraced former campaign
director Paul Manafort.

She then set tongues wag-
ging by promising to reveal

“missing puzzle pieces” regard-
ing claims the Kremlin aided
Trump’s 2016 presidential elec-
tion victory.

But the material never sur-
faced and critics dismissed the
claims as a publicity stunt.

In the risque Pattaya sem-
inar led by Alex Kirillov, a self-
styled Russian seduction guru,
some participants wore shirts
that said “sex animator” -
though one person at the time
described it as more of a

romance and relationship
course. Vashukevich pleaded
guilty alongside seven others to
multiple charges, including
solicitation and illegal assem-
bly at a Pattaya court on
Tuesday, which ordered the
group be deported.

On Thursday afternoon,
Vashukevich and the majority
of the convicted were put on an
Aeroflot flight for Moscow,
bringing to an end the Thai
side of a baffling case.
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H-1B workers are "fre-
quently" placed in poor

working conditions and "vul-
nerable to abuse", a US think-
tank claimed Thursday, seeking
reforms such as substantial
increase in wages.

In a report, the South Asia
Center of the Atlantic Council
also sought safeguards  like
providing fair working condi-
tions, and greater employment
rights for those working under
the visa programme. 

The report comes days
after US President Donald
Trump said he is soon coming
out with reforms that will give
H-1B visa holders certainty to
stay in America and an easy
pathway to citizenship.

“H1-B holders in the
United States can rest assured
that changes are soon coming
which will bring both simplic-
ity and certainty to your stay,
including a potential path to
citizenship. We want to encour-
age talented and highly skilled
people to pursue career options
in the US,” Trump had tweet
Friday.

The report has been
authored by Ron Hira from
Howard University and head,
South Asia Center of the
Atlantic Council, Bharat
Gopalaswamy.

The current system not
only harms Americans, but it
also enables H-1B workers to

be exploited, according to the
report.

“H-1B workers themselves
are underpaid, vulnerable to
abuse, and frequently placed in
poor working conditions.
Adopting safeguards to ensure
H-1B workers are paid appro-
priate wages, provided fair
working conditions, and given
greater employment rights
would not only improve their
lives, but would also better pro-
tect US workers,” it said.

The report said adopting
adequate safeguards would also
ensure the H-1B programme
contributes to the US economy
by filling genuine shortages in
the labour market with foreign
workers who possess rare skills
and can be rightly charac-
terised as the “best and bright-
est".

The think-tank suggested
three key reforms and said
these should apply to all
employers and not simply a
subset of them.

“The first, and most
important, reform is to sub-
stantially raise the wages of H-
1B workers. If the United States
is going to invite in the “best
and brightest” workers, they
ought to be paid in the top
quartile,” the report said.

Second, employers should
demonstrate they have active-
ly recruited US workers, and
offered positions to qualified
people, prior to turning to the
H-1B programme, it said. 
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Pakistan's Supreme Court on
Thursday ordered the

Government to lift the travel ban
imposed on opposition leader
Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari and the
Sindh CM, and asked the coun-
try's anti-corruption body to
probe their involvement in the
�35 billion 'fake accounts case'.

As many as 172 suspects
were placed on the Exit Control
List (ECL) on the recommen-
dations of a JIT formed by the
apex court. A person cannot fly
abroad if his name is placed on
the ECL.

The Supreme Court, in a
detailed judgement, ordered the
government to remove the
names of opposition Pakistan
Peoples Party (PPP) chairman
Bilawal and Sindh Chief
Minister Murad Ali Shah from
the ECL. It, however, referred the
report and material collected by
the JIT in the Rs 35 billion 'fake
accounts case' to the National
Accountability Bureau (NAB),
Dawn news reported.

The JIT probe focused on
"32 fake accounts" which were
allegedly used to give massive
financial benefits to former
president Asif Ali Zardari, his
sister Faryal Talpur and several
others. "Removing of the names
will not prevent (the) NAB to
probe and in case sufficient
material is found connecting
these individuals with cognisable
offences, it will not be preclud-
ed from making an appropriate
request to the federal
Government to place their
names on (the) ECL again or
take any appropriate action pro-
vided by law," according to the
judgement authored by Justice
Ijaz-ul-Ahsan.
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As a modern iteration of
what is new and fiercely
unique, the 14th edition of

the Blenders Pride Fashion Tour
celebrates the self and the indi-
vidual through its new concept
— Pride. Fashion designer Rohit
Bal showcased his collection
‘Gul-Dastah’, curating a magical
affair with his designs.
Showstoppers Sidharth Malhotra
and Diana Penty, looked stun-
ning in his pieces.

The collection was an ode to
the beauty of flowers, dedicated
entirely to the treasures of the
natural world and inspired by
botanical paintings and works by
some of the great masters of the
renaissance period. It renders a
vintage feel and has been done
on both traditional and contem-
porary silhouettes on organic
fabrics using thread embroidery
to gold wire and zardozi. 

Talking about his curation
‘my heritage, my pride’, Rohit
said, “I am a traditionalist and
that too, a pure, classic, undilut-
ed traditionalist. I am deeply
rooted in my culture, my origins
and the incredible heritage of
India. From the Lotus to the
Peacock, I live my heritage.
There is mystery, mysticism and
sheer magnificence in our her-
itage and it has become an essen-
tial part of my soul.”

So far lumped together as part of inte-
rior decor and may be as a backdrop
of luscious curtains, windows —
from their shape, size, frames, shades
and faux recesses — have emerged

as the statement piece of your home in 2019.
They are the perfect prop for the blend of
functionality and art, depending upon the
space, position and lighting. Designers and
trend forecasters are now working on win-
dows as the pivot of spaces and an anchor
of your personality, your personal perch as
you let the outer world drift in and shape
your worldview.
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Living as we do in environmentally-chal-
lenged times, architects are working on eco-
logically-friendly and sustainable alternatives
in keeping us comfortable and close to
Mother Nature. So wooden windows are back
in homes and workplaces with bold paint-
ed frames. Companies like Gorlini Bespoke
Windows is increasingly using water-based
paints as a conscientious choice. Using
renewable organic waste materials that are
unfit for human consumption, its team has
developed bio coatings that help reduce the
greenhouse effect caused by CO2 emissions.
In line with the latest green policies adopt-
ed worldwide, their exceptionally-low envi-
ronmental impact makes it worthwhile.
Such coatings are also “high performance”
and while other paints might take longer to
dry and lesser time to fade away, this one has
a faster drying record and greater non-yel-
lowing properties.

Wooden shutters are making a comeback
because they are classic and add a graphic
feature to your home either open or shut.
They allow natural light to filter through in
a pleasant sort of way and allows light to
stream around in dots and blobs. 
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Experts believe that it doesn’t matter about
whether or not there is enough space for the
window. As long as it is in the room, there
is always a chance to make it attractive. No
matter what the size, the sill can be highlight-
ed by stacking an array of plants. Or there

could be a wall formation of planters on
either side of the window to lend a bit of
character. “Plants are essential when it
comes to decorating a small balcony or win-
dow sill. Avoid using too much floor space
of the balcony, do not overcrowd it,” says
Punam Kalra, creative director of I’M. She
further suggests  placing small potted plants
below the window sill on the outside for that
refreshing feel and brightness. 

For those who live in apartments and
crave for gardens, putting themed plant and
flower pots on window extensions is the next
best thing. Says Kalra, “One can also place
vines and planters in bottles. Waste bottles
of soft drinks can be decorated and painted
as per the colour scheme of your interior and
can be used to skirt your windows. 
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Amita Kanwar, design director at Window
Passions, says, “As we are increasingly mov-
ing towards sustainable fashion, curtains in
organic fabrics like cotton and linens are the
best to go by. The focus is on nature-inspired
and eco-friendly materials to create an ele-
gant and earthy atmosphere.”

You can replace draperies with match-
stick blinds. Especially if you’ve got a small
space for your windows, opting for slim
blinds will let the natural light in. Use  botan-
ical-printed blinds to create a vibe of a wood-
ed meadow. Or go extravagant with Roman
and European prints. Experts suggests that
the newest and best way to give your room
a dramatic look is to incorporate floor-length
windows and tall curtains.

Bamboo roll-up blinds may give you a
tropical freshness and can block out the harsh
light during the peak of summer. If it’s opu-
lence, then there are silk shades, subtle, lush
and luminescent.
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Experts suggest that according to the colour
and decor of the room, one can also use dif-
ferent accessories to decorate windows.
Hanging dream-catchers and wind chimes,
for instance, is a way to give it a more boho-
chic appearance. Another idea is to string rice
lights around the window frames to make it
glow in the dark. Or arrange wooden photo
frames and portraits in symmetry with
square windows, especially if your room
colour hovers around pastels. Installing a
translucent art panel in front of  a window
creates a unique screen while lending an aura
to a painting or glass work. 
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Likewise, while shapes remain popular,

they’re decidedly rectilinear. Arched-top
and similar curved shapes may appear dated
for some of today’s more popular home
styles. Squared-off edges and crisp lines are
definitely the way to go. 
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The growth in outdoor living has driven
demand for opening glass walls and lift-and-
slide doors, as well as larger windows mulled
together. From dramatic views to increased
daylight, the benefits are appealing to both
buyer and builder alike. 

well as larger windows mulled together.
From dramatic views to increased daylight,
the benefits are appealing to both buyer and
builder alike. 

So you want to buy a luxu-
ry Sports Utility Vehicle? It
might never go off-road in

its life. Heck, it might never
leave metaled roads all its life
but you like the commanding
seating position high off the
ground even if that involves a
clumsy climb into your seat.
And you also think that it is
safer, at least when you have an
accident where some idiot in a
two-wheeler runs into you. You
could ignore the fact that these
cars are big and heavy, usually
not the most economical but
you know what, at least they do
drive a lot better than they used
to. 

If you remember early
SUVs, where a company sud-
denly had an idea to put plush-
er seats into an off-roader and
make them less capable at the
same time, they were not quite
stable in a turn. Those of us old
enough remember the Maruti
Gypsy when it came out were
warned of the fact that these
cars could roll over if you went
into a corner too fast. And they
did.

But things are different
now. SUVs still ride way above
the earth, yet even though they
have a softer suspension, most
of them can handle very well. A
few companies have started to
manufacture ‘sporty’ SUVs such
as BMW’s X4 and X6, of which
I drove the former in America
and was stunned at the way the
car went around a race track.
Sure, it was no BMW M5 but it
was still incredible. Then there
is Mercedes’ GLC 43 AMG
Coupe, which is no slouch
either, and it looks rather good.
Audi has been putting bigger
and bigger engines in their
SUVs and then there are the
Porsches and the latest from
Lamborghini which redefines
‘Sporty SUV’ into ‘Super SUV’
like a supercar. 

But let us bring this back to
another manufacturer, Jaguar
Land Rover. Yes, it has its per-
formance SUVs as well ,
although in India you can only
get the madcap Range Rover
SVR, which redefines physics in
my opinion because I have
never seen something else that
massive move so fast, so quick-
ly. Even the Saturn V rocket
lumbered off the launch pad.
This thing does not and it
ensures that everyone in a 10-
km radius can hear it. But that
is a different story. Because,
once upon a time Land Rover
produced only the Land Rover,
what we call the ‘Defender’
nowadays, that kept the British
Army mobile as it gradually
withdrew from every corner of
the world. Then one day, the
idea of making a slightly nice
version came to mind and the
Range Rover was born and the
Queen of England loved it. For
those a bit less rich, the Land
Rover Discovery came out,
which could go over pretty
much anything. And that is the
way it was in the 80s and 90s,
three types of vehicles, which
were not the most reliable, but
that is the way things were.

Now, it is a different story.
Heck, even Jaguar makes a
SUV, the rather good-looking
F-Pace, and Land Rover makes
quite a few. There is the
Discovery Sport,  Evoque,
Evoque Convertible, Discovery
5, Velar, Range Rover Sport and
the range Rover, the last named
of which is also available in an
ultra-premium Autobiography
specification. But which one of
these should you buy? Sure, at

the top and the bottom, they are
fairly well defined, but when I
look at the middle I get rather
confused, and I guess anybody
who walks into a JLR show-
room would. They are all rather
nice cars as I have driven sev-
eral of them over the past year.
While I do have some niggles,
the three-screen set-up on the
top-end cars is very confusing
because you get the same func-
tion on both central screens but
it appears they use two differ-
ent user interfaces, and then the
others have their own small
problems. The Range Rover is
massive, it is the car that Audi
and BMW are targeting with
the Q8 and X7 respectively. 

The overlaps are a bit jar-
ring, and not just because the
engines are similar, because
that is the same case with all the
luxury manufacturers. Between
the Evoque and F-Pace, both
stunning cars, slightly different
on the handling front but only
if you push it. The Velar and
Discovery 5 are different, but
pricing overlaps and you are
trying to figure out what you
want for a car. When you are
spending that kind of money, a
car is not so much functional as
it is a display of wealth and
influence. So maybe the Velar,
but if you spend a little bit, and
in percentage terms just a little
bit more you could get the
range Rover Sport, maybe one
with an exciting engine. It is
rather confusing. 

I would personally choose
the Discovery 5 though. Sure its
lopsided registration plate panel
is a bit jarring to the eye, but it
is quite nice inside and a little
bit easier to work your way
through the controls. And there
is the fact that if you did need
to go on the sand dunes of
Rajasthan, or ford a raging tor-
rent near Corbett or deal with
the slushy western Ghats in the
monsoon, it can do all that very
easily. Sure, a Range Rover can
do most of those things, but you
would think a few times before
taking a two crore car off-
road, even if it is a tester. I have
a soft spot for the F-Pace, but
for me Jaguar is still a car
company. I cannot make peace
with the Lamborghini Urus. 

Next week onwards, a
whole set of new launches starts
with the Toyota Camry Hybrid,
the third-generation Maruti
WagonR, the Tata Harrier, the
new Mahindra TUV300. 2019
will be a brand new year. All
these new cars will meet the
coming safety norms that are
mandatory from the middle of
the year and should be exciting
to drive.
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Love the Chicago-styled deep-dish
pizza? You can thank UNOs
pizzeria for that but only if you are
in Boston where it set up its first
outlet in 1943. But if you think

that the same quality has been replicated
in the capital region, you are bound to be
disappointed as it doesn’t seem to reach up
to that level or make a mark anywhere close
to it.

As I made my way to the UNO
Chicago Bar and Grill, at the Gardens
Galleria, Noida, along with a companion,
we were remembering that the place had
been a legacy for almost 80 years and we
hoped to be treated with its authentic taste.
The interiors were a retro throwback
especially with their orange and black tiles
and the checkered floor.

Without much ado we decided to start
with the Muchos Nachos, which were
baked yellow and blue corn chips served
with fresh salsa and sour cream and
Mexican bean chilli as its toppings. The pre-
sentation looked inviting but the taste was
something else. As we bit in, a pungent taste
was certainly not what we expected. I won-
dered if it was flavoured with blue cheese,
which could account for the sharp smell,
but that wasn’t the case.

Next up were the cottage cheese skew-
ers. Bits of capsicum, red and yellow bell
peppers and cottage cheese or paneer were
stringed on a long wooden pick. Properly
cooked and roasted, this one tasted just
right.

The skewers were followed by the
bruschetta duo which featured finely-
chopped tomato with olives and chopped
mushroom. The Italian antipasto was
served with grilled garlic bread, topped
with olive oil and salt. The bite-size of the
bread kept us wanting for more as the
flavours were perfectly balanced. Then
came the wild mushroom chipotle poppers
which were as crispy as the ideal chicken
wings. However, one bite into the poppers
and we realised that the filling with cheese
and mushroom didn’t agree with our

tastebuds as the pungent taste again came
to the fore. We savoured the outer crispy
layer but couldn’t agree with its filling.

Despite our frequent run-ins with the
caustic taste, we still hoped that something
would elevate the experience. So we decid-
ed to order the Mexicano extra thin-crust
pizza. Well, extra thin is always in, no?
Here, the pizza, layered with double cheese
and topped with mixed peppers, cilantro,
red onions and cajun cottage cheese, did
try to make up for all the other flaws scor-
ing overall in taste. But here too there was

a slip, it was slathered with what they called
was pesto sauce but which tasted more like
a mint chutney. It was this flavour which
seemed to overpower the other more
pleasing ones. When we wondered aloud
as to when and why was a pizza topped
with pesto sauce, the server told us that it
featured as a recipe on the original menu.
We felt that they need to work on their
recipes and add some of their own unique
elements rather than just blindly following
some rule book.

Despite the disappointments, we

ploughed on and ordered a triple choco-
late fudge brownie, that described itself as
‘gooey on the inside and crusty on the out-
side’. It was served with vanilla ice cream,
chocolate sauce, whipped cream and a
cherry on the top. This one did seem to
rejuvenate our tastebuds that had just been
battered by a bunch of flawed dishes. The
brownie tasted like a blast of chocolate in
our mouths and lived up to the description.
My score for the place would be two point
five. And point five here is for their con-
stant efforts of presenting their best. 

Only a few things in life come
with multiple benefits. An
orange is one of them. It not

only appeals to the tastebuds but is
healthy. It is said that of all the cit-
rusy and tarty fruits we consume,
orange is the king, especially during
winters. 

SS Ghosh, Chef De Partie, Cold
Kitchen, The Ashok, says, “These
are one of the key ingredients in any
kitchen, be it commercial or house-
hold. With oranges handy, one can
whip up a range of recipes starting
from breakfast juice to a soup to a
healthy salad and a rich butter and
cream cake. Oranges are not only a
rich source of Vitamin C and anti-
oxidants but also provide the body
with Vitamin A and D which other
citrus fruits don’t. They impart a
sweet as well as a tangy taste.”

HELPS DE-STRESSING
The fruit is essential to de-stress
one’s mind. The refreshing aroma
opens up the olfactory nerves and
relieves the mind. Add a few drops
of essential oil extracted from
oranges in warm water and soak
your feet. Feel your nerves detan-
gling and releasing all the bad
vibes. Oranges are mood boosters as
they help to release endorphins and
make you happy in gloomy winter
weather. Besides being a rich source
of anti-oxidants, they are also low on
calories.

BOOSTS IMMUNITY
Cold is the most common condition
which hits the immune system of
the body during harsh winters.
Being one of the citrusiest fruits,

orange boosts up pathogens to
build up resistance against
foreign germs and
allergy. According
to a research, pub-
lished in the
Harvard Health
Publishing by
H a r v a r d
Medical School,
vitamin C is
beneficial when
it comes to com-
mon cold. Another
research published in
Science Daily by the
American Heart Association, says
that consuming citrus fruits, espe-
cially oranges and grapefruits, may
help to lower heart risk as they pro-
vide protection against heart dis-
eases by improving the functioning
of the blood vessels. They also have
anti-inflammatory properties.

ENSURES HEALTHIER SKIN
Winters leave the skin dry and
deprive it of its glow which in turn
adds years to your face. Consuming

natural vitamin C though a pulpy
source like, orange provides

hydration making the skin
look fuller and healthy.

Anti-oxidants protect
the skin from the
harmful effects of
UV rays which
damage the skin.
Orange peel skin-
masks are perfect to

clear your skin and
get the glow back.

HELPS IN WEIGHT
LOSS

As a rich source of fibre, orange is
a perfect low calorie snack. It is a
rich source of anti-oxidants while
the soluble fibers keep the hunger
pangs away. Adding it to your diet
makes one feel full though not
stuffed, thus preventing overeating.
The pulp also helps in clearing the
intestinal tract effectively, thus aid-
ing a healthy digestive system. The
added bonus is that a health gut is
directly related to a healthy glow on
the face.

RECIPES
ORANGE CARROT AND MINT
SOUP
What you need:
● Butter: 20 gm
● Orange: 2
● Carrot: 300 gm
● Mint leaves: 2 gm
● Ginger: 5 gm
● Garlic: 5 cloves
● Onion: 50 gm
● Salt (to taste)

METHOD:
● Squeeze the juice from the
oranges and keep aside
● Melt butter in a pan and sauté
onion, garlic, ginger and carrots
● Pour vegetable stock to the
sautéed vegetables and bring to a
boil
● Simmer for further 10 minutes,
transfer to another bowl and let it
cool
● Blend the boiled vegetables and
pass through a sieve
● Put the pureed vegetables in a
pan, add the freshly squeezed
orange juice and mint leaves and

gently reheat the soup
● Add salt as required and serve hot
● Fresh cream can be added to the
soup if required

ORANGE AND CUCUMBER
SALAD WITH HONEY-HUNG
CURD DIP
What you need:
● Orange: 2 
● Cucumber: 1 
● Cherry tomato: 6 
● Green bell pepper: 1
● Hung curd: 40 gm
● Honey: 5 gm
● Parsley: 2 gm
● Salt (to taste)

METHOD:
● Peel and dice cucumber and
orange 
● Halve the cherry tomatoes and
dice the bell peppers
● Mix all the diced ingredients
together
● Beat together hung curd, honey,
salt and chopped parsley
● Toss it onto the salad, mix thor-
oughly and serve cold.
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Antoine Griezmann scored one
and set up another but could

not prevent Atletico Madrid tum-
bling out of the Copa del Rey as
Girona progressed on away goals
after a thrilling 3-3 draw.

Real Madrid and Sevilla each
avoided upsets on Wednesday,
their first-leg victories proving
enough despite losses to Leganes
and Athletic Bilbao respectively.

Defeat for Real, however,
means they have now won only two
of their five matches this year
while Santiago Solari's frosty rela-
tionship with Isco shows no signs
of improvement.

Isco started, but struggled, and
was replaced in the 68th minute.

For Atletico, Griezmann came
off the bench in the second half and
turned the tie in their favour on
Wednesday, teeing up Angel
Correa and then scoring himself to
give his team a 3-2 lead at a rock-
ing Wanda Metropolitano.

But Girona pulled out one
more surprise to go through to the
quarter-finals as Seydou Doumbia's
shot found the corner in the 88th
minute, snatching a 4-4 draw on
aggregate after last week's first leg
finished 1-1.

Griezmann had scored then
too, and in between against
Levante on Saturday. This
was his eighth goal in as
many matches.

A sumptuous volley
from Valery Fernandez and
Cristhian Stuani's header had put
Girona in charge after Nikola
Kalinic had given Atletico an early
lead.

However in the 61st minute,
Griezmann entered the field. In the
65th, he set up a goal, Kalinic let-
ting his team-mate's pass run but
doing enough to distract Girona's
defence. Correa nipped in and fin-

ished.
With Girona still pro-

gressing on away goals,
Atletico had just over 20
minutes to find a winner.
Santiago Arias thought he

had it but VAR showed him just
offside. So did Griezmann, as he
latched onto Thomas Lemar's
scoped ball through and smashed
it into the roof of the net.

He celebrated like he had won
the tie but there was one more sting
in the tail. Borja Garcia raced
clear down the right and his cut-
back landed at the feet of Doumbia.
His shot flew through the legs of

Arias and snuck into the corner.
Madrid were beaten 1-0 by

Leganes, Martin Braithwaite giving
hope to the hosts, who failed to
take a number of chances to launch
an unlikely comeback. Real had
won the first leg 3-0.

"We got through but the per-
formance was weak," Solari said.

His team now turns their atten-
tion to Saturday's crunch La Liga
game against Sevilla, who slipped
to a 1-0 defeat at home to Bilbao.
Gorka Guruzeta scored the winner
for a rejuvenated Bilbao side but
Sevilla still progress 3-2 on aggre-
gate. 
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Cristiano Ronaldo scored
the only goal to hand

Juventus their first trophy of
the season with a 1-0 win
over ten-man AC Milan in
the Italian Super Cup on
Wednesday in Saudi Arabia.

Ronaldo — signed by the
Italian giants last year from
Real Madrid as they target a
first Champions League title
since 1996 — headed in a
61st-minute winner.

AC Milan played the
last quarter of an hour a man
down after Ivorian midfield-
er Franck Kessie saw red for
a bad tackle on Emre Can.

"I have my first title with
Juventus so I'm happy," said
the Portuguese star who now
has 28 trophies including
five Champions League and
league titles from England
and Spain, and a European
Championship with
Portugal.

"I really wanted this, to
get off to a good start in 2019.
This is only the start, we'll
take it one step at a time.
We've got this cup, now we
must keep working hard to
achieve the next trophy,"
warned Ronaldo.

The match had been
overshadowed by controver-
sy with calls for it to be relo-
cated over human rights
issues in Saudi Arabia with
women only allowed to
attend the game if they were
accompanied by a man.

On the pitch the players
suffered in the heat with
temperatures hitting 25
degrees Celsius amid freez-
ing conditions in northern
Italy.

In the end Juventus came
away with a record eighth
Super Cup title, one more
than AC Milan who have
won seven.

"It was very hot and the
important thing was to win,"
said coach Massimiliano
Allegri who won the trophy
for the second time, having
lost to AC Milan in 2016 and
Lazio last year.

"Ronaldo? We always
say the same thing... that's
why we signed him. He is
decisive and scores big goals,
but the whole team put in a
good performance."

AC Milan forward
Gonzalo Higuain only played
the final 20 minutes against
his parent club, ahead of a
touted move to Chelsea, hav-
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Top Indian shuttlers Saina Nehwal and
Kidambi Srikanth produced yet

another fine display to progress to the
quarterfinal of the Malaysia Masters
here on Thursday.

Saina, seeded seventh, took 39 min-
utes to tame Hong Kong's Pui Yin Yip 21-
14, 21-16 in her second round women's
singles encounter.

The London Olympics Bronze
medallist will play second seed and
2017 world champion Nozomi Okuhara
of Japan in the last-eight stage of the first
Super 500 tournament of the year on
Friday.

World No 9 Saina holds an 8-4
overall head-to-head record against

Okuhara, which includes back-to-back
wins over the current world No 2 in the
last two tournaments — last year's
Demark Open and the French Open.

In men's singles, Srikanth continued
his unbeaten run with a hard-fought 23-
21, 8-21, 21-18 win over Hong Kong's
Wong Wing Ki Vincent to set up a fight
with fourth seeded Korean Son Wan Ho.

The seventh seeded Indian, who
had a title-less run last season, has a 4-
5 head-to-head count against the Korean
world No 5.

Former Commonwealth Games
champion Parapulli Kashyap, however,
bowed out of the tournament after his
fight ended with a 17-21, 23-25 loss to
Anthony Sinisuka Ginting of Indonesia.

Women's doubles pair of Ashwini
Ponnappa and N Sikki Reddy also suf-
fered 18-21, 17-21 loss to Indonesian
combination of Ni Ketut Mahadewi
Istarani and Rizki Amelia Pradipta. 
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Serena Williams stepped
up her drive for a record-
equalling 24th Grand

Slam on Thursday by swatting
aside Eugenie
Bouchard, as world
number one Novak
Djokovic won an
emotional 2008

Australian Open final
rematch with Jo-Wilfried

Tsonga.
But women's top seed

Simona Halep and young gun
Alexander Zverev had to dig
deep to make the third round
on a day of epic battles and the
latest start to a match ever at
the tournament.

American great Williams
followed up her first round 49-
minute romp by spending
just 70 minutes on Rod Laver
Arena to dispose of the
Canadian 6-2, 6-2.

"It wasn't an easy match
tonight," said the 37-year-old,
seeded just 16.

"So I knew 'Serena, you've
got to come out hot, you've got
to come out firing, she's a real-
ly good player and I haven't
had many matches since last

year'." Williams is bid-
ding to match

M a r g a r e t
Court's record

of 24 Grand
S l a m
c r o w n s ,
and win an
eighth in

Australia, on
her first return

to Melbourne
Park since lifting

the trophy in 2017
while pregnant.

Serbian top seed Djokovic
is also looking to make histo-
ry by winning a seventh title.

He was too good again for
France's Tsonga, who he beat
in the 2008 final, rolling
through 6-3, 7-5, 6-4.

"You could feel the ten-
sion on court at the beginning.

We felt a lot of emotion and
tried to play a great game,"
said Djokovic as the memories
of that tense final came flood-
ing back.

In contrast, world num-
ber one Halep staggered
through against American
Sofia Kenin 6-3, 6-7 (5/7), 6-

4 — her second three-set test
in a row.

"I have no idea how I won
this, it's so tough to explain
what happened on court,"
said the French Open cham-
pion, who now meets Venus
Williams after the 38-year-old
rolled back the years to beat
France's Alize Cornet.

In another titanic battle,
Canadian Milos Raonic oust-
ed 2014 champion Stan
Wawrinka in four tightly-
contested sets that all went to
tie-breaks, while eighth seed
Kei Nishikori was stretched to
a draining five sets against Ivo
Karlovic.

Seventh seed Dominic
Thiem limped out when he
retired while losing 7-5, 6-4,
2-0 to young Australian wild-
card Alexei Popyrin.

Zverev, hailed as a flag-
bearer for the next generation,
also struggled against veteran
world number 36 Jeremy
Chardy, before putting him
away 7-6 (7/5), 6-4, 5-7, 6-7
(6/8), 6-1.

Amid rain delays and
drawn-out matches, Spain's
Garbine Muguruza and
Britain's Johanna Konta did-
n't get on court until half-past
midnight - the latest start to a
match in the event's history.

US Open champion and
fourth seed Naomi Osaka
had it relatively easy, sweeping
past Slovenia's Tamara
Zidansek 6-2, 6-4 with the
roof closed on Margaret Court
Arena due to the rain.

The 21-year-old's break-

through at Flushing Meadow
over Serena Williams last year
made her a new standard
bearer for tennis in her
Japanese homeland and Asia,
and she is working hard on
living up to the hype.

"I thought I served alright,
this was my first time playing
her and I'm just happy to win
to be honest," Osaka said
after setting up a clash with
Taiwan's Hsieh Su-wei.

In contrast, Asia's top-
ranked men's player Nishikori
needed an energy-sapping
3hr 48min to get past big-
serving Croat Karlovic 6-3, 7-
6 (8/6), 5-7, 5-7, 7-6 (10/7) in
humid conditions.

Sixteenth seed Raonic
emerged the victor against
Wawrinka, a three-time
Grand Slam champion who is
on the comeback trail from
injury.

The Swiss, unseeded for
the first time since his debut
in 2006, fell 6-7 (4/7), 7-6
(8/6), 7-6 (13/11), 7-6 (7/5).

Despite being seeded six
and seven respectively, neither
Elina Svitolina or Karolina
Pliskova has progressed fur-
ther than the last eight at the
Australian Open.

But self-assured Svitolina
is bubbling with confidence
after dismantling Viktoria
Kuzmova 6-4, 6-1, while
Pliskova woke up after losing
the first set to race past
Madison Brengle 4-6, 6-1, 6-
0.

Other women through
included Italy's Camila Giorgi
and China's Wang Qiang.
Men still in the hunt includ-
ed Croat Borna Coric and
Spain's Pablo Carreno-Busta.
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Ace Indian wrestler Vinesh Phogat has
become the first Indian to receive a nom-

ination in the prestigious Laureus World
Sports Awards to be held here on February 18.

The 24-year-old Indian, who made a sen-
sational comeback after battling a long injury
lay-off to win a Gold medal at the Gold Coast
Commonwealth Games and Jakarta Asian
Games, has been nominated for the Laureus
World Comeback of the Year.

The Haryana wrestler, who was stretchered
off after dislocating her knee during the quar-
terfinals of 50kg freestyle event at the 2016
Olympic Games, has been nominated along-
side US Tour Championship winner Tiger
Woods, who won his first tournament in five
years.

Also nominated are four inspirational
Winter Olympic athletes; Japanese figure
skater Yuzuru Hanyu, Canadian snowboard-
er Mark McMorris, US ski racing legend
Lindsey Vonn and Dutch Paralympic cham-
pion Bibian Mentel-Spee.

The last time an Indian sporting feat made
its way to the Laureus World Sports Awards
was in 2004 when the Indian cricket team and
Pakistan cricket team shared the Laureus Sport
for Good Award for playing an International
match despite political tensions between the
two countries.

Most recently, Magic Bus from India won
the Laureus Sport for Good award in 2014.
However, Vinesh makes history as the first
Indian athlete to be nominated in one of the
seven main categories at the Laureus World
Sports Awards.
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Legendary boxer Mary Kom, the
only woman to clinch six world

championship titles, is now eyeing the
elusive Olympic Gold medal next
year as her crowning glory.

The 35-year-old pugilist from
Manipur said winning Gold at the
2020 Tokyo Olympics will be a big
challenge.

"Muhammad Ali was my inspi-
ration when I learned boxing. After
all these years, I feel there's nothing
much to achieve. I already (have) all
the medals in the game.

"I have medals from the
Olympics, Asian Games, six World

titles, Commonwealth Games. But I
am still hungry to achieve only one
(medal), that is the Gold at the
Olympics," Mary Kom said
onThursday.

"Being an athlete, I am dreaming
(hoping) for that one chance," added
"Magnificent Mary", who is the event
ambassador of the January 20 Tata
Mumbai Marathon.

But the star boxer admits that the
2020 Olympics, to be held in Tokyo,
will be a big challenge.

"It is a very big challenge. Even
London 2012 was also a big challenge
for me. It was the first time I fought
in the 51kg category.  After that, I
missed the qualification for Rio
(Olympics).

"This time I am trying (to qual-
ify). If there is possibility, I will get
young boys (who are) stronger than
me (for training).

Mary Kom said she wasn't sur-
prised that she was the number one
boxer. "I am not surprised that I am
ranked No 1. I am so happy that my
performances have been recognised.
I am grateful for the love and support
that I have received from the entire
country. Your prayers have helped me
win a lot of medals," she added.
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ing moved away from Turin to
make way for Ronaldo last summer.

Coach Gennaro Gattuso said
the Argentine was suffering from
a fever and missed the team photo
because they were afraid he would
infect other players.

"It might seem like a joke, but
it's true. Higuain wasn't in the pic-
ture when the Saudi Prince came
to visit because I was afraid the

virus would spread among the
other players, so that was my deci-
sion.

"He had a fever last night, we
did everything to get him better,
but he didn't play much, so I pre-
ferred a fresher player."

Milan's best shot on goal was
a Patrick Cutrone effort after the
break with their hopes dwindling
after Kessie's sending off.
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Buoyant and self-assured in
equal measure, India
would be eyeing a maid-

en bilateral ODI series tri-
umph on Australian soil
after the path-breaking
Test conquest when they
take on the home team in
the tour finale here on
Friday.

The three-match series is level
at 1-1 after Australia won the first ODI
in Sydney by 34 runs and India won
the second in Adelaide by six wickets.

The Men in Blue have never won
a bilateral ODI contest on Australian
soil, and their only two series' wins in
this format have come in 1985 (World
Championship of Cricket) and 2008
(CB Series).

In fact, this is only the second
bilateral ODI series India have played
in Australia, losing 4-1 in 2016 when
they toured here last.

Also, by winning this third ODI
in Melbourne, India will finish the
current 2018-19 tour without having
lost a series here. 

While India will take winning
momentum into this third ODI, their
only worry at the moment is the fifth
bowling option.

So far in the series, senior pacers
Bhuvneshwar Kumar and
Mohammed Shami have been impres-
sive, while the two left-arm spinners
Kuldeep Yadav and Ravindra Jadeja
have provided control and break-
throughs in the middle overs.

In the absence of Hardik Pandya,
India have used a full-time seamer as
their fifth bowling option both at the
Sydney Cricket Ground and the
Adelaide Oval.

Khaleel Ahmed (0-55) and
Mohammed Siraj (0-76) though failed
to impress in their singular outings.

It becomes a particularly crucial
aspect considering that India will go
in with the same batting line-up as in
the first two matches. With Virat Kohli
not keen on bowling Ambati Rayudu
again in the series, they need to get
their five-bowler attack right on the
money.

Seam bowling all-rounder Vijay
Shankar and leg spinner Yuzvendra
Chahal are in contention and both had
a rigorous workout during the option-
al training session on Thursday at the
MCG.

Shankar provides the third seam
bowling option, and as an extra bats-
man, elongates the batting line-up.

However, the argument
against Shankar is whether
the Indian team manage-
ment can trust him enough
to deliver 10 overs on ODI
debut.

Siraj struggled to do
so and Kohli was left
wondering how he would
bowl him for a last three-
over spell. This is where
Chahal might prove to
be a more reliable

option, even if India have
to play two pacers and three spinners.

The bigger boundaries at the
MCG, and Chahal's ability to bowl
economical and attacking spells as well
as use the new ball within the first 10
overs, might be a factor in his favour.

If Kohli does pick Shankar for his
ODI debut, it would disturb the set
batting line-up and make space for
Kedar Jadhav. The fifth bowler's 10

overs can then be divided between
Jadhav and Shankar. This move would
mean one of Ambati Rayudu or
Dinesh Karthik will be left out.

Karthik was handy in finishing
the second ODI, while Rayudu has
been rusty but seen as India's favoured
number four option, making this a
tough decision for the Indian captain.

Rayudu was part of the small

group that took part in option-
al training on Thursday, along
with Shankar, Chahal, Jadhav,
Mahendra Singh Dhoni and
Shikhar Dhawan.

Dhoni's form, which has
been a constant concern for a
while now, has been decent so
far and he has two consecutive
half centuries to draw confi-
dence from.

Australia, on the other hand,
will be worried about lack of
runs from their opening duo,
Finch and Alex Carey, with
their middle-order having to do
the bull work in the last two
matches.

The home team made two
changes from Adelaide. Leg-spinner
Adam Zampa came in for off-spinner
Nathan Lyon, who couldn't pick a
wicket in the first two ODIs, while
pacer Jason Behrendorff was ruled out
owing to a sore back.

Billy Stanlake is his replacement,
while all-rounder Mitchell Marsh has
been ignored again.
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Indian opener Shikhar
Dhawan on Thursday said

suspended fast-bowling all-
rounder Hardik Pandya is "cru-
cial" for the team's balance but
rejected suggestions that the
side was struggling for a fifth
bowler in the ongoing ODI
series against Australia.

India take on Australia in
the series-decider on Friday.
There are bound to be changes
to the team composition in the
light of Khaleel Ahmed and
Mohammed Siraj failing to
impress in the first two match-
es.

Dhawan came out in sup-
port of the two young pacers, but
added that the presence of an all-
rounder in the side is imperative
for balance. 

"The balance that Hardik
(Pandya) creates when he's in
the team is very crucial for our
team," Dhawan acknowledged
in the pre-match press confer-
ence.

"Even when Kedar (Jadhav)
plays, the overs of off-spin he
bowls are very beneficial for
us...I would say he is our gold-
en arm, and he always takes
wickets when he comes on. So
often, he's broken a big part-
nership. An all-rounder in Tests
and limited-overs' cricket is
equally important," he added.

Talking about Ahmed and
Siraj, Dhawan said the young-
sters will mature and get better
with time.

"It's not a worry (about the
bowling). They just came in.
They are young blokes. We will
back them. That's how they're
going to learn, when they play

against a good side," he said.
"If they go for runs, that's

where they have to lift them-
selves up and think more about
their game and strategies. That's
how they'll become more mature
players. It's good that they are
getting chances over here," he
added.

Dhawan said the team is
looking to make history by win-
ning the first ever bilateral ODI
series on Australian soil, fol-
lowing up on the 2-1 Test series'
win here. He felt the batting line-
up, including veteran Mahendra
Singh Dhoni, finding form only
bodes well for their preparations
ahead of the 2019 ODI World
Cup.

"Winning the series will
mean a lot to us. Winning both
Tests and if we win tomorrow,
it is going to be a big achieve-
ment for us. We are going to
value it and cherish it," he said.
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Australia captain
Aaron Finch on

Thursday declared
that he will return to
his "natural" aggres-
sive game in the
series-deciding third
ODI against India
after being left "frus-
trated" by a cautious
approach while
searching for runs. 

Finch has been
going through a bad
patch for a long time
and the sword is lit-
erally hanging over
his head.

After a below-par showing in
the Test series, Finch's struggle with
the bat continued in the ODIs as
he scored just 12 runs in the first
two games.

"I am little bit frustrated. I am
trying to bat a little bit longer for
one thing. When you are search-
ing for runs, you can be searching
for the right recipe, and over the
last couple of days, I have had a
look at footage. I have seen things
that have worked out when I got a
hundred for Australia last, and
what didn't," Finch said ahead of
Friday's final ODI.

"I want to give myself the best
chance. Maybe, I have been too
tentative in the last couple games
and letting pressure build up."

Finch, who scored just 97 runs

in six innings
in the Test
series against
India before
b e i n g
dropped for
the final
game, has
admitted that
he has spent
the last few
days in
r e m i n d i n g
himself he is
"still a very
good player".

" T h a t ' s
always a fine
b a l a n c e
b e t w e e n

attack and hanging in there, wait-
ing for the right time to be aggres-
sive and take on the opposition. I
still feel I am a very good player,"
he said.

"I think 13 international hun-
dreds suggest I do know what is
required. It is about seeing through
the initial part and putting pressure
back on the bowlers. It is just about
going back to my natural game, let-
ting it flow and finding the right
rhythm."

With the series evenly poised
at 1-1, Finch said Australia is keen
to come out victorious on Friday
to register their first ODI series tri-
umph since January 2017. 

"We are very keen to win the
series. It has been a while since we
have won one," he said.
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New Zealand on Thursday brought back Tom Latham
and Colin de Grandhomme for the ODI series against

India starting next week in Napier, fielding the strongest
possible squad to take on the world No 2 side.

Both Latham and de Grandhomme were rested dur-
ing the 3-0 clean sweep of Sri Lanka, but were included
in the 14-member squad for the first three ODIs of the
five-match series against India starting next on Wednesday.

Skipper Kane Williamson and pacer Trent Boult, who
were rested for the lone Twenty20 against Sri Lanka last
Friday, are too named in the squad alongside fit-again
Mitchell Santner.

Santner made his
comeback in the lone
Twenty20 against Sri
Lanka after being side-
lined by injury for 10
months.

New Zealand coach
Gary Stead said the
squad had been select-
ed keeping in mind two
priorities — first plan-
ning for the World Cup
and secondly to give the Kiwis the best possible chance
of winning the series against world No 2 India.

"Our two main priorities have been to select and pre-
pare a squad capable of winning what is shaping as a mas-
sive series against India, and gathering as much infor-
mation as possible ahead of the World Cup," Stead said.

"Tom and Colin are experienced players in this for-
mat and will offer quality in their respective roles."

�D���
Kane Williamson (captain), Trent Boult, Doug
Bracewell, Colin de Grandhomme, Lockie Ferguson,
Martin Guptill, Matt Henry, Tom Latham, Colin Munro,
Henry Nicholls, Mitchell Santner, Ish Sodhi, Tim
Southee, Ross Taylor.
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Scripting history, Kerala
stormed into the semifinals of

the Ranji Trophy for the first
time with a 113-run win over
Gujarat on the third day of the
quarterfinal on Thursday.

This is the first time that the
Kerala team has entered the last
four stage of the prestigious tour-
nament in over five decades. In
the last season, the state made its
maiden entry into the quarter-
final, but lost to Vidharbha.

Requiring 195 to win the
match, Gujarat was shot out for
81 in 31.3 overs as Basil Thampi
(5 for 27) and Sandeep Warrier
(4 for 30) wrecked the strong
rival batting line-up.

Gujarat didn't have the best
start, losing opener Kathan D
Patel in the sixth over.

Patel was bowled by

Thampi, who struck a big blow
in the last ball of the same over,
trapping the prolific Priyank
Panchal (3) to leave the visitors
at 10 for 2.

Left-hander Rahul Shah was
the only batsman to offer resis-
tance with a fighting knock of 33
not out (70 balls, 4X4).

Gujarat skipper Parthiv
Patel, probably the biggest threat
for Kerala, was run out for a
duck, by his opposite number
(Sachin Baby).

Dhruv Raval (17) was the
only Gujarat batsman other
than Rahul Shah to get into dou-
ble figures as the visiting side
struggled on a pitch with vari-
able bounce.

Thampi, who was named
man of the match and Warrier
finished with eight wickets each.
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Wasim Jaffer slammed a double
hundred as holders Vidarbha
grabbed a massive 204-run first
innings lead against
Uttarakhand on the third day.

With Vidarbha's first
innings yet to be completed and
only two days left in the match,
the hosts are all set to enter the
semi-final of the coveted domes-
tic tournament after ending the
day 3 at an imposing 559 for 6.

At 260 for 1, opener Sanjay

Ramaswamy (141) and Wasim
Jaffer (206) resumed the innings
and stitched a massive 304-run
second wicket stand to com-
pletely demoralise the visiting
team, playing in its debut season.

Ramaswamy, overnight
unbeaten on 112, could add only
29 runs to his tally and was dis-
missed on 141.

But 40-year-old Jaffer kept
playing his shots and in the
process completed his ninth
First Class double hundred, and
second for Vidarbha. He was on
the cynosure of all eyes, hitting
26 boundaries in his 296- ball
stay at the crease.

Wicket-keeper Akshay
Wadkar (98) and Aditya Sarvate
(57 not out) then continued to
frustrate the opposition bowlers.

Sarvate and Akshay
Wakhare (3) were the unbeaten
duo for the hosts at stumps.
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